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TBESIS ON THE rnERNArn0NAL N W A -  
WON AND THE PROBLEMS OF THE 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 
Adopted at the f 6th Ses- J u l y  4, 1921. 
1. The Roat ob the Pro- 
1. The revolutionary movement at thc h of the 
impdalht war and during the succeedkg period ban 
been marked by unprecedented intensie. The month 
of March, 1917, witnessed the o v ~ w  of Tzarism. In 
May, 1917, a vehement strike movement broke wt in 
England. In November, 1917, the R m s h  proletariat 
seisod the power of Government. The month of N m m -  
btr, 1918, m k e d  the downfall ob the German and 
Auseo-Hungarian monarchies. In the course of the 
succetding year, a number of European amtrim were . 
beipg swept by a powerful strike mowmmt constantlj 
fining in scope and intensity. In March, 1919, n Sov- 
iet Republic was inaugurated in Hangmy. At the c l o ~  . 
of that year tfit United States was convalsad by tttt- 
baltnt strikes invplving the steel w o r h ,  mi- and 
railwaymen. Following the January and March bttb 
of 1919 the rwotutionary moverneat in Germany M 
its culminating point shortly after the Gpp n&hg b 
gbarch, 1920. The internal situation in Fan- beam8 
' mwt tense in the month of May, 1m. In Italy rn *pit- ' 
mmed the oonshnt growth of unrest amwg the inda* 
tdd and agrarian proletariat leading, in September, 1920, 
.. t o t h i r ~ a f f a e t o r i w , r n i l f s a n d ~ t r t e s b y t h s d  
ma In December, 1920, the Czech prolcbriat mmbd to 
. the weapon of the prohrian mass strike. b k &  1921, 
marked the u p r i s i  of workers in Central Gemany Uld 
the coal miners' strite in England . 
Having reached ita highest point in thoae c o t t n ~  
whkh had been invoIved in the war, particularly in ths 
dcfeakd d m ,  the revolutionary movement s p d  
to the nwtral countria as well, In Asia and in Afrb,  
the m m e n t  a m d  and intensified the rewlutiormy 
~pirit  of the great masses of the colonisll cwnMes. Bat 
tbis pwerful revolutionary wave did not an& in 
sweeping away international capitaIism, nor even the 
capi@li~t order of Europe itself, 
2. A number of uprisings and revdutiotlary bad- 
have taken place during the year that elapsed between 
the Seed add Third Congrtss of the Conmunist In- 
k m a t i d ,  which d t e d  in sectional defeats (the k d  
Army offensive near Warsaw in August* 19a0, tk move- 
ment of the 1 talian proletariat in September, and 
the uprising of the German workera in Mar&, 1SQl). 
I Following the dose of the war which has been charae- 
terizad by the elemental nature of itn oadanght by the 
cowidmble fordwnega of ita methods and a h ,  and 
the extreme panic d the d i n g  classes, the 6rst period 
of the revolutionary movement may now be e e d  M 
havipg reached its termination. The self-confidence of 
the bourgeoisie a a class, md the apparent mbw of 
its government apparatus have undotibtdy become 
ska@aed. The panic of Communism huhting the 
bonrgcoisie, not having$ disappeared, baa nevertheleu 
somewhat re-. The \ d i n g  mts of the botqdsk 
arc now even boasting of the might of thdr government 
. app$~s!tur, and have aimmd the oRedve +t the 
Itrbriq  masrer m h c r c ,  on both the eecrnomic and 
the political fields. 
-- ? - 
afcst does thia -tiormatiom in tk A 
n the bwgcoisie and the prolddat OO~C 
. ;nqpmd to the actual balance of the 'contending f m ?  
-. b it true that the bourgeoisie is about to -tore the 
which had been up& by the war? fa 
and to suppose that the period of political 
+Val and of class-wars is going to be s u p r s d d  by 
a new epwh of restoratioa and capiW -? 
- Qota tlot this n d t a t e  revisiw of program or tac- k,4. <*c. th. a m m ~ n i *  ~ n t e m a t i ~ d ?  J 
- fX. T b  War, Artificial Bduem 
,.4. The bigh tide of capitalism was m tht two 
,&&es preceding the war, The ixr- of prapefie 
.-a SUpefB@d@d by p&OdS of d -p 
I' tively ehorter duration and inknsiv. The gwwal trnnd 
-&m that of an upward came: the capitdht 
- ,m=lPwing*  
:- .jHuviag wwred the world market through their tFtuta, 
a u ~ d a ~  ad 'urns, the masters of world- 
'!. * nd rwE=nt tbis mwi ..m- 
' wiU sIlsl1y strike a dead wtdl codhbg the bib'of tbs 
sapcity of the market aeated by themdvw. Tbsf 
- '&trefore tried to get out of the diEcnltp by a a t q W  
- M o d .  In pIace of a lengthy pcriod ob cmmdc de- 
--on which was to follow and result k wholerafs 
L I - . -&*tion d productive resourn- the bloody d a b  of 
world war was ushered in to serve dsc ramt pnr- 
the war proved not only m y  k t m c h  in 
ut a h  of an mexpectdy lengthy-dqra- 
beaides the economic d' 
~ Y Q  -rces, it dm=, 
k.uropean production. At the m e  time it gave a pwer- 
iul impetus to the capitalist development of tht Uni* 
States and quickened the aggrandiaement of Jam 
* Thus the oentxe of gravity of world indwtry was shiftad 
uom Europe to h e x k  
5. The perid foUowiag upon the termhation of tho 
four years' daughter, the demobibtion of the armies, 
the kgnsition to a p d u l  state of affairs, and the in- 
evitrbb economic d s  coming as a result of the ex- 
bustion and chaos caused by the w d  thia ma ra 
garded by the bourgeoisie with the g r ~ t e s t  atlgFietg a8 
the approach of the most critical moment As a matter 
of fact during the two years following .the war, the aoun- 
tries invalved became the arena of a mighw mwemcnt 
of the proletariat. 
One of the chief causes which enabled the boqpoisia 
to preserve its dominallt position was furnished by the 
fact that the first months after tbe war, instmi of bring- 
ing abut  the seemingly unavoidable &&, were marked 
by economic prosperity, This lasted approxhatcly for 
one year and a half. Nearly all the demobiked workers 
were absorbed in industry. As a: g c n d  rale wagea did 
not catch up with tht cost of living, but they n d e l e m  
kept *g, a& that created the iflndom Of ccmmic 
gaiaa 
It was just tbis c - m i d  ipldwtd &mid of 
19l9 old 1920 which, to same art&, d i e d  thc muion 
of the poaitwar &id, that =used the bourgtoiaie to as- 
mtne an extremely s e f f d d e n t  air, and to p r o t h  t k  
I I  dtrgnt of a new ma of wg& capitalist d d + t .  
B d  aa a matter of fact, the industrial r e v i d  of 191PZI 
was not in essence the beginning of thc regmaation o f o  
capitalist industry, but a mere pmhgation of the 
adMaUy sthidated state of himtry and -, 
w b i i  was c m t d  by the war, and which underdad 
the ~ o m y  of csrpiasm. 
(5. The oatbdr  of t%e imperialist war &sd 
-* -i- prices. This proecss is the carr~e 0f 
y bills and notes k p t  growing Wrn I I 
mobilized for military purposes. 
and the d of internatid r e b o m  l i d  
though it was, brought out a damand for variolu am- 
ruoditiea from a i l  p q p  of the #Me, Large a t d a  of 
producta were left dthoat use during the war, and the 
~ s u m r r o f ~ ~ ~ e d i n t t r e ~ o f d e a t e T a  
atld spdaturs -nwbikd by them to w h m  theg 
could pmducc the profits. H u m  the feverbh 
boom aecompaakd by,- twwual rhe of pfiw and 
h W c  divide&, . w M  tn &tp prono of the bollrc 
branch of industry, anywhere in Euroat, apptopchsd 
*-Beel. 
8. By m e a u  of a continuous derangement of tha 
economic system, accumulation of -ted capital, d e  
predation of currency, (specutation instead of economic 
restoration) the bourgwh govemmenb in league with 
the bankiog combhea and industrial truets s u c c d d  in 
' putting aff the baginning of the e c w o m *  crisit till the 
moment when tbe politid criaia C O ~ U C I I ~  upon the 
demobilization and the first squaring of accounts was 
somewhat allayed. 
Ths, having gained a considerable bresthfag 
the bourgeoisie hagined that the dreaded crisis bad been 
rmrmed for an indefinite time, Optimism reigaed W- 
preme. It appeared a# if the needs of reconstradon 
had opeaad a new em of lasting expansb of itdtlstry, 
commerce and particularly ~peeulation. But the pear 
1920 proved to have been a period of shattered h w  
The ~~. eormatrcial and industrid, bb 
gan in March, 1W. Japan saw the beginning of it in 
the month of April. In the U W  S m  it by 
a slight fall sf prices in January. Then it p a d  on to 
Englandr France and Italy (in April). Xt ruchad the 
neutral countriw of E v e ,  then Getmany and atended 
to aU the counttica hvolvtd b the wpitjirt rphttb of 
idqence during the a c d  bdf of 19#1. I.. 
9. Thus tknir i to f  1920i.oot. paiDdic & of 
, 
"dn i n d u W  ytlo, bttl r p m f d  rwob* e m *  
cprmrt upou tke  st^^ thut ddw#'tkw 
f k i r r n r r f k r d Y i k W ~  s@B 
-wasnorisein 
ng of the v q  foundation of is 
a n d i a ~ h ~ ~ t & ~  
muat but the mnsequtnk of the derangement of Eng- 
1 i. TIW ww has broagfit about the i d a b l e  
ruin of France, &tgicrm ad I*. The attempt to 
the esw& situation of France at the expense of GetPjolny 
is aothing bat m robbery coupled with diplomatic cxtor- 
tion which spelIs the further mination of Germany (coal, 
machirPery, cattle, goId) without, however, hinging about 
the d d o n  of Frame. This atkmpt is causing heavy dam- 
age to the entire economy of Continental Europe. Frame 
is gaining mu& 1- than Germany is I*. A d  m spite 
of the fact that the F d  psants have through super- 
human exertions r e c m e d  ior agricultural usc large tracts 
' of the denstated district; in spite of the fact that certain 
hdwtrics (for example, the &mid industxy and war in- 
d d t s )  made a swing -upwards during tbe war, nwerthb- 
less, France is rapidly steering towards economic &. 
debts and government effpenses (on' m i l i t a h )  have 
reached an insupportable amount. At the dose. of the re- 
cent economic advance French currency had dmppad to 
of 'its face d u e .  Owing to the heavy losses in man-power 
-used by the war-which cannot be made gm.d since the 
inmaw of poplation is in a stagnant c w d i t i d  emu- 
ilIastration of the illusory nature of 
tbis kind of business expamion is prcw~ttd by C;ermany, 
where a seven-fold increaw in prices coincided with a 
shap decline of production. Germany won her apparent 
success in international trade relations at the coat of 
both the deterioration of the nation'e basic capital (the 
dcstmction of industry, tramportation and crdit sps- 
bwcTing of tbs madad of 
From tbc social ecomdc 
- ,- I 
- -- 
the a o o h  of Europe 
-atitibI1am period by EngIa'nd, Germsmy, Am& aad 
cnormous pmfita, but the d m W i ~ n  of 
' -c-tr ics which had been h i v e d  in the &r led to tbe 
canomic ~ ~ t i o t l  of these nerrtrai wankies aa 
.dl. Th& debta ban  inmaid,  tbdr carma* ex- 
and w e t  mda.  
- 14. The development of the United Ststea drrring =he 
&ed, in a mtain m in ntl oppasibc d i re  
the damage cawed to its kBM.. 
of. its most importmt indnsth (sad as p 
roducrion, ahipbuifdiug, automobile and -1 
to such a height it had never anticiprrbarl. 
,,4 - 
r 
--I4 - 
- 
oa A m a h  not d y  for h i x '  g&mhm and grab, but 
oJw for their d. 
While Ammca's m r t  prior to the war conaistcd 4 r 
ehitffy of agricuItrtrd producta and raw materials (mak- 
ing up more tbaa two-thirds of the entire export), her 
main export at the present time is mede up of manufac- * - 
tared articles (m cent of her entire export). Having - 
been in debt prior to the war, the TJllited States is now 
tfie A d ' s  d i o r ,  emcentraw &th her w&ts 
about onehalf of the world's gold reserve and contin- 
uaUy augmetrting her treasurg. The dominating part 
playcd by the pound sterling has now been taken over 
by the American dollar. 
IS. This extraordinary expansion of American indus- 
trg was caused by a special combination of circumstances 
namely : the withdrawal of European competition and, 
above *If, thc demands of the European war market. But, 
American capitalism today baa dso gat out of balance. 
Since devastated Europe as a competitor of America is 
not in a position to regain its pre-war role on the world 
market, the American market as well can p r e m  only 
an insignificant part of its former position with Europe 
as a' customer. At the same time America today is pro- 
'ducing goods for export parposes to a much greater a- . 
tent than prior to tfie war. The over-expansion of 
American industry, during the war cannot find any out- 
let owing to the scarcity of world markets. As s conse- 
quence, many industries have become part time or seas- 
onal industries, affording employment to the workers 
only part of the year. The crisis in the United States 
resulting from the decline of Europe s w e a  the begin- 
+ ning of a profound and lasting economic disorganization. 
This is the result of the ftrndamental disturbance of the 
world's subdivision of labor, 
16. Japan dso took advantage of the war in ordcr 
to extend her influem on the world market. Her develop- 
ment has betn of a much more limited scope than that 
of the United States and some branches of Japanese in- 
what m w t  be 
roduet3trs 
strong to enable her to taka hold of 
&ere were no eompttim. But they 
ient to retain that market In a com- 
a v e  strclggle with the more powerfa1 capitalist m- 
ute criuis which had its atdug point 
and the donia  
erica, Canada, Australia, Chins, 
ort raw mattriat. 
tagc of the rupture in interno- 
bpment of tbeir home hdtta- 
as now involved that aim- 
Hea as well, and their internal industrid development b 
L 
~ t o b t c h & , t h e r e l y s e r v h g a s a n ~ o m l e a r t s e  
lot trade fiandiaps to England and of the whole of 
Thus, there is no ground whatsoever to speak pf 
my restoration of lasting balance t d a y  either in the 
- where of production, commerce or d t  with r e f k e e  b to ~tlrope or erren wi& reference to the wodd u a whole. 
b 
.The ccbnomie decline of Europe is still going on and the 
d&&y d the foundatim of European indmtry will .mi- 
f a  Hwlf in the near hture. 
Tbe wchaoge of goods on the world market h W q  I-- gdyhindmdbythedGoaI*tionofatnacyinWatan 
? 6; -13 countries, mhing in m e  clses 99 pa ermt. Th Itlassant rapid fluctuation of the rate of ha 
: #r - ' ermvatcd adtalist production into wild spccdatiw. i - 'The world market is in a state of disorgatlizstiw. 
&trqx wattta A m a n  prod- for which, -, it 
-'give nothing in return. While the body of Eurup~ 
.' im from an&, that of A& ia 
- *th plethora. The gold atsndar< hsr been dtstroytd 
add tbt world market has been deprived of its p e d  
I - *~ltchangc medium. 
7 % ~  only w r ~  by .which the restoratlon of the p l d  
. s t a d d  in Europe could b~ + h i t v e d  wodd be by gat- 
,* tZle aport & e s ~ &  the import. But tb is  is just what 
devastated Europe is not in a .cooditioa to do. America, 
on the other hand, is trg.iag to check the influx of Euro- 
pean goods by Gsing her tariff, 
Thus, J3wop.h  btmme a bedlam. Prohibitive rims- 
urea wnoerning hprk and traasit and inawing the pro- 
tective tariff manifold have been @ by many a state. 
E a g M  bas iatroduced prohibitive custtc#ns duties. The ex- 
portmdastheentireeconomiclifeof Gumany is atthe 
mtrey of the-AIlia and p r t i u h l y  by .the F r d  apda-  
.tom. The former Austtia-Hungary is now broken up into 
a n u m k  of provinces divided by custom borders. The net 
.in which the VmaiUes Tmty ha entangled the world L 
beaming more aad more tightmed. The elimination of 
Soviet Russia as a market for ~ f a c k u r e d  goods and as a 
supply of raw materiaIs bas contributed in a very irigh de- 
g r e ~  to the disturbing of the economic equili'brium of the 
world. 
19. The reappearance of Russia on the world market 
is not g.oing to produce any appreciable changes in i t  ' 
.P&s means of production have been always com- 
+pletelp dependent- upon the industrial eondihr  of the 
rat  of the world a d  khis d @ e w  p tkuk ly  with 
regard to the allied mantries hats B-e intensified 
during the war when her home industtp waa almost 
EompMelp mobilized for war purpose& Bat the block- 
ade cut off these vital conndons between Russia a d  
afw other countries. There d be no questiom of set- 
tingapanpnmbdesofiadustrywbichwere?letded 
to prevent the general decay caused by the wear and 
tear of machinery and equipment in s counttg com- 
pletely exhausted. during three years of incessant civil 
war, In addition to this, hundreds and thousands of our 
I best prole-n eIerncnb,' c ~ n p h i h g  a p a t  number of 
aMIled workera had bo be werrrited for the Red Amy. 
Under these conditions, surrounded by the iron ring of 
fie b&ckdt, carrying on incessant wars and suffering 
of .an i n d u d  cobpee.m.W 
'iaaintahed the e m d c  bf the 
on. There is no denying, hwR- 
world imperialh waa 
on at the price of the progressive diminud~ d 
dnctive resources of industry in various bmncbc~. 
since the bl& has r e l d  and the relations 
wn and aountry arc becoming morc re-, 
pwer for thc first time, has been emrbled to 
and steadily direct the cbunby upon the r o d  
c prosperity in a c e t l t r a h d  manner. 
w. Social ContFadi&w Xntenaw 
e of indwW re- 
out by the war did nst check the pm- 
the conkmy, thc 
m a a h  combines and su on, haye, for the last 
e more blaclwd 
The Stinn& combine is now .the mod irn- 
-uadtra-fomof6mmmk T b  
s r P i d ~ ~ p o ~ ~ ~ ~ h r ~ o f # ~  
ksh# N 8 t - d  th# WOd d s l t ~ ~  C- WDd d 
-I 4 thr c k s  dwggk* 
The present &is Is onlp a continnation of the dc- 
strrlckCve work done by the war and the @belIum 
qeculativc boom. 
21. The prha of agricultural @acts b e  rieen, bring- 
ingrrbautsnapparentpmprityinthccxnmtrpandkms- 
iag in d t y  the iaoome and the proptrtg of the rkb pew 
me.  T h c p s m t s t i n l s ~ i n p a p i n g o f E t h e d e B t e  
amtmckd by him in eurrmey at its f d  value with thc aid 
of the papet mancy which he had m t e d  in large 
q-tities. But the paying off of mortgages is not the d y  
thing mewary for agricultural pmperity. 1i1 spite of the 
enormws in- of the prices of farm land, in spite of 
t h  advantage ~ p u l o a s f y  taken of the situation by thc 
monopolists of prime necessitits, and in spite of the fact that 
the big landlords and owners of tafge farm Wtes h v c  
g m  rich, the StgiieuItural situation 01 Euorpe bss anmis- 
&bly declined. We witness a great -011 of ex- 
teasive agridture, the c o n d m  of farmland into pas- 
ture f a d s  deprived of cattle, three-field fanning, etc. 
~hisdadinehasbemcauwd&b~thclaclcof Iaborgo~&~ 
by the ddine  6f cattle breeding, by the lack of f c d l k r ,  
by the h-se of prices on manufactured g d s ,  and in 
htd and Eastem Europe dm by the i n t e n t i d  curtail- 
ment of agricultural pduction d n g  as a result of the at- 
tempt made by the state to get hold of the products of agri- 
dm. The owners of large, and partly a b ,  of medium' 
- 
farms havt organized strong political a d  economic organi- 
zations in order to prokt thmselms against the burdeqs 
impwtd upon them by the needs of reconstruction and are 
taking advantage of the embarrassment of the bourgeoisie to 
@ tht government to pass tariff and taxation measures fa- 
vorable to them, as a reward for the support they are ren- 
d* the baurgeoisie in its atqq1e a p h t  the proletar& 
t b e ~ ~ b b  
tZte- 
d b y t h e  Refurmists ='the btll- 
dons in the ruinous cmdh d 
* 
- b d a g ~ o a ~ d i e ~ a n c x t r e m c l y  
~ d u t i ~ ~ o w I n g t 0  the sharp 4- 
UW p d u d  by the gwwat instability of h world mar- 
ket. The piui of an unpraeedentQd rise of capitalism ia 
bwnd to be f d o d  by. an -ry rise of rm1u- 
tionarJr- 
25. The emigration of workers amd pcaaanta a c r a  
the ocean haa Jwap m e d  as a safcw-dve to the capi- 
talistrtgiraeinEurqe Itgrewdusingpdongedpe- 
rids of depffssim a d  after uastmessful mlutionary 
o u t b d .  At present, bowever, America and Australia 
are patting ever-growing obsbcler in the way of emi- 
gmtiw. Thus, this mfeQ-valvt, so necessary to tbc capi- 
'&list be ~easad to dt. 
26. The vigornus development of capitalism iu the 
. E a s t , ~ l y i n I a d i a a n d i n ~ h a s c m t e d t r e r ~  
4 f a a d t h ~  for the d u t i m r y  struggle The 
bourgeoisie of the Eastern corntries has b d  up its 
fate even more closely with foreign capital, and hair thm 
k o m t  a very important weapon of capitalist domina- 
tion. The contest between this hrgaoisie aad foreign 
irnpeMm is the contest of a weaktr competitor against his 
sbongcr rival, and is by its very nature only half-hrkd 
and ineffective. The development of the native proletariat 
paralyzes the nationalistic-revolutiomry tendencies of the 
-pitatist hrgtoisit. At the aamc time the great masses of 
tItt peasants of the Oriental w u d e s ,  look upon the Cammu- 
nist vanguard as their d revolutionary I d e r .  This is par- 
tidarfy true of the more pgressive dements of thtse 
masses. 
The combination of the military nationalistic opprts- 
sion of foreign imperiaIism, of the capitalist expIoitation 
by foreign and native bourjpisie, aud the survivals of 
feudalism are creating favorable conditions in which 
the young proletariat of the colonial countries must 
develop rapidly and take the lead in the revolutionary 
fnovqqent of the peasant m w w ,  
war atld the Versailk Tptp 
es stnd convtrt Esrrope and the rmt of 
m i - .  In regard Q Shte 
my, Ehfope has beed tflrwPn 
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ma of the most important dh newmiry for the ra- 
wushction of Europe. 
29. Great Britain today has reached the high-water 
mark of her power, Not only has she retained all the 
dominions, but she haa alsa acquired new ones. Never- 
Mess, it is .just at tbis moment that it is becoming 
most evident that the dominating international posi- 
tion of England stands in conbadittion to her achml em- 
node decline. German capitalism technically and or- 
a ganizationally much more progressive than that of Eng- 
hnd, kls been crushed by form of arms. The United 
States, which has made both Ameriwi ~~y sub- 
ject to k, has now come out as a triumphant rid even more 
n m a d q  than Germany ms. The piodtictiviq of labor and 
of ,hindustry in the United Statcis, owing to itn superior or- 
ganization and technique, is now above that of England 
Within the terr ibry of the United States from 65 to 70 
per cent of the world's petroleum is being pmdtfccd upoq 
which depends the automobile industry, tractor produc- 
tion, the fleet and aviation, Engiand's cmhry-old mon- 
opoly in the d market bas been decisively broken. Am& 
has now  fir& place and her European export is 
ominousry inmasing, -ria's cummercial marine 
nearly dome up to that of England. Nor Ts the United Stam 
content to put up any longer wjth Englad's cable mon~plp 
Great Britain has taken up a d e f d v e  position with regard 
to hw industry and is now morthg to pro tecb  l-tim 
against the United States under t8e guise of combatthg the 
'kwholesmue'' German competition. F i y ,  the 
English fleet, comprisiig a large number of battleahips 
of the old type, has bttn checked in ita further ded~op-. 
nltnt, the Hading admini- has taken up the 
Wilsonian program of naval construction intended to 
secure the superiority of the -can 0% on the: area 
within the nex+ couple of yam. 
The situation has tiecome smh thit either -d 
d l  be automatically pushed back a ~ d ,  in Spite of h 
a second-rate pewer 
in the vcry near hturc bg 
trse unied s b b  i& paaru 
e with Japan and is making coaeem3ions to 
's assistance or neu- 
-ji% ailp rate. The growth of the International role ' 
%tter country within tbe European contiapt dtu- 
ye+r h been caused not by a s tFenghnhg of 
excluding &re by. France of the Ruhr & 
tagonism between Japan and tb;e Unitad 
wad tcmprariiy veiled by the former's 
dre war &gainst Glmany is nuw M- 
fd form In consqmm of the ~AAU, 
approached the American coast, having et- 
~ata for world hegemony breaks out, Japan is going to 
be the battleground of that fight. 
31. Both the original causes that called forth the re- 
cent great slaughter and the chief combatants that took 
part in it mafked it as a European war, the crucial point 
of whieh was the antagonism betkeen England and Ger- 
many, The intervention of the United States only wid- 
ened the scope of the struggle, but it did not divert it 
from its originat direction. The European conflict: was 
being settled by world-wide means. The war, having 
d e d  the English-German and Gem-Am&- 
quarrel in its own way, not ody did not solve the prob- 
- lem of the reIations between the United States and Eng- 
land, but has, for the first time, put that problem promi- 
lrendy forward as one of the first order and tbe question 
of the American-Japanese as one of the second order. 
Thus, the last war was in reality only a prelude to a gen- 
uine woxld war which is to solve the problem of impe&l&f 
-* 
32. This, however, forms only one focus of interna- 
tional policy which has yet another focus Ideated in the 
Russian Soviet Federated Republic and the Third Inter- 
ntional, brought about by the war. All the forces of the 
world revolution are arraying themselves against all the 
imperiaIist mmbinations. 
Whether the alliance between Enghd and France is 
going to be maintained or broken up, whether the Anglo- 
Japanese treaty is going to be renewed or not, whether 
the United States is going to join the League of Na- 
tions or mt-ll this is of little value as faPas the inter- 
ests of the proIetariat or the securing of peace is con- 
cerned. Tbe proletariat can see no gasrantee for peace h 
the vacillating, predatorp, and treacherous combinations 
of capitalist powers, whose pofiq tmns to  an ever-in- 
creasing extent amnnd the antagodam between England 
and America, fostering that antagonism'and preparing 
for a new bloody atbreak. 
'Fht fie that m e  of the capitafist goverpmmta hdve 
p-ed under mditionar of oconorrLic &taus- 
barbarity in comparimn with which the pr-t 
Eumpe might be regardad aa the height of well- 
- . t  
spite of the kt that the late war bas fur- 
W e  &dace that -$ are unpmhblt 
of k q e d s  -and 
@tidm eeonmk 
for r new war, is 
4emocratn of every variety and the Am- 
Tmkuni&s,*~tryinghmal8etht 
c economic and politid andidom * 
. . 
.-LT 
VL The Working C h  and the at-Bellum Mod.  
34. The problem of capitalist r ~ m c t i o n  along the 
lines outlined above- msenkidy puts foxward tht qua- 
tion as to whether the working c4ss is willing to bear 
any more haw sacri6ces ia order to m t e  ib own 
slavery, which is going to be wen more h v y  and more 
cruel than it was prior to the war. 
The industrid and economic reconstruction of Europe 
requires the setting up of new machinery to replace that 
destroyed during the war and the effective m t i o n  of capi- 
tal. This would be possible only if the proletariat weie 
willing to work more under a far lower s h d a d  of 
living. Thc capitalists are insisting on this, and the 
treacherous leaders of the Yellow International urge the 
proletariat to assist in the reconstruction of capitalism 
in the first place, and then p m e d  Sghthg for the bet- 
terment of their own conditions. But, the European 
prdetariat is not ready to make this s a c r i k  It demands a 
higher standard of Bving, wbich is utterly incompatible with 
the present state of the capitalist system. Hence the 
everlasting strikes and uprisings; hence the impossibilitp 
of the eeonomic reconstruction of Europe. 
To restore the value of paper money means for a 
number of European countries (Germany, France, Italy1 
Austria, Hungary, Poland, the BaIfcans, etc.) first of all 
to throw off the burden of too heavy obligations, i . ~ ,  
to declare themselves bankrupt; but this would be a 
strong impulse to t)lc strrrggle of all claaaee for a new 
distribution of the national income. To ratore the value 
oi paper nioney means further redudon of state tx- 
penditurehi to the detriment of the mmcr (to foteg0 
the regulation of wages and of articles of prime neca- 
sitg); to prevent the import of cheaper foreign manu- 
fa'ctures and increase the amount of exported articles by 
lowring the cost of production which can be achieved, 
a h  all, by increasing the txploi~tiw of h ' r .  
Every red measure tending to mtom eapikrlht 

have become attached to their organizations through dc- 
cades of struggie and cannot makc up their mind8 to 
connections with them, regadess  of the tracher- 
ons nature of their activity. But, in many industries, 
tmnalltd workers, and female workers are entering the 
rinks in considerable numbers. 
Millions of workers having gone through the experi- 
ence of the war and having acquired the ability to use 
the ri%c are now prepared to a large extent to turn the 
weapons against their class enemies, provided they be 
givw the strong leadership and serious training which 
are essential for victory. 
MiUions of working men and prri&Iy wwnw have 
been newly recruited for industrial pursuits during the war. 
T h e  new workers brought with themdm their petty- 
bourgeois prejudices. But they also brought along their im- 
patient claims for htkr conditiom of life. 
There are dm minions of young working men and women 
who have grown up in the storm and sixem of war and 
revolution, who are more suqt ib le  to the Communist 
id& and are anxious to act. 
The ebb and flow of the gigantic armp of unempI& 
some of whom are unattached to any Y, while o k a  pos- 
sess only partial class attachments, form a stxiking illustra- 
tion of the distinwtion of apitdist produdan and rep- 
resent a constant ,menace to the bourgeois d e r .  ' All these 
proletah elements, varying so much in origin and chamc- 
ter, have been enlisting in the. post-bdmn dat iawy 
m e a t  at d o u s  times and in varying degrees. This a- 
plains the vaclilations, the ebbs and m, tlw attacks d re 
treats, chamtwking the rwolutionay war. But the shat- 
tering of old illusions, the terr!*ble uacertainty of erristence, 
the arbimry domination of the tmsta and bloody methods 
of the milimized state--alt these are rapidly ddiw the 
m b e l m i n g  majority of the p * h  together. 
The great masses are m b i n g  for a dekmind and d a t e  
ltadership and for a d d y  d d a d  and 
& Party to & tht I d .  

ing the hrgcoisit during the - or fmawliae  a b  it, 
is an indication that the prqpmme of the Caarrmrrnist b 
ternatid failed. The cmmdst Internatid ie 
i t s ~ o n t h e p r o t ~ ~ o n , b u t ~ b y n o  
mtans Wes either - t idy fixing any d a t e  W 
for the revolution, or any pledge to bring it about m&d- 
d y  at a set time. Revolution has always been, and is tw 
day, nothing else but a stmggle of li- forces d e d  on 
within given bistoric con&&. The war has destroyad 
capitalkt equilibrium dI over the world. It itas thus 
matd conditions' favoring the proletariat, which is the 
fundamental force of the revolution. The Cammunit In- 
ternational has been exerting d its efforls to take full 4- 
mnhge of t h a e  dt im. 
Ths dksinction betwem tk Comnrunkt I n t m d h d  u d  
tkB S o & D m o ~  of d colws does not c& in t h  
fact that we w e  to furre the rmdstion a d  set a 
d e w #  date for i f  while they w e  ofloseti to  any #to+ 
a d  immdure u@ngsS Nu, the distinction l#s in the fact 
that So&-Dmmts hider tbs o c t d  dm8IoplneW af t h  
rmol&n by redehg dl possibfe ~p&tlrnce in the of 
r~stots'ng the equifih'wn of the bmwgeois state whih tlw 
Cmttludts, OH thu o t k  had, are tryiw to fake hnwe 
of d means a d  methods for tkir purpose of wwthfuwi~  
a d  dsstroying t b  capitalist gwemmrd  a d  #tab- 
tks dictatorship of the proletark?. 
But, during the two and a half years following the war, 
the proletarians of various countries have exhibited theif 
self-sacrifice, energy, and readiness for the straggle to such 
an -tent as would amply to taalte the revolution 
triumphant, provided there bad been a shmgly centdhd 
international Communist Party on the m e  ready tor ac- 
tion. But, during the war, -and h e d i a t d y  t k d t e r ,  by 
faice of historic c i r n t m s m ,  there was at thc bead of the. 
European proletariat the organization of the Second Inter- 
~ t i o n a l  which has been and remains up to date, the ind-  
wble potitid weapon in the hands of the bwq@eie. 
38. By th, end of 1918 and the beginning of 1919, thc 
my-- 
rnovmmt in England ms fd 
f the trade d m  I&- 
EtgIish t d c  tmiaprs 
the case, it was impmible to q c c t  h t  the rmhtionazy 
offemivt afta the war not having d t e d  in an i m m e d b  
victory should, p an M o p i n g  M y  along an upward 
curve. Political mdutiw proceeds in cycles and has its u p  
a d  downs. The muny does not remain &vt, but &BEs 
for his dstence. If the derisive of the prol-t h 
not lead to direct vim, the boar@& e m b m  thc first 
opportunity for a mater-offensive. The proletarkt in 
losing somc of its positions which were too easily won urn- 
d y  expezience some tunpomry depression in its ranIrs. B d  
it is an ud&#gd mark of mr tk fkat t h  m e  of the 
capitalist $volution proceeds, through tmatmrwy rkes, con- 
stantly d m w d s ,  whilo the ctww of rrnointh # r o c ~ d P  
though sows mdbtiom c m t a ~ t l y  ujawds. 
Since the reconstruction of mpitaIism p~~ a great 
intensifimtik of qloitation, the annihilation of miUions 
of lives, the lowering of rni1liona of other lives below the 
minimum of existeuce, the mutant insecurity of the 4- 
t ions of the proIetaria6 the working c h  will be forced to 
~ t e d  revolts, to continuous s t d w  and riots. Utlder 
this pressure and in the c o u t ~  of these struggles the wiil of 
the masses to overthrow the capitalist order wil l  grow in 
strength. 
40. The fundamental &sk of the Communist PaEty in 
the current crisis is to conduct, d, widen and unite tba 
present defensive Qht of the prol-t and s h q a  it 
towards thc &A political struggle in accord811c:c with the 
course of evolution. Should, howmer, the pace of develop- 
ment slacken and the present economic crhb be f o I l d  by 
a period of prosperity in a greater or less n u m b  of c p m ~  
tries, this wwld by m, meaxls be an indidon of the bb 
ginning of the "organic" epmh So long as c a ~ ~  e&ts 
peridic d l a t i o n s  are inevitable. Theae vadhtiotls are 
going to accompany apitalism in its death agony as was the 
case during its ywth and maturity. In the proletariat 
should be forced to retrtat under the onslaught of apitalism 
in the course of the present crisis, it will hmedhtely resume 
the offensive, as won aa P m ~ f e ~  favombIc embiaatim ~t 
r m r s t , t , i n t h e r e a ~ e , k e t h e ~ O f ~ ~  
of the struggle, thc -st PaYtg 
. 
TEE= ON TACTICS 
1. 
1. Defiaidon of the Problem 
"The new intematid Iahor organhation is ~stddbhed 
for the purpose of organizing united action of the world 
proletariat, wring toward the same goal; the cwcdmw 
of ap£talism, the establishment of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. and of an International Soviet Republic, for the 
complete elimination of elasses and the &tion of S d -  
ism, the first step toward the Communist Commonwealth!' 
rhis definition of the aims of the Gmmmnist Intended, 
laid down in the statutes, distinctly defines all the questioas 
of tactics to be dved .  They are the tactical problems of 
wr struggle for the prolebrian dictatorship. Thqr deal with 
the means of winning over the majority of the working class 
to the principles of Communism, of organizing the d y  
important dements of the proletariat in the for its 
attainsnent, the attitude to be assumed t m d  the piol~W- 
ized ptty-bmqeais efments, the lffay and means of disrupt- 
ing the organs of bourgeois power, and destroying k 
And they deal, finally, with the ultimate, inkmatid battle 
for the dictatmship. The probluna of the h*orshiP ## I 
I 
ss, as being the only way to victory, constitute no part of this 
discussion. The development of the world mdutioa has ' 
proved beyond any doubt that there is onIy a single aItmu- 
tive in the given historical situation, either eapitalist or p 
I&& dictatorship. The Third Cmgms of the Commu- 
nist Intematid is proceeding to renewed investigation of 
the probIems of b d c s  at a time when the objective situation 
in a number of countries has grown critimfly revolutionary, 
and a number of communist mass parties have come into 
being. None of these, however, can claim to p o ~ s  the 
actual leadership of the majority of the working class in the 
rtal du t ionary  struggle. - - 
I f -  
= 
ritalh, d 
of the pm- 
~mganbtion into an aggrdm vktmbr pawm, 
* a prolonged period of r e v o h a t i v  struggle. 
in the sharpness of the social anhpnims and 
W smtctum of the wrhs countrk, and 
h e  ~ e s  to lx overcome. the, hiafi dearee of or- 
ki&q af the world revolution as a d t  of the world 
e , C ~ 1 ~ f l i s f s  w e  tkefwe *ht in d1c-, 
wt e u a ~  still raging, that the psriod of i m p e d h  
h p i a g  into the e#uch of socat rmdutbu, i. s, of a 
Ws of civil -9 in u sslwbw of capit&# c m h s ,  
: m d  bdmwm b A 8  c~p i t& states OH me side a d  85a states and cxploitfld coto~ial peoples m the othw 
at times acute, aad develop into severe d i m ~  
the world revolution was also d bp 
and labor parties* such as the s 
es and the tmde rmionS, which thotrgfi 
proletariat for &e conduct of its &t&c 
prok 
after 
*riat during 
, the war had 
T h l s r n a d c i t m s y f o r t h e w m l d b o u ~ e ~ ~  , 
' ' ' during the period of demobilhtiqo, and to 
the pdehriat, during the 
, of a possible irnpment  of cum- 
T o ~ ~ m a y B e ~  
of the rwoIts during 1919, d th p 
f the revolutionary rnhemnta duaing 191% 
The lrni~erd  crisis beginning the mi& of 
1920 bas since extended over the entire world. With 
w a g  m p l o p e n t  on every hand, it is proof to th 
internatid proletariat that the bourge&ie is -less to 
the world, even c~pitalistidy, that is, on the 
U s  of exploitation. The aggravation of all internatid 
paiithl mdkts, the French mpaign to d w i l  Gwmany, 
the EnglIsh-Ammbn snd American-Japanese opposition of 
h t s ,  and the co&quent r i d r y  in the augmentation of 
a m m e n u  these facts show that the moribund mpital- 
istic world is tumbling headlong into world war. Even 
the. L q p e  of Nations, the international trust of the victor- 
ious states for the exploitation of their vanquished cornpet;- 
tors and the colonial peopIes, haa been disrupted by the Etlg- 
lish-American rivalry. The ilIusion by which international 
social democracy and trade union bureaucmq restrained the 
hhhg m a w s  frwn entering the d u t i o n a r y  struggle, 
this illusion, that they d d  gradually and peacefully attain 
the economic power and consequent independence by tht 
renunciation of a11 attempts to c-uer politid powu in 
ievolutionaq combat, is king rapidly dissipattd. 
The s-tion farces in Germany, by the aid of which 
the government of Scheidemann-Moske endeavored to hold 
the working dass b k  from the attack k March, 1919, have 
come to an ad. Socialization chatter bas given way to 
Stinnesisation, the subjection of German industry to a capi- 
talist dictator and his allied groups. The attack by the 
P~ssian Govement, led by the Social-Demmrst Severing, 
on the miners of Middle Gwmany, is merely the prelude to a 
. general attack by t h ~  German bourgeoisie, for the redudon 
of the wages of the German workers. In England dl the 
nawieat ion  schemes have evaporated into thin air. In- 
stead of executing the natidizatim plans of the Sankey 
Commiseicn, the British Gwemment is employing force to 
.4u@ the lock-wt of the miners. In France, the gavem- 
ment: can only put off its i d t a b l e  economic haknrptcy by 
a p&ry expedition against Germany. There is no q m  
the dewartsted &stricbs in M d w x n  -F- 
dertaken, d y  serves tbe 
a wp-m of ~ S i o v a l d m  
Party as a mua orgaaizatim. In P&& we had the nlI. 
mad a trk  of February under the leadership of the W 
d t  Pam and the general strike which arose out of Wq 
and we are now witncsshg the continual process of d i s b  
gration which is af idng  the d a l - p d o t i c  Sodalist F%~Q 
of Poland. What we are confronted with then is not th 
waning of the world rwalution, but on the conbray, the ag- 
gravation of social antagonisms and s o d  -lea and tk 
transition to open civil war. 
3. T h s ~ t T u k o f t b ~ k  
In view of these immiaent new struggles, the @on of 
the attainasent of W v e  iduence on the most impom 
=dons of the w~~ class, in short, the leademhip of 
the slmggle, is the most i m m n t  question now confronting 
the Third Internatid. For, despite the present objsctipe 
mlutionary dconomic aad politid sitmtiw w- the 
aateet revolutionary crisis may arise sudddy (w- in 
the fom of a big strike, or a a~Ionial  upheaval, or a new 
warI or even a severe parliamentary c d s )  the majority of 
the working class is not get under the influeme of Cam 
muaim, Particularly in this true in such couutriea, as for 
exmple,EnglanddAmerk,Ameriea,largelargeof work- 
ers d e p d h g  for their existence on the power of hamE- 
=pita1 are w e d  by ialperialirrm, a d  the r d  real- 
t imq prupaganda among the has only just kgtm 
From the very ht day of its establishment, the CammrlnisC 
h e m a t i d  dhdmtly and clearly devoted itself to the prrr- 
p t  of pdcipting in the Smggle of the laboring masats, 
of cwdwhg this struggle on a Cmmmnbt basis, and of 
erecting, duriag the struggle, great, revolutionary cornmu- 
niSt.ma8s parties. It did not a h  to d l i s h  asnalt Com- 
& ~ ~ h k h t R o u l d ~ t t o i n & 1 ~ t h e ~  
&ybypropagandatrrad+tion. Inthtverghtyearof 
its the CommMist International W d  aU 
mian tendeaeie~. It a&d upon all the parties a5koed to 
%bdthtymightbe, toentcrtbeunionaandf-  
-39- 
mrslli 
called orpm tk c- Porfiee #at 
f this nmdpokt of f b  b 
of a two atsd a half 
F 
- . h - c e w i n d l * b t h e i r e d o n t h a ~ ~ , .  
W Q  of the H W q p i z c d  workam Ao r wutt of' 
its arsdermining activities in the M e  uniw,  the P U :  
0 ' Party, in spite of the untold ~~ wW., 
have driven it to work exclusively "undefgroutad," h na? 
lost its aontact with tht masses for a moment, but has, on W. 
m r y ,  mmxdhgfy augmented its Muence. h F-, 
tkr ' ta bave the maj0rity.h the Socia&$ 
Party. In England, the process of consofidation of the Corn- 
muni& - on the basis of the Colmtntlnist Intmmthd hi, 
p r w e d q  rapidly. Tfie growing intluenec of the Conmu-: 
nitits has f o r d  the d - t d t o m  to close the doora of the 
Labor Party to them. The sectarian -pa, such as the? 
C. L. P. of Gwmany, on the contrary, were unable to wi  
even the dighttst s u e a s  with their methods. Ths tkuory $ 
tAs spr~gthmi~g of Cm~wnism solely by profagan& ad! 
agi& a d  by the orgunkation of SI-C Conrmrmissb 
trade u#iorat, has ;nost d h  conepiek failure. Nowhere ka9 
Cmmlonhf Party of any inflwnce d m  in this tmy. 
The u. 8. 
In the United States of North Am& where on m! 
m t  of historid ciramstanca, there was a W of. 
broad revolutionary movemtnt even before the war,'the caan- I 
munists arc cwfr&&d with the &st and simplest task of 
creating s 60mmunist nudeus and cormeaing it with the 
working masses. The present economic crieis, which has 
thrown five &on people oat of work, affords very favorable 
soil for this kind of work. Conscious of the ' a dm- 
ger-of r r a d i d h d  labor movement becoming subject to 
ccrmmunist iduence, Ammian a p i d  trim to crush and dt 
stroy the young communist mpPemeat by means of hrba- 
raus pmecutim. The Cmnmmbt Parly was fd 
a n i l l ~ e x i s t ~ u n d e r w h i c h i t ~ a c c o r d I n g b o  
I capitalist expectations, in the absence of arty eoPltact with themasses, d ~ i d e w  a-.sWandbt hd- 
e, TRS c- I W ~  d m  t b  a m h  of 
d i s ~ t i o a  of Engfish indmty, tht un- 
e n e s ! a o f t h e ~ ~ e n t , * ~  
ongthcwid&maadlesofthepcoplew& 
Lloyd George, the possibility of a h k r  d 
E t e c d d  t h e  C i p  
onarg p p d v e s  m Ih@mdts 
E d s h  connmmi* with 
ery and laadma in the qes of hu& of k- 
~ w i t h i n ~ m d M t d ~ ~ 1 1 ~ e f  
~ t h a ~ a a d h t m y e r a o f t m d c - w h h m  hhg- 
W~thpinanyothtrclwtntry,ha~thshttsrbscmne 
t h e p o l i ~ t m l o f c a p i ~  
)I : While in other ewntrits the task of the cwnmunist p d c a  
, which h t  becomt rrrass-padm consists in seizing to a rm grtat th initiative in m#B dm, the of thc 
' Commtlnist ]Party in England con&ts first of dl in prov- 
ing and danmsbfing to the masm 0x1 the basis of their 
acntal ex- of prqat-day mss-a&m, that the cam- 
m t t a i s E B c a n ~ y d c w ~ d y a c p r e s s t h e m ~  
r w o d s a n d ~ o f t h t s e m a s s c s .  
The Cwommht nmm-ptks  of Middle and Weotern 
Eumpe arc in the praess of evolving the necessary mthb 
of revolutionary propaganda and agitation, and of work& 
out methods of organization which would correqmd to the 
nature of their stmgglt, aqd are in the procrcss of tramition 
from cornmud pmpaganda and agitation to a c t i n  This 
process is hindered by the fact that in a number of cam- 
tries the revolutionizhg of the workas going OVET to the 
communist mmg bookphmuradertheguidaace of leadere 
who tither have failed to overeomc their centrist ttrdmeies 
and are incapable of eoadmhg a red popalar st 
agitation and prapaganda, or are ahply afraid b#;ruae 
thEy~thatthha#$tationandpropagandarPiiltcadthe 
workers to rcv0Iutionary struggles. 
Thcae centrist tendencies have m u d  a split m tfie Xwrty 
in ItuZy. The psvtp and tradt-dm leaders of the Serrad 
grmp,iaatePdof trarrsfwmitrgtbeqm~aFtiwdW 
workiag clams and thdr growing activity, into the eonrdour 
-Ie for power for which ttst &haation was rips in Itdy, 
b e v c d O W G d t k e ~ b ~ s t r a n d a d .  Tbep 
turned their b d ~  on Cammunisrn whkh would hatre shdaan 
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I i k e D ~ ~ i a t h e t d e ~  
er froznthccenttiststithamwd 
into a ltnitsd Cam- 
F m  
where hart the &wh is t  p b n  of " d a d  
theatfie.shwrts.ef V ~ w e r e . a t r m & e r  tbarr 
Eouotry, the rearition a g h 4  was d d d  
thaa5thothcrauntrk ThemjOriWos 
gl#s in the c~pihdht cmtrits and to tbe fuat q d u m  of 
ttae F d  p r o l ~ t  in its mu struggles with the treason 
of ita leadere. The F d  Party will be able 
to d s e  the. best a d  fullest use of this ad- pi- 
tion, insofar as it will bt able to liquidate in its own r a h  
-pa&&r1y among the I* circI- mmants of 
n a W  prdut and parlhmhry-refdst  iddagy, The 
p w t y m u a t d T h e m a s s e s a a d t h e i r m o s t ~ d s t r a t a  
h a  farlargerdqreethanithasdone in thepast orb being 
done at preaie~lt; it must give dear* caqdcte and uncompro- 
d&g a p s s i o n  to the d e r h g s  and needs of t b e  
m. In its parhmutary activity the prty must de- 
G v d y  break with aU the @y, h@tM formalities of 
.French prljamen- which have been ~~y nur- 
t d  and supported by the bowpisie in order to 1n1l~~1t 
and intimidate and h y p n o h  the representativw of the 
miring b. The repmemhtives of the cmmndst Party 
in k k n c n t  must tear the veil from the lmrgcoii M- 
tion of national democracy and rwolution, presenting it 
~ ~ a s a p f s e s t i o n o f ~ ~ b d ~ l e  
-1e. 
Theagitation of t h t p r r r t y m u s t a s s u m e a m o r c ~ -  
trated, rstrenuous and energetic fomt It must not dig- 
s o h  itself in the c b g d I t  and vwWe politid mtcu- 
tiom and combhtiom of the day. It must draw tbe same 
fundamental revdutiwwy d u s i o t l s  from all even& big 
*andd,btingingthemhometotbemastbadrwardtlpork- 
ing m, Onfy &rough such a M y  d u t i o w q  atti- 
f d t  d the Conmmaist Party a d d  th 
d a s t h d ~ k h g a n t e r t l e f t c w h g o f t h a t &  
dtoaguetblaenhiehwi&mrincrr+riagemgyud 1 
~ p k i t s d f a t t h e ~ o f h r g w j 8 n o e i e t y , t o  
protect~htmlrgainstthoseuphtavalswhichatexnade 
hvhblc in F- by the &car logic of cventa 
d ~ ' p t r s v o h r t i o n a r g ~ t r # t y ~ 8 ~ 0 l a e r 0 r t h e J r m a y  
crme W, bnt a ddeterminad d n t i o m q  Paw, 
b j k d  by a mduthay will, mn r ~ e n  during the. 
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stage, mobilize the working nxaa#res on & 
~ s , a n d M e u a n d c h i f y d l t h c j r p m -  
attempts of the impatient and the p o U W y  
to apply exheme methods, which by 
&y nature are methods of decisive profetarim rm+ 
1919 to mist m o b ~ o n ,  the propasal 
advtmturkm,~ which by its vctg 
fortns no clear mmeption of the puqmcs of masap 
the way, mcrely briags M y  
fttim& deadly premature wvail M. of the h 
'It is theduty of the French -mist Party, duDd 
t d w e c t h  which m w w s  
t o ~ i n f ~  
and uamjstake~ble mam!er thw ~ ~ d i d i s f  
rganizath-th Cammdst Party.. 
pursue such a policy tow ids  
tend&= which urPder the cl& of th= Charter 
refix to give a eltar* and outspoken answer to the funda- 
mental questim of the new, pt - ld lum epocb. 
Ttre adgamation of the dut imwy-qdi& groups 
within the unions with the Ccanmunist organhation as a 
whole is a. indi-ble pdmiprelimitvry cadition for ewy 1 earnest m e  of the Fmch proletariat. I 
To render harmless and remwe. adventurous ten- 
z a t i d  s e p d m  of the revolutionary syndicalists, it is im- , 
perativctp t lecesq tbat the Party itself* already said 
4 o u l d  by real revolutionary handling of every question of 
daily life and sttuggle make itself the irraistible antre 
. of gravitation for the worl&g mas= of France. 
In CgcckoslQVQkh, the workers in the course of two and a 
haIf .years bah freed tfi-Iveg fmm a great deal of re- 
f& and nationalit iflmions. In September oi last 
ycar the majority of the d d e m o c r a t i e  workers broke 
away fpmn their refmist leaders. In  December already a 
million workers out of Czechoslovakia's three and a half 
&on industrial workers were in the midst of dut io&'  
nws-a&iw e n s t  the Czechwlovak capitalist government. 
In May of this year the Czechoslwak Communist Party of 
350,000 rnunbm was f o d  la addition there is tk Ger- 
man-Bofiemian Cormmxnist Party which numb 60,000 
meonbers. The mmtn- thus not only represent a great 
ptim'of the C&loslovak proletaria,t, but also of the en- 
tire population of the countrytry The Czechdwalr Party now 
stands before the task of gaining the adhirenee of even 
wider d n g  masses through real communist @agitation, in 
d c i  to train the masses by dear and uncompromising com- 
munist propaganda, to form a solid front by a union of the 
workers of all the peoples of Gech~dovakia, against the m- 
timalists who are the main instrument of the bourgeoisie in 
. Czaehdwakia. Tt is the task of the P a q  to make the prw 
- letarian force thus created strong and invimiblle in all its 
f uttrre struggles against the oppressi w tendencies of capitnl- 
ism and the government, The quiche# with whkh the 
pc 
- will 
, foun 
follo 
, .Mur 
tion: 
tioni 
- victc 
k rrpbn the dearncss and-determination with which it 
b away with all centrint traditions and mobds which 
@ dmdr expression in the Smeral policy. T h q  A d d  
W the dvice given by thdr best imprisoned cornradts, 
a, Kds, Sa- and by the Coannunist Inkma- 
J aad condrrct such a pIiq as will h t e  and d- 
kc the masses, organize and quip them for action and 
doua con-tim. 
The United Communist Pam of Germany 
of raising and streqthenhg its iduence among the 
the influence of the social- 
mist bureaucracy. This 
se its whole agitati- 
tion work-upon acquiring the sym- 
f the workers. Without this, in the ' 
the road of opposing the practical 
of the Proletariat to the t d m s  p I i q  of the 
ocratic &es and the trade-union bumuwacy, 
s and its organization are still rather too strongly 
by the stamp of decentralized assodatiom, not of 
organs and solid organization. Those cmtrist m- 
which found their -pression therein, unsubdued as 
. I 
d m  which are to.confront the United Geman Cwn- 
murrist Partyf through ihe proms of disinmtion of Ger- 
man ~,~~ througZl the a y e  *ted by apitat 
~ t h e v e r y ~ o f  themrkingmasses,-k 
solveddy if the Party will not d d e r  the pMB1& of 
agiem and wgmkation as oppwed to those of action and 
deeds, but will m t h  make its agitation a real popukr 
force, building its organization in such a manner that the 
Party by its the msmiation with the masses shall develq 
the ability to constantly and arefully weigh the military sit- 
-tion and carefully prqmre for the struggles. 
The parties of the Communist International beeme r k m  
latiomry mass-padm if they overcome the mnaqts and 
tditiotls of opporttrnism in their ranks by seeking close 
d o n  with the strugghng workiug masses id by draw- 
ing their prabtems from the practical stmgg1es of the P m  
l W t .  Thrpe struggles act as aa antidote to o p p o r h t ~ c  
clouding of irlmcilabfe social contrasts, and reject all rev+ 
tutionary ,'atch-phm which obstruct the view into the 
real rela tion of the contetxding forces and which permit the 
difficuities of the struggle to be overlooked. The communist 
paties have arisen from the breaEring up of the old d a l -  
democratic parties. break-up redted from the fact 
that these partie have W y e d  the intersta of the prole- 
tarkt in the war and have continued the betrayal after the 
war, by alliancm with the bourgeoisie or by condudng a 
tame policy and shirking the fight. The fundamentals of the 
Commanist Party form the only basis upon which the work 
ing masses a n  reunite, because they express the necessities 
of the prvletarian su dggle. It is bemtise of this fact, that the 
smkldemocratic parties and tendencies seek the splitting up 
and di&sion of the proletariat-diIe the co&unist parties 
are a unitink force. In Germany it was the centrists who 
hmke a& from the majority of their Party, after the. lat- 
dr had rallied to the banner of Communism. Fearing the 
uniting influeme of Communism, the German sockddemo- 
cmts in league with the d d e m m t i c  tmde-unimq e 
,p withthe cmmunhb in joint actions for the & 
it wts the ddemmxm w b  &I 
eiving the triumpfi of Commim 
group seceded from the hjority of 
st works, while the C w r m d  party acts 
und for socialist and spdidst w o r h .  
was the i e f d t s  and the cmhists that d m  
, for fear of tbeir in- 
wi l l  draw and gather new forces. , 
agitationas well ahithe othci.' 
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destroytd by mpitalism. This conception, however, must 
5nd ex&m in the abaadomnent of d participation 
thr prolfhdan stmggle for actual a d  inrmectiate nemsad 
of life, until a h  a time as the pdetarjat 
attain thun through ita own dictatorship. S 
is d d y  deceiving the mass .  when. in 
=pitaIist disintegmtion, when apitdigm is unable 
* to tbe workers wen the subsistence of well 
nothing better to offer than the old s&ldemoeratic p 
grim of pcc fu l  reforms to be.&eved by peaceful manm 
within the bankrupt mpitaIist systun. Not only is eapitafd 
ism, in the priud of its disintegration, unable to assue to 
tat workers deceut mditicns of life, but the d a l - -  
cram and reformists of all lads are also continually dun- 
onstrating that they are unwilling to put up any fight, even 
for the most d c s t  demands contained in their own pro- 
grams. The demand for socialization or nationalization of 
the most important industries is noibing but another such 
dtwption of the working masses. Not only did the centrists 
~ r i s l d  the tnasses by trying lo persrradr them that natio~ali- 
gation alone, wiihowt the wcrthrow of the bourgeoisit, tumid 
depriwe rapitdisnz of fhe chief itsdttstries, but they also en- 
deavwed to divert the workers from the real and live strug- 
gle for their immediate needs, by raising their hopes of a 
padual seizttre of industry, to be followed by "systematic" 
' economic reconstruction. Thus they have reverted to the 
minimum mial-derno:ratic program of the reform of capi- 
t;dism. which onre an illusion, has now become an open m n -  
t'w-revol~rtionary deception. The theory prevailing among r 
portion of the centrists. that the program of the natiodiza- 
tion of the coal or any other industry is based on the Las- 
salian theory of the concentration of all the energies of the 
proletariat on a sin& demand, in order to use it as a fever 
i: trvolutionary action. which in its development would lead 
to a struggle for power, is nothing but empty words T h  
. 
sufierhg of the working class in every country is so in- 
b s e ,  that it is impossible to direct the s t q f e  agaimt W* 
~ 8 n c a m h g t h i & a a d f a s t , i n t o n a r r o t ~ d ~  
b. thr cmtrory, it L k s s d  to W ~ B  wje 
I b e d  M A  up the masses, isms in ZB rmo- 
FstWggIm, which, wht?~ Imifed, #om tk flood of 
d 'rmolshn. For this skuggle, the Gomtlmnigt 
h e  no minimmn pmgmm for the s~~ of 
@g world structure within the man of capitalism. 
W o n  of this sptm is the chief aim and hum+ 
k &f the parties. But in order ta d t v c  this task, 
badst Parties must put f m r d  demands, a d  they 
k with the massea for Wr f-t, regatd1cs~ of 
'they are in Ineping with the profit system of the 
k d m s  or not. 
\the Cwnmunid Parties ham to c d d t r  is'not 
4~~industryisabfetooont imtetoexistarsa  
iktt rather whether tbt proletariat has reached the 
!&a e n d u r n .  If these o o m m d t  demaads are in 
**th the immediate needs of the wide pmlehrh 6 t l w s e m a s s e s a r c m n v i n e e d t h a t ~ ~ ~ ~ t  
7% &tion of the dunmda, the w l e  for 
man& d l  b m m  an issue in the s-fe for B'rk dtmf ive  offwed &y the Cmmu~ist Intrrnd 
3 i iace of the mi~imum progm of t h  ref- 
w s  is: t k  stmggZe fw fk cmcrete need of tRQ 
h# a d  d d s ,  which, in th& applkdtks, d e r -  
g p a w  of thr b o w g d ~ ,  w g ~ i s c  t b  F o k ~ f ,  
W d o n  to p&t&n dktatorsh$, men if +jlB 
kt yet grusped tk wming of such #deb& k* '. 
BroaderJng tbe Fight 
& -1e for these demands embraces ever- 
% U tbe II&s of the =8s~.&Sh dth the llesds 
society, the workers w3l d z e  that -pi- 
@.if are to live.. The realizatimof thia faet 
of the wil l  to k b t  for the dictatmkhip. It h 
comtn#i8t Partia to widen, to deepm and 
thesestm&leswhicbhavek~brotrgbtlnto 
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btisg by the fonnulatiotl of concrete demands, Aa tfte 
~ . ~ c s  of isolated group3 of workers gradmil 
into r general struggle of kbor wrsus mpital, so 
munist PIuty must also alter its watchword, which w 
-*'umqmmbing overthrow of the many.* In fwm 
ing tMr partial danands the Communist Partia must 
heed that t h e  demands, b a d  on the deeply rooted 
of the mmses, are such as will organize the masses 
merely lead them into the stwggle, All cmcrete 
words, mighting in the e c d c  d s  of the 
must be d i l a t e d  to tht stmggle for the control 
tion, which must not assme the form of 
+rim of s&al ec:onomy under apitaSism, but of 
*tion bhting against mpitalism through worker 
mittees as welt as through the revolutionary tmde-u 
It is only through the estabWment of such workers' 
mittees and their ciwdnation amording to branches 
centres of industry, that C6numunists can prevent 
tiw up of the masses by the soeiaIdem0crats and 
uoim ~ ~ s .  The workers' committees 
61 this rolc only if they are born in an ec 
the interests of wide masses of workers, 
s u c c d  in uniting all the revolutionary sections of the 
Ietarht-the communist party, the revolutionary wo 
and thnse trade-unions wMch are going through a pi 
of revolutionary dewiopment. 
Every objection do the cstablishwrtt of such 
dnnrrads, wmy accwatiotr of r e f o w h  in ro~rrc:llo 
these $wtiQI struggles, is an outcome of the same i#m 
to grasp t h  live issues of rmoiutionury twtion which man 
f ~ s t ~ d  itsdf in the oppositim of somr ccnlrrmrtwist grorrps 
@rtici@tion in tmds union actiwitks and Pwliume~tary 
tim. Conemor~ists not rest co~ferr t  with lcacking 
for these ultinaate a k .  How Inadequate the abj 
p d  demands am and how divorced they are 
I W O l u t i ~ l i f e , i S ~ ~ # f l d b p t b s f i e t  
orrs fd by the m a k d  
of plm -
partial-h 
sections of work- than they bars 
. Theyhavt$aobeenobligsdtutake 
of wider masses of w o h r a  in Ofder W 
b of =pi* sodety. Therefwe the - 
the c~pitalists make use of the ever imeasiqe army 
and ofiicial -union l d m  mainEain a 
from tbe mmpl@ Thep c o d d a  
objecbof stakaad~mbnchar i tgaudda 
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Illare workers in the ranlrs of the unempIoysd and part 
employ4 th quicker their h b  become m f o  
into the cmmm iatwests of tht entire w o r e  class. 
.-y of the hbor aristocracy must 
dinat& to those common interests. Those who 
d m  to b d  down the resisbnce of the h h  
eame into contact with the widest masses of 
must d e  it plain to them that they are b e i i  led 
' CkUian d l 3  of the p r o h r h  rwolutirm. The 
tary&vityof t h e C ~ t s m u s t n o t  dsth 
w i & t h e ~ , o r i n a ~ t o o o n v e r t h i m . b u  
I 
f the fighting spirit of the working muwr ad 
manifestations, the embudhat of the will to @t, tfirt 
Party will be able to fulfil its task, when tbe fa 
action will have arrivad 
tsdutJrtDratactbmw3mw- 
m,=-a-pattg,=- 
of the d& the pod- 
j o i n i n t b c ~ e f o r ~ m n ~  Im 
of fk fact tk0f.k Wesfm B- a d  ill -a #h# 
~ s a r g o r g 4 ~ k ~ ~ d p O I j O j c d ~ ,  
Ud- and the press nqt be mong enough to toure the p 
~ t o a u n i t o d f m n t , i t t R i l l b e c o m e ~ d u t g  of t h e b  
mni@ h t y  to endeavor to I d  the masses ,into the stnag- 
glc. The Iattcr f l e y  will be suassful, and will lead to the 
a-ng of the badmad m a s s ,  when it will become dear 
to them that our aims are their aims, although thcy are not 
yct able to put up a fqht for than. 
Howeier, the Communist Paw must not rest content C *I* -y warding ofi *r h t t m i n g  &e p- 
tariat and meeting the blows dinxhl against it. In the pe- 
riod of world Revolution, its role m i s t s  in attacking and 
stmmhg the strongholds of apiWst society. Its duty con- 
siats in transforming every defensive into an offmsive 
&t wpitali& dety.  Wherever circumstances permit, 
the Gnunukt Paw s h d d  also do its utmost to assume 
the l d d p  of the working masm in such attacks. 
Such &amdances are, first and foremost, the growing 
strife and disscnsiom in the ranks of the national and in- 
ternational bwugeoisie. ShouId these dissensions bring dis- 
integmdon into the enemy's ranks, then it would becorne the 
duty of the Communist Party to take the initiative and Iead 
the mssses to attack, after careful politid and, if psar'blc, 
organizational preparation. Strong ferment in the ranks of 
the more mponsibIe and impmiant workas, would also 
jutify tZae Party to aaamc the Idemhip of the offensive 
against a apiust  government on a wide front. WhiIst it 
is fhg duty of the Communist Party to inspire and Iead the 
m886#8 to attack, it shouId also bear in mind that, in the 
d of rdnat, it becomes imperative for tbe Party to pre- 
m t  panic and to lead thc workers out of the fray in per- 
fect order. 
The attitude of the Cumm* Party to the q d m  of 
4 
- &mce and defence depends entirely m conmete ciicum- Id-  -. What redly matters is that it should be animated by the fighting spirit which will overcome the centrist spirit of W and see" in the foremost tanks of worken, by of agitation, o~~ and ~~ to fight. This - 
wting @P 
eslmmunist 
duty to le; 
I ' 
masses. 
order t _ , 
~ u n i s l  
m k i q  
h r r d w i l l - t o ~ m u s t ~ a f s a t a r e o f t b  
~ ~ e s , n o a a n l y ~ a r & i t @ t h d r  
m i  in the Qht, but also b s e ,  of the p m  
e capitdku a d  tht ever-growhg m k t y  of the li it is erurentiat to shortu~ the period of decay, in mevat the dcstmdh of the material badis of 
m, and in order to pmcm the energy of the 
a- 
&:?. Tb.LouondAstiorudY.rch 
,m of Iast March was forced tam the V. K. P. The acti 
D. (Unitet 
attack 1m-m 
In st 
V. K. 
lutiom: 
gle* wl 
tion* ti 
which 
the def 
attadc 
the proleti 
m c e  t h ~  
ares !  
of Pati 
dpal a 
mt sib 
Itr. 
ets the 
The M 
sands c 
that in 
the V. 
to the 
the sit: 
i kimn (knmunist Party) by-the Government's 
n the prolehiat of MiddbGemmiy. F' dtf* the workers of Middle Germany, thc D. hw shown itself W h the Party of the rem- 
proletariat of Germany. In this first great strllg- 
hi&ithsrdtorntsftlinimmediabelydeitsfotma- 
~ V . K . P .  D . ~ t t e d a ~ b r  of mistakes, of 
chief one was that it did not clearly understand IL nature of the struggle, but by the dl for the 
p e  the opporhrnity to the ~~ emda of 
""-rriat--the S. P* D. and tbe U. S. P. D A  de 
,.A V. K. P. D. in the eyes of the prolebwht as the b. ThisThiamiatahcffurthaamplifiedbgarmmba 
~ t h e o r i s t s w h o ~ l d t h e o ~ ~ ~ a s t b e p r i n -  
@IS of the am&n of the V. K P. D. in the pres- 
This mbke bas already been repudiated by 
l" 
, notably by its ~chhmq &m. Brand- 
of tht Communist Intemafid conaid- 
!-%az& action of the V. EG P. D. as a step forward. 
!hh action was a heroic battle of hundreds of thou- 
workers agaiM the baqmbie. It is of the ophim, 
,& to ensure greater aucce13 for its m w - d a a  
'XG P. b. must in the future better adapt ita dogaas 
s i d a a ,  giving the maart careful study to 
~mdaonduct ingtheiract imsiuthtmmuai-  
r-- -m. 
r O"post of arcfully weighing the *Mi* of 
I 
form man 
For +he 
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tbe ttuggk, the V. K. P. D. rr#lst atteddy Wem to 
wicts which point out thc mcultiea of tk 
carefully their w n s  for urging euti0n.a 
soon os m llttion is d s d e d  spm by the Party u ~ t  
comtadts mi& slrbd to ths decisr'ms of the 
c m y  mt tha action, Criticism of the action 
meacc d y  after its campletion and bc praetioed 
the party wgirni9ations, giving due ddet7ttion to 
uation wherein the Party had fd itself in the 
the enemy. S h  LRVi did disregard these 
dcmBadB of Party discipline and the d t i o o s  of P 
criticism, the Congress approves his expulsion from 
Party and d& it ifiadmisslWa for any membere 'of 
The forms and means of d o a ,  its extent and thc q 
tion of offm've or defensive, ure bound up with 
cadition$ which m o t  be created at will. The 
of the d u t i o n  has shown us variwrs forms o 
dons .  
1. The partiat actions on the part of d o n a  of the p 
letariat (the action of miners, railway men, *, 
many, and of bnd workers in England, ck). 
2, The partial adom of the whde proletatiat for 
objects, (the action of the days of the 
action of the Engfish miners against tht 
tion of the British government in the R u w  
T h t s e ~ ~ m a y ~ o v e r ~  
over whole d e s  and wtr a aeriea of coufltxiei 
neously, AU these forms of action fl in all camtrim 
intemhgled in &e caurse of the revoIution. 
m& Pariy ammt d h d  &ons which are 
6 area, but it must s ~ =  to turn every important 1 
proletarian action into a uni& struggle. Just as we 
bound to the whole working class in defence of 
sbuggling wurkra of a single branch of indmtsy 
t h e ~ ~ ~ h t i n g ~ t h e m b r t m u s t t h a - y  
~ h i s i o r c t a .  E p e n w f m e a h * e  
w h o ~ ~ t ~ h e l p t t m e o p p m d p r t o f  the 
m i g & t h & v e r y m ~ f o r e t s t b e ~  
f~forthelatteramrltrsrblatofatbuto 
~ t h e o t h e r p w t o f  theprohrhwillbaabEeto 
p s u t i n t h e ~ e a n d r e a d # r i t ~ ~  
ofitsstatem- 
, whoee depabdations a 
-@ping*- 
t h e d a t r e m & o i *  
~ f ~ h r d n f o r # m e n t d b d r d y ~ W &  
h p m " n t d f o r h h m d u d o n o f  F ~ r n e t h o d r t o  
F d  soil. 
The orgmbtim of ~ b d r e r s  d cutdhroats, 
w h W  are an dd-time uddidmmt of -can democ- 
racy, have now acquired a leading organ in the 4 4  
''ktxricu L&mp lmde up of the fl- @ jcmtn of 
tbt wsr, 
T '  m e ,  h g h  apparcdy wnschs of its pwer 
and actudy bmgghg a h t  its stabiti~, knows through lits 
1- pvtnmcnb quite well, that it has m d p  obtained 
a breathing and tbt uuder the present chmdmw 
wmybigstrikebastbttcndencytodevefopintocioilwar 
and ttbt h m d i t e  m e  for the -on of pwptx, 
In the Stnlgglc of the p d d t  &nst the c~pittdist of- 
f&= it is the duty of the communists not only to Calrt 
the advanced posts and lead those emgaged in the struggle to 
a mqdete uudmtdhg of the fundamental d u t i o m r y  
balm, but it is also their duty, dy ing  upon the best aad most 
active elmrents among the workers, tn creste tbtir own work- 
ers lqgians and z d h t  wganizationa which d d  d s t  the 
&fists and teach the *golden path'' of the b- 
g d i e  a whdaane iesson that d l  break them of the 
strikebddng habit 
In view of the hpwtam of the the- 
d u t i o m y  &&--, the Cormrmnist Party -, 
- though its nuclei in the uniom, devote special attedun to 
thjs qudon, orgshizi  a thorough-going d u c a t i d  and 
d a t i m  s m i t e  which shall keep under constant ob- 
h o n  thc m i b y  organs sad foroes of the emmy, his 
headquarters, his a m d s ,  the connection between t h e  head- 
q w a m  and the police, the press irnd the politkd parties, 
a d w o r k o u t d t b ~ ~ o f  defenceadcam- 
I - ~ C w r r m t t m ' s t ~ m t l 8 t i n t b i s ~ ~ t b e  the widest a m  of the pror-t by word dead, that c r r e r y ~ o r p o l i ~ ~ , ~ f f w c n ~ ~  
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of Circumstanm, may M o p  into ad war, in ths 
f ~ w a w m a e c o t l a t t b e ~ ~ f t h e p r o l w t -  
reg& to acts of White Terror and the fury of 
Partymrrstvmmthe 
points fr& the mtmy in diract 
d- f i e  
to the working dam. But evea in W a t m  
a considerable d o n  of  & 
theI lmmmuSMed"m 
iffimlties, and the hsairiv of their 
a r e ~ n g t o p w s ~ i  
fermentation, which dram tQem at of thdr p 
vity, and d q s  them into the r e d u t i w  a d  
countta-rev~Iutiary atrugglc. The &~paep of imperial- 
ism in the defeated countries, the hankmptcy of paeifmu aad 
sadal reform fn the victorious countries, drives mme of 
thm m i d d l h  elements into the camp of open counter- 
revofation, and others into the revolutionary amp, The 
C- Party is bud to bestow increasing attention to 
these elements. The winning over of the amall farmenr to 
the ideas of Communism, and the organization of the agri- 
cultural w o r h ,  are prerequisite conditions far the victory 
of the prokuian dictatorship. Then we shall be able to 
bring the revolution frum indushid centres dotRP to the 
country districts. And this will enable us to apture the 
most important strongholds, and thus sdve the food ques- 
tion, that vikd question for the revolution. The acquisition 
of large groups of technieal and commercial empIayees and 
intefIectuals woufd make it easier for the proletarian dictator- 
ship to master the problems of technique and organization in 
the transition period from capitalism to cornmtmism. It will 
' cause disintegration in the enemy ranks and will do away with 
the Witid notion that the workers are isolated. The Cmw 
munist P a r t s  have to keep alive the f erm~ntatiotl among the 
petty-borurgcoisieI in wder to wlitbs if in the most a##o- 
priafe w y ,  ma f h g h  i t  does not desk its pdty-bowrgeois 
i U W .  Those of the i n t e l I d s  and employees who frec 
themselves from these illusions must be talcen up in the pro- 
letarian tanks, and made use of for the p u p s @  of o m  
ing such p t ~ - h r g e o i s  masses. 
 h he economic ruin and consequent disorganization of na: 
tional finance, force the h r p i s i e  to doom even the l d c  
support of its gwempmtal apparatus, the midde and rawer 
officials, to gradual irnpwerishment. The e c d c  movb 
ment on the part of t h e  dements affects the very root of 
bourgeois d e t y .  Though this mwement may temprarity 
abte, it will be as impossible for the bmq8ois state to pr~- 
e m this adminktrational foundation (the ofEibals), as it is 
impossible for capitat to grant fair conditions to its wage 
*ves while insisting on the resenation of its system of ex- L---- 1 .-if 
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byespoasingthecawc 
,andbybd@gittc#- 
Internatid, and bring aeartr the victory of 
we must strive, with all our energy, for 
of the opportunist, tke creation of an appropriate 
&tion ofthe excative of tlEC Cammi& In- 
d and of its entire nnchhery. The Congress bb 
that the Communist Internadmat mud not Confine 
by the Two and a Hdf I n t e r m W ,  or l a d  
in the cmditbm under which the 
' the forrm of 
h d i a t e  intemation of t h  proiekrkt of other countries;. 
The m u a i s t s  must carry on diligent p r w  in tha 
W e  unions, to prevent not ozlfp the i r n p o ~ o n  of strike- 
breaks, bu also the exportation of goods of tfiw -
where a ccmsiderable prt of the w o r k s  are engaged in 
battle. In ass where the capitalist government bf one 
country w t r a t e a  outrages against another country by try- 
ing to plunder or subjugate it, the Communist Parties must 
not only w, Inst do .all in their power to prevent such a 
p i w n g  campaign. The Third Coagress of the Commu- 
nist International dcomes the demonstration of ih 
F d  Gmmmists as a Beginning of their action 
against the counter revoIutiway predatory aspiration of 
F d  apital. It d d s  them of their duty to work assid- 
uousty in this dimtbq to make the French soldiers itl the 
-pied territories realize that they are playing the part of 
watch-dogs of French capital, sad to induce them to rebel 
against the disgraceful duties imp& on them. 
It is the duty of the French nation conscious of the fact 
that by suffering the formation of a French amy of 
occupation, arad tolerating its permeation by a natim 
atistic spirit, it forges its own chains. In the occupied 
territories of Germany troops are being drilled, in order 
to be subsequently let Ioose against the French working 
class and to murder it in cold blood. The French Com- 
munist Party is faced by the special problem of the pre;~ 
ace  of black troops in Fmnce and the maspied territoriw. 
The French are thus able to appmch these c o l d  sfam, to 
explain to them tbat they are -ng their oppressors and 
exploiters, to muse them to a fight against the regime of the 
colonizers, and to establish comectiona with the COW 
peopies through this medium. The Geman Conmnuoist 
Party must clearly q l a h  to the German worker% &at no 
struggle against spoiIati~1 by Entente capid is pocrsible 
without the ovmthmw of the Germaa =pitalist gov@mm& 
which in spite of all its outbursts against the Entente, is the 
m e r  and agent of the Entente capital. The V. & P, 
I 
-6s- 1 -=.- -3 rn 
ucetbewdamofF&to 
the damle.ss, nah- 
Government andand thereby 
is not anxious to provide a loophole for bank- 
*s Proletariat the indqnaiv danada of & a e  atpi- 
as a campaign of spoilation dkeded against the work- 
the vanquished d e s .  It banduwked the COW- 
apihdatioa to Bourse inkrests by * Longuet fd- 
in Frame and the Independents in C-I who 
be done in a gentler fa+ 
This hdbtes to 
F d  and ~ ~ p r o l ~ t  that the d y  way for 
of the devastated provinces, the indenmi- 
ows and orphans, lies in d i n g  the prole 
countries to the common m l e  against their 
working cIass carr U p  the Russian in  it^ 
if by a victorious eombat it will precipitate - 
union of ~~~ Russia and hdushhl Germany. 
is the duty of W u a i s t  M e s  of all cw&e taking 
in the subjugation and partition of Turkey* to do their 
evo1uti- these atmies. The Comm* 
B ~ m n t r i e % m u s t s t & d l t l P e ~ o f  
T h t v i ~ o f  the 
markt and all other nations. Only if Soviet Russia mc- 
cecda in reronstructhg economic life, in mitigating the ter- 
rible misery mused by the three y a m  of imprialist war and' 
three years of civil war, ody when Soviet Rusaia will 
have contrived to raise the effidenq of the ma- of its 
ppdation, wiU it Ix in a. position, in the future, to assist the 
western proletarian States with food and rsw m a w ,  and 
prokct them against being ensIaved by Am& &pitd. 
Tbc TntmdoPaI political task of the Communist fnterna- 
tied consists not in demonstrations on sp&l d o n q  
but in the pwmanent increase of the internatiod relations of 
the Communists, in their c&ess struggle in closed forma- 
t ion It is impossible to foretell at what front the proletariat 
& will s u d  in breaking the capitalist lines, whether it wil l  be 
in @taliat Germany with its workers who are most k d y  
o p p d  by the Germaa and the Entente bourgeoisie, and 
are faced by the alternative of either winning or dying, or in 
the agrarian hthwest ,  or in I*, where the decay of tht 
bourgeoisie bas d c d  an advanced stage. It is therefore 
the duty of the Communist International to intensify its ef- 
forts on dl the sectors of the workers' world front, and it 
is the duty of the Cormrmnist Parties to support with dl their 
nmna the dedsive batttes of each d o n  of the Cottimu& 
International. This must be achieved by immediately widen- 
ing and d w n g  all i w t i d  d c t s  in - other 
country, as soon as a great straggle breaks out in any om 
QC#1** 
11. D d i m  of the Second and Two-and-h-half 
Intemsdads. 
The third year of the Communist International witnessed 
the further d d n e  of the Social Demoeratic ~ d e s ,  and the 
h of iduence and unmasking of the reformist Trade 
Union leaders. During the Iast year, however, they have 
attempted to organize themselves and p r d  to an attack 
on the Commuaist International. In England the leaders of 
the Labor Party and the Trade Unions p r o d ,  during the 
b d i t r i h , t h s t t h p ~ d e r t h d r d y t l a ~ t o b t h a ~ r e -  
tdtate8 d e s t d o t t  of the workers' fro&: which is in the 
mma of formation, and the conscia &fence of cspitat 
hbor. TBe keakdoerm of  the Tri& A l l h e =  ir 
Wsof that the r~fomrU# T d e  Union W&S rd'o mt wm 
b h  to shwggb for the hprmmmt of th hbw c o d i t h s  
@#MI the limits of the presmt capitallst gstm. 
In Germany, dte Sodat-Dem-tic Farty, after with- Ika- from the Government. nroved that it - aria 1- 
an armed combat before the &nmn&S ~ e f &  
otgadzed. In the face of the capitulation of the 
bourgeoisie to the Entente, in the face of the rm- 
fe fact that the German bourgeoisie is only able to 
oitt the dictates of thc Ehtente by making the living 
tions of the German proletariat absolutely u-, 
d o n ,  the Polish socialist Party % abetting Pit- 
the organization of his predatory carnpaigi against 
ssia. It lends its services to the Govemmnt in 
thousands of Chmmuaists into prison and attunph 
hey out of the trade unions, in wbicb they are gain- 
and more hold, in spite of .all permmdons. The 
da l i s t s  retain their ststs in a gooernment &at is 
kidpatin& in the enslavunent of the Germao pple .  
centrist parries snd gmup. of the Two and. Halt In- 
@ti4 are no less crass ataznpIes of . c ~ z n t e r - d u b -  
fused to tbe appeal of the German C 1 
prrt)' for lmity of action, in spite of an d i f f p z  1
bat& against the imgmerishment of the working class. 
During the M a d  revolt they tooIc a d d d  stand on the 
sidc of the White Guard nmment against the M i d d l e -  - 
man works, ~ d y  to raise a hypocritical howl about White 
Term, after they had aided in securing victoq to this very 
White Terror, and had denounced the proletah vanguard, 
before the eyes of the bourgeoisie, as thieving, plunderkg 
.''gutter" proleiarhs.. Although they fledged tbemdves, 
at the Gmgrcss of W e ,  to support Soviet Russia, their press ' 
is replete with dumny +st Soviet Russia. They step- 
ped into the ranks of the entire counter-revolutionary congre- 
gation, from Wraagd to Miliukov to Burtseff, by supporting 
the Hrongtadt molt against the Soviet Republic, a revolt that 
signified the commencement OF a new @cy of internatid 
counter-rwolution against Soviet Russia to overthrow 
the Communist Party of Russia, to destroy the sod, the 
heart, the marrow, the nervous system of the Swiet Repub- 
lic, in order then to sweep away its corpse more ~ i l y .  The 
Frencb m e t i &  joined the German Independents in this 
m g n ,  thus aiTiliathg publicly to the French counter- 
d t i d f o r c e s ,  who h v e  proved to be the sponsors of 
this new policy against Russia. In Italy the tactics of the 
centrists, of S m t i  and D'Aragona, the policy of avoiding 
any w e ,  has revived the cowage of the bourgeoisie and 
enabfed it to control the life of Italy by means of its U'hitt 
Fascisti Gwrds. 
ALhough Centrism and Socid Democracy differ onIy 
in phraseology, the union of both in a single I n t e m d d  
has not yet taken $ace In fact, the centrist parties united 
I& February in an internatid association of their own, 
. with a separate political platform and constitution. This 
Two and a Half Internatiod is atkmpting to oscillate on 
. paper between the policies of democracy and proletarian dic- 
tatorehip. It not only I& practical service to the capital- 
istn in evay 4 by nurturing a spirit of immlutiofl in 
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o f ~ d ~ r g a r v t  
of the mbjqgation of m 
rims eapim staka of 
orthebw@sitastotk 
oitation projects witlmosrt un- 
theprOletatlanh&#k. 
and a Half her- 
ies in the fact h t ,  
r of the power of mpital* thc for- 
ion of the Corm&& and splits in thc 
I ~ t i ~  and Amatdm 
. Only by means of suck an we 
or-. T k C o m m d M d i s h 0 d 7 o r :  
d t i m  of the world proletariat awe of conddng  itr 
struggle against Capitalism on the bmb of its principk, 
Out task d s t s  in so improving our internal cohesion, wy 
i n - d  hdcrship and activity, that we will, in 
a&theaimwe have setup in our Statutes: "Orpnk- 
ing d t e d  action by the p d e h r h u  of all countries, aspi* 
towad the same god: the o w r t h  of capitalism, the 
~~ of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat and of m 
lmtemdonal Saviet Republk.N 
REPORT OF-THE EXECUTNE 
COMMITTEE 
(Adopted at the 9th Session, Jwse 30, 1921.) 
having favorably considered the report of 
hereby sets forth that tk p I i q  
during the pat y t ~ r  haw 
carried out in accordance with the resolutions of the 
. The Congress apprmk in parti& of 
t?ie 21 conditions in the diEkrcountries, 
Second Congress, and d o n s  the work 
the attitude of Sermti and his group hum- 
that Serrati and his C O H ~  d y  wish 
sm as a shield for their qpd& M. 
that the Executive has acted with 6muw a d  
dtuatiw. It itandotls 
the Communist Party of Italy to be the d J 
seetion of that country. 
Con- and pledges itself in advance to abide by and - 
cute ita resolution." 
The Third Congress of the Communist InternaW ds 
clam that this decision of the Serrati group has beea 
f o r d  upon them by the revolutiona~ workers. The Corm- 
gress trusts that these same revolutionary elements of the 
working class are going to see to it that the decisions of the 
Third World Congress be actually carried a 
In reply to the appeal of the Livorno Congrtss the Third 
World Congress hereby submits the following ultimatum: 
The Socialist Party of Italy cannot d n  within the 
ranks of the Communist International so long as the pat- 
ticipanta of the r<forrnistanference at R e g g i o . M a  and 
their supporters have not been expelled from the prty. 
After this dtimative pledge will have been fuKlled b 
Executive is to take the necessary steps to bring about a 
union between 'the Seal i s t  Party in Italy, after the latter 
will have purified itself from all reformist and centrist elt- 
merits, and the Communist Party of Italy, and combine 
both organizations into a unified section of the CQnrmu- 
nist Internatid.. 
2. In Getmany the Party Conference of the U. S. P. D. 
in Halle was the consequence of the resolutions of the 
Seeond World Congress which in their turn were based on 
the development of the labor movement. The work of tbt 
Executive was directed towards the f m t i o n  of a strong 
Communist Party in Germany, and experience has proved 
that this fiolicy was a correct one. The Congress also 
completely apprwes of the attitude of the Executive ta- 
w a d s  the events within the V. K. P. D. . 
It expresses the hope that the policy applied today in en- 
f orchg the f undarnental principles of international revo- 
lutionary discipline will also be followed by the Executive 
Committee in the future. 
3. The acceptance of the K. A. P. D. as a sym~thhbg 
pew of the Communist International had for its aim to put 
the PC. A. P. D. on trial and ascertain if it would adapt i tdf  
b the requirements of the ~ & u n i s t  International. 
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period of trial &odd stdice and the 8, A. P. D. 
'the V. K. P. D. within a set pb 
the K. A. P. D. is to be excluded from the 
a sympathizing pll~. 
of the manner in WE& fht 
the F d  party. 
ed in getting the laboring 
rds Cormnunism away ffom the bn- 
centrists, and to promote their d+ 
erance of an active a d  cIass con- 
Ex$etltive has fdowed up 
revoIudonary devhpment 
tarkt which has already given p w f  of its deter-- 
and readiness to take a share in the d t i o n a r y  
-The Congress appro& of the decision of the 
etoacqttheCzechCommunistPsrtyasrmuzw 
d the Cmnmunist International, The C o w  tmb 
the 21 conditions be un- 
tb a purely C o m m d  
rship and on a ctn- 
and also that the trade unions of that country 
ily and decisively won over and d t e d  inter- 
With regard to the work of the EkmtEvc Commit- 
i the countries of the Near-and Far -, the Corn- 
d c o m e s  its extensive ddty, and d d w a  that 
Wbtl to in-ed organization wmk in t h e  
IW possible of postpnment. 
d y  the Congms repudiates the objectiam wbich bave 
;raistd by the open d d i i i d  a d d e  of Cam- 
h against vigoms htepmtioaal d i z a d o t l  of the, 
ist m~vement. It ita b p  tmvichn 
~ p a r t i e a w i i ~ Z Z f o l r e . t o t h c ~  
[ & = b y P r i t r g a B P # t @ s t m - - m  
central lademhip which is necessary for the htdkduble 
tirims of the affiliated Communist Parties. The Iack of 
such a leadership made itself felt, for instance, ia the un- 
employment and reparation, questions in which the Execu- 
tive did not act promptly and &ectively. The Congress 
tfilsts that, with the increased c-ratioa of the afiiliated 
parties in the organization of a more efficient apparatus and 
with the intensified collaboration of the parties in the &em- 
bve, & latter will be enabled to fulM its ever kmsiag 
tasks on a still larger scale than it has done hitherto. 
I 
!HE OBGANEUTIONAL CON8TBUCTXOfi 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
THE MErnODS AND SCOPE OF 
THEIR ACTIVITY 
7 Q d k g  Rdss for fh C o W m c h  and O r ~ m k t i m  sf
Cmmuxist Pwris~.  
- 1, General Prhciplw 
1)  tian an of &~artymUdbtodaptsdto' tk  
Wthm and to  the goal of k activity* The Cammuntt 
w y m r r s 5 b e t h c m n g m d 4 w a d ~ t r o a p o f t h a  
d 
of tbe 
a cmntnm h i s  for tbe o r g a d d m  of 
inan mmrk 
b a c = m y t o d e v c l a p t b e ~  
of the Communist Padw but not to seck to e s h  any 
aRw'moddpadesinshadoftheeKistingwresortoaimat 
any dduttly cormst fwms of &tion and ideal 
CQnStitutioM. 
3) Most G n n m ~ t  Parties, and consequently the Con- 
mmht htemational as the united party of the dut imary 
proletariat of the world, have Lhis ~ ~ m m c m  f- in their 
c o d h  of struggle, that they still have to. fight against 
the dominant bourgeoisie. To conquer the boqeohie ond 
to wrtst the power from its hands is for all 'of them, until 
further developments, the determining and guiding main 
g d ,  Accordingly, the deteminhg factor in the or@+% 
aCt;viQ of the Communist Parties in the &pitalist countries 
muart be the upbuilding of mch organizations as will make 
thevictwgof thepletarisndution over the- 
dams both @re and secure. 
4) Ledemhip is .a necessary d t i m  for any common 
d o n ,  but most of all it is iadispendc in the -test fight 
in thc  world'^ history. The organidon of the Communist 
Party is the organhation of communist l e a d d i p  in-the 
pdetarian revolution. 
To be a good Iader the Party itself must have g d  lead- 
d p .  Acmrdingly, the principal task of our organbation 
work must be the edumtion, organidon and training of 
6 - t  Communist Parties under a p M c  directing organs 
to thk Imding place in the prdetarjan rcvolutionmy movb 
mcaf. 
5) The leadership in the revdlutiwary class struggle pre- 
supposes the organic combhation of the greatest possible 
atrildng fmce and of the greatest adaptabiity on the part of 
, the Communist Party and - its leading organs to the ever- 
changing conditions of the struggle. Furthermore, su& 
ful Iderahip requires absolutely the dosest assodation with 
the proletarian masses. Without such d a t i o n ,  the leader- 
ship FRilt mt lead the masses, but, 3 best, WU follow bchd 
the-. 
a- 
be &.ned through democratic cuttrdizatiofl. 
n. On D-Cea*tion 
h i m  of omstant common activity, constant Cmmm 
Partp oqath t i cm does not meaa a f d  
cwtraWttion, bllt a cenbht ian  of axm 
f the "power" in the hands of the party bu- 
class'struggleg and ewtmlizing this communist leader- 
for the living a s d a t b  of - .a- 
splitting up of the oqmht ion  h& d~ 
and M v e  m. Evert thc 
t h v i t a b ~  wta fhil tmdmq to dtdhn 
* - Party must fundamentally m t  
thwe W r a s t s  by syatunatic and pwsevcring politid and 
e i n g  work and by constant improvement and rCvision. 
7) In transforming a aodalist mass party into a b 
d s t  Party, tht Pa* must not coufine itself to merely 
-thg the atlthority in the hands of its centrd leader- 
ship while laving the old order uuchanged. Centralization 
shwld not merely edst on paper, but be actually &cd out, 
ond this is p d b l e  of achievement only when the members 
at large wil l  feel this central authority as a f ~ t d y  
inskummt in their common activity and struggle. , 
it will appear to the masses as a bum- 
within the Party and therefore likely to stimulate opposition 
to alI cen td idon ,  to all ladership, to all stringent d i d -  
* hrchimn is the opposite pde of b u c m c y .  
Merely formal democracy in the organization m o t  re 
move either burmmtic or anarchid tenticmi* which 
have f w d  lertite aoiI in the workers* movement w tbe h i s  
of just that democracy. Therefore, the ccntdhation of the ' 
organhation, i. E., the aim to c m t e  a strow leadership, 
mumt be ~ s s f d  if its achievement is sought on the basis 
of formal dtnmocracy. The necessary p r e h h r y  oonditiom 
are the development and mahtdnance of living asdations 
and mutual relatiom within the Party between the direetiag 
orgm and the members, as well as between the Party and 
the mas= of the proletariat outside of the Party. 
f f I. On ths Dutier of Communist Actid* 
8) The Communist Party must be a training slchool for 
r e v d u t h q  Marxism. The organic ties b e e n  the dif- 
ferent parts of the organization and the membership became 
joined &rough daily -011 work in the pa@ o r g a d d ~ n .  
Regular ptkipatiotl on the part of most of the members 
. i a t h e ~ y ~ o f t b e P a ~ i s l a c k i a g e v c n t o d a y i n t h e  
lawful Commuoist Parties. That.is the chief fault of these 
+, forming the basis of constant iamritp in their 
-t- 
the old dwtrine in its propaganda by Cmmmmbt 
and having replaced the oficids belonging to the 
M e  camp by Communist offid&. The acceptance of 8 
@ taken upon itself in accepting the Cwnmunist e. 
tor the firat condition for an e a h t  anying out of thc 
is the participation of all the members in the um- 
hnt d d y  work of the Party. 
' 'She art of Communist organization lies in the ability of 
W n g  use of each and every one for the proletarb dasai 
-1e; of distributing the Party work amongst all the 
h t y  members, and of constantly attracting through itr 
embers ever wider masses of the proletariat to the rcm 
&nary movement; further it must hold the direction of 
b whole movement in its hand not by virtat of its might, 
#t by its authority, energy, greater expwiena, grater 4- 
Sve members, and to dematsd from eperp rpnk Md fit4 
worker that he should pIacc his wbde .nd 
he, in so far as he can bimsclf dispmc of it, umicr dsb 
@ conditions, at the disposal of his Party and hh 
ieat forces to these services 
Membership in the Communist Party entails nautrafly, 
M d a  communist convictio~formal registration, first M 
addate ,  thh as a mernbcr ; likewise, the rqyk pe* 
t the established dues, the subscription to the Party pp, 
ik But the most imprtant is the partkiption of & 
p b c r  in the daily m k  of the Party. 
? d l )  For the pwposc of an thc Partg work 
Party member rnust.as a nrfc be a h  a member of 8 
d t r  working group: a d t t e t ,  a mmdnsion, a b o d  ' 
' 
gsoup, faction, or nudeus. Only in this way an thF h r ~  
work be proply distriiuted, directed and d c d  on, 
Attendance at the general meetings of the rnembq of the 
; Id ~ ~ t i o l l s  of cwrrse goes without mying: it is not 
wise to try under conditions of legal existence, to replace : 
tho& periodid meetings under lawful conditions by meet- 
ings of W repma~at ives . A11 the membcrs must be 
bwrnd to attend these meetings regularly. But that is in no 
m y  ddent. The very preparations for t h e  m d h g a  
pr~~~mses work in d e r  groups or thr@ cmrada d e  
Wed for the purpr~se., dectivefy utilizing as well as ths* 
preparations for the generd workers' meetings, ddmmstm- 
tiom and m s  actions of the working d m  The numer-. 
ws c m m d  with these activities can bc carefully 
Without such a constant daiIy work of the entire member- 
ship divided among the grcat mass .of the srnallm grobpa of 
I workers, even the most laborious endearn to take part in 
' the h a  strugglta of the proletariat will lead only to d 
and futile attempts to influence those struggled, but not tithe 
nemsmy consolidation of the proletariat iato a single d e d  
. mpble Gmmmist Party. 
12) C m m n d  nucIei must %e formed far the M y  
. d in the different b m d ~  of the Party activities: for 
home agitation, for Party study, for newspper work, fw the 
&hibution of literary xhatter, for information Pwoice, for 
- coastant service, a. 
T h e  Cmmmist  units are the nuclei for the daily Corn- 
, rqunist wotk in the factories a@ w o r ~ ,  in the t d e  
e s :  ~ d ~ , i n ~ e p r ~ l ~ n ~ t i ~ , h d l ~ u d ~ ( L I . ,  
,' 'wherever there are at least several members or mndidaks . 
'for membership in the C m d t  Party. If therc are a 
' ~ t e r n u m k o f ~ m G m b e r r r h t h t s a m e f a c t o y o r i a  
. ithe same union, ek., then the nu& is enlarged into a fat- 
tioa. and its work is directed by the nucleus. 
o r t o t a h p a r t i n a n d n g ~ t h c n t h e  
~ d t r y t o t a k e t h e M c r s h i p i n i t t h ~  
a ~ n u c I e u s i s t o c a b a c o a t i n t h c o p w ,  
m snumtindings an concerned, or evcn before 
c, will on the & d m a  of 
d o u s  study of the dangcra and the advan- 
ed out all at oaoe, it Benrands turwearpiqg 
mature consideration and d energy. 
especially imp&t that this ncpp form of orgarni- 
&odd be arried out from the very begintling with 
@e aad mature b o n s i d e  It d d  be an wsy mer 
f i M c  dl the m e m h  in eaeh organhation according to a 
~ d l c m e ~ d d e i a d ~ p s a n d t o d t h ~  
be- 
d d  
dl forth W t t n t  and a d o n  among the Party 
towatde thac important hovationa. 
rinead and 
with the r 
p k  out a detailed foundation for tbe introdwtion of W 
tiom. After that, tmimd orgaaixerar or Oqam&mn . . 
' ~ m r r s t ~ t r p t l m e w o r k m S h e 9 p o t , e l e e t & e  F M Ieadem of g m p  apd midact the first step of the 
@rm All the o r g d d o m ,  wotkitag ~ s ,  nuclei, aad 
Wddual m c m h  must t h n  mcive cawxete, p d d y  de- 
hskspmmkdh&awayastoatonceap~arto 
ta be useful, desirable and executable. Wherever it 
~ y t h e y ~ b t ~ b p p ~ d e m o n -  
in *.my t b c  t&sks aie to be d a d  opt; 
u- I .  r, ,nust be.-& ,. same , .f i e  f i e  ,, 
, t q e d I y  to be avoided. 
14) This work of reorganization must be carried out in 
I W c c  step by step. In the begidng toa many d e i  or 
groups of workers s h f d  not be f o d  in t8t l d  organi- 
zation. It must first be proved in amall eases that the nuclei 
f o r d  in the separate im-t factories and trade dm 
I - are functioning properly, and that the necessary groups of 
. workers have been formed also in the o h  chief bmmdw 
of the Party activity and have in some degree become consoli- 
daed (for instance ia the hformatim, camuni~~tion, wom- 
- en's movement, or agitation department, new-per work, 
: unemployed movement, etc.). Before the n m  or- 
tion apparatus will have acquired a cemio. practice the old # 
I f r a m ~  of the organization should not be heedlessly bmkm 
UP- 
At the same time this fundamental task' of ihe Commu- 
nist organhation work must be amed out everywhere with 
the -teat energy. This places great dcmands not d y  
on a legal Party, but dm on every illegal Party. 
Until a widespread network of Communist nuclei, f a c t i a  
and groups of workers will: be at work at all the a n d  1 
whits of the proletarian class struggle, until eveq nsember 
I of the prty will be doing his share of the daily'dutionwy 
work and this will have become natural and h a b i d  for tht 
I members, the Party can allow itself no rest in its strcnu~1~ I labors for the carrying out of this task. 
15) This fundamental orgaaizatiod, task impodlcs u p  
the leading Party organs the obligation of constantly direct 
ing and exercising a systematic influence over the Pa 
'work, This requires manifold exertion m the part of th 4 comrades who are active in the leadership of their organi 
ations of the Party. Those in charge of Communist activity ,, 
must not only see to it that the comrades, men and women, 
should be engaged in Party work in general, t hq  must hdp 
and direct such work systematidy and with @d knowl- 
edge of the business with a precise orientation in mprd to 
dd conditkms. They muat also cmkw to find out any 
ltolres cummitted in tMr own adivitim on the basis of 
grIrcd qmiaw, coastmtly improving the ~~ of 
rk ad .no t  forgetting for o mment the object of the 
a e .  I t 
16) Our whole party wodc consists either of dipact 
nggIe on t h e o d d  w practicaf grounds or of prepation 
h tjlR struggle. Tfie qxidkation of this work has been 
y defective up to mow. There are quite imporCant 
whes in which the activity of the ParQ has bcen only 
a d d .  For instaace, the lawful parties have done little 
the matter of combatting the secret semi= mea Tht- 
anteting of the Party comrades b been carriad on, as 
dc,  only d y ,  as rr secondary matter, and so super- 
M y  that the greater part of the most i m w  mmIu- 
m~ of the Party, even the Party pr-e and the 
ions of the Communist International have remained ttn- 
~ w n  to the large strata of the membership, The instnie- 
n work must be carried w methodidly a d  mceasingly 
wgh the wrwIe m m a  system of the P w  orgmimtim in 
the working communities of the Party in order to obtain 
evim higher degree of speciabtion. 
B 171 ' To the duties of the Cwmnunist d v i t v  btl- a h  
jw rep 
: organs 
orb. 'I 
; of the 
ia the dutg bf d &e or- 
.ty as d as of every in- 
ridual member. There must be - mmh d e  COY- 
time. 
& 
& r e p o & r n u s t ~ ~  
of the pa*. It is tasm- 
I to make the work of reporting so -tic that it 
mhl k m n e  an established procedure as the beat tradi- 
n of the Cammdst  mvment. 
18) The Paw must hand in its quarterly rep* to the 
dhg body of the ~Omrnunist*~ntematiwal. Each orgad- 
fim in the ParW has to hand in its rtaort to tbc next 
t * to the m @ o g  Party -). 
~m&u,fact io t l srndgmupof  workemmust#adita 

> 
and ib o r p h i i o n  is atin, in the 
i n t h e d d d f o r m a l m a n e e r , b y h  
rdtttionary substance of the speechw~ and 
pint to rtmembr is-that - 
be of a t e d d m w y  dmmiw. 
peuty p m  and distribution of b m  Every 
o f a t t g a l o r i l l e g a l p t g h t o @ p t e ~  
- W -  
r national minoritics, for which purpose the must crtatu 
the necessary specid organa . 
22) In those -pitalist countries where a large mujority 
of the proletariat h u  nof: yet reached revolrrdmwy mi- 
~ousness, the Communist dtators must be &* on 
- the lookout for new forms of propaganda, in order to meet 
these backward workers half way, and thus facilitate theit 
- entsy into the revoIutionary &. T b  cummut& propp- 
ganda, with its,watcbds, must bring out the buddiqg, 
unconscious i n q i e t e ,  mdlahg and stmi-bmrgcoh reve 
latinnary tendencia which are skuggting for an- 
with the bourgeois traditions and concqtiolls in the m i d  
of the w o r k s *  
At the same time communist propaganda mast not 
content with the limited and confused demands or aspidam 
of the proletarian masses. These demands and qcchihm 
contain revolutionary germs qnd are a m a  ofbringing ths 
prolemiat undei'the Muence of c d s t  
23) Communist agitation amwg the p r o l e  masses 
must be conducted in such a way , k t  our cmmunist organi- 
zation be r e c o p i d  by the struggling proletarkus a8 the 
cmmgaas, intelligent, emrgetic and ever faithful 1-r of 
their own lab movermeat. 
In wdex to achieve this, the Communists must tald prt  
in all the elemenbry -1- and movements of the work- 
ers, and must defend the workers' cause in dl & be 
tween them and the capitalists wer h a  and d t i o n s  of 
; labor, wages, ete. The communists must dm pay. great 
attention to the concrete questions of working dass lifq 
They must help the workers to come to a right ufl- 
ing of these questions. They must draw their attdon 
to the most fiakant a b s  and must help them to fornntlak 
their demands in a p d d  and con& form. In tbh 
m y  they will awaken in the workers the spirit'of solidarity, 
'. the consdottsnas of community of interests amoog all the 
as a united working class, which, in 
turn, is a &on of the w?rld army of 4-a 
- It is ody through-the everyday peff-me of such e b  
neatary duties, and thpaugh participation in dl tbe strag- 
$a of the proletariat Ehat the Comnuuist Party can d d o p  
ato a d cotnmunist party. It is only by adopting such 
methuds that it will be distiaguished from the propagadats 
If the hackneyed, so dled,  pure mifist pmpganda, cm- 
Mng of recruiting new members and tatking about rn 
orms, and the use of dl parliamentary posst%lities, or rather 
*bilities. The s e l f - d u n g  and conseima partid- 
&on of all the party members in the daily strugg1G and 
nntroversiea of the exploited with the exploitem is wren- 
& n-ry not only for the conquest, but in a stilf hi* 
b degree, for the arrying mt of the dictatorship of the p m  
brkt .  It is only through leading the working masses in the 
&ty warfare against the onslaughts of =pitaliism that the 
w i s t  party will be able to become the vanguard of the 
$&&g class, a c q u i b  the capacity far systematic leader- 
of the proletariat in its str&gle for supremacy over the 
m e o i s i e .  
24) Communists must be mobilized in full force, e s p  
M y  ia times of strikes, 1dmuts and other mass di& 
k k  of the workers, in order to take part in the worked 
-t. 
Xt would be a great mistake for Communists to tteat 
rith contempt the present stnlggIes of the workers for slight 
mpmrments of their working conditions, even to main- 
sin a passive attitude to them, on the plea of the then-  
$& programme and the need of armed revoIutiomry strug- 
b for find aims. No matter how mall and m d a t  tht 
m d s  of the workers may be for which they are ready 
&I willing to fight today with the =mist, the Comatu- 
k must newr make the smallness of the demands an ex- 
same time for aon-partidpath in the struggle. 
onal advity s h d d  not lay itself Itare b dx 
of stirring up and intitifig the workers tQ non- 
amd othK inconsiderate do&. T k  com- 
ry to acquire the teptluticrp aa30mg tht sw- 
-7 
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@lg of being -e~i3 a e w m  partidpa- 
, in their strugglw. 
25) The rommunist A s  (or f h o n s )  within the mde 
union mwement bave often proved themselves in practice 
rather helpless before m e  of the most ordinar)a questions 
. of evwyday life. Tt is easy, but not fruitful to keep on 
p c h i n g  the general prineiplcs of Communism, and then 
fall into the negative amitude of common place syndicdam 
when fami with concrete questions. Such pmcticcs d y  
play into the bands of the flow Amsterdam International. 
Communists should, on the contrary, be guided in their 
d o n s  by a mrefd study of the pmctical aspect of mry 
qttestim. 1 
For instance, instead of contenting thtmdvcs with redst- 
hg th~~eticaffy and on principle all M e  agmments, thq 
sbwld rather take the lead in the stnrgglt over the &fie 
nature of tbe trade agreemclpts mommeadd by the Am- 
sterdam leaders. It is, of course, n-rg to condmm 
a d  resist any End of impadiment to '&  m l u t i o m q  
prepadmss of the pro l~*tat ,  and it is a well known fact 
that it is the aim of the apitrtfidfs and their Amsterdam 
myrmidons to tie the hands of the w o r k s  by all mamm of ' 
track ts. Therefore, it b e h o m  the Commrtnih 
to o p m T ~ c s  of w o r k  to the nature of tw 
aims. This the Gmmunista can best attain by a d w d h g  
a'trade agrtunent which d d  not hamper the k k u s .  A 
The same shodd be done in d o n  with the unrmploy- 
zatioas. The creation of fighting funds and the granting of 
I mnt, s i h  and othw benefits of the tradeunion organi- 
, 
strike pay a n  which, in themselves, aie to be am- 1 
meded. 1 
Therefore, an opposition on principle again& such d v i -  , 
tics would be ill advised. But Cotnmuniats &add point oat 
to the workers that the manner of wUectim of t k e  funds i and their use as dmtd by the AmnEerdam Lmdm is , 
against I t  the revo11xtionary int- of the wd&g c h q .  ! 
In connecdon with sick be&t, etc,, Communists should in- J 
- 89 - 
In the' struggle against the d dmmmik and 
pettg bourgeois trade nniw leaders, as d as againat 
the workers the true &mcter of thwc trewb 
leaders who are only playing into the hands of 
The Communists. should endeavor to unnraPlt 
at coifwt~cea arsd iro 
s contained in many of their writ- 
d t k k d h d  
fortbemoatmakt 
and &utiona 
wcskmwl, khind stamtea, &ofl d d -  
J 
f r o n a t b e i r ~ m t o ~ ~  
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marcti forward. On the contrary, they p u t  insist on ge 
the workers by the bureaucratic machine. 
J 
satisfaction from the minor o 6 d s  in the nytttr of thq 
remwal of all real or imaginary obstacles put ia the way d 
1 
27) The fractioni must arefully prepare the pticip3 
tion of the communists in conferences and meetings of @ 
trade union organktiofls. For i n s w e ,  they must ddm 
rate proposals, select lectures and counsel and put up as 
mididata for e ldon,  capable, experienced and mergde  
c0xCmde.s. 
The Communist ofganidons must, through thur f a -  
tions, also make careful preparations in connection with all 
workers' meetings, etection meetings, demonstdons, politi- 
cal festids and such like, arranged by the h d e  or@- 
d o n s .  Wherever Communists convene their own works*  
r n e c t i q g ,  they must endeavor to havt mnsidctablc gmqu 
of communists distributed among the audience, and thep 
muat make all due p r e p b  for the assurance of 
fa* propaganda results. 
28) Communists must also hm how to draw magan- 
izcd and backward workers p c r m t I y  into the ranks of 
the Party. With the help of our nuclei and fractions we 
must induce the workers to join the trade unions and to rtpd 
our Party organs. Other organizations, as for instance, cdu- 
a t i d  boards, study circles, sporting clubs, dramatic 
cietits, m-operative d e s ,  consumers' ass+tiofls, war- 
vhims'  oqpnktions, etc., may bt d as intermediaria 
betffeen us ami the workers. Where the Communist Party 
is working illegally, su?h workers' unions m y  be f d  
abide of the Party through the initiative of Party man- 
ltcrs and with the consent and under the control of the 
leading Party organs (unions of sympathizers). 
Communist yoo1tha and women's or@mtions may at- 
be heIpful in rousing the i m  of the nutty politically in- 
dieerent @-, aad in drawing them eventually iqto 
the Communist Party, through the intmiedky of Wr sda, 
e a t i d  camm, readiag cidcs,  festwalr, Sun- 
pernidws idhence of W 
authhtative positions in the re- 
iduence over the petty hm- 
with the i d d a  of petty bourgeois dun- and jutis- 
emustbcmadtustof inrju&ialaradcaegetic~- 
in thc C D U ~  of ekmudst agitation. 
I d  m u t r y  organization must arefully apportidn 
ita membfa the dutithl of hwac to h ~ ~ i e '  d n g ,  
er to spread Communist propaganda in atl t b  oiuages, 
s t d s  and isohtad dwellings in their did&. 
in tht a d -  aad d m  
to the puxbr cotldi- 
agitation of a &- 
G is cxtmnely detrimental, aad oslrp & the 
m 
. - 
t 
utilizes tbm institutions (army, d i e  
&tiom, ck.) for the parpose of 
- ' militrry training .far the mftltionary battles to come. Im- 
tuuivt +tion must therefore be directed not against #the 
military training of the youth and workers, but agaimt tht 
militarjskic regime. and the domination of the officenr. Every 
' I p&bEty of providing the workers with w e a p s  should 
r. mogt eaply be bhn admamtage of. 
The &ad autagonisms, M i n g  themselves as thq do in' 
the m a M y  favored positiw of the dccrs as against the 
bad treebent and smd insecurity of life of the comnnn 
I . dhY must h made very dear to the soldim. M d e a ,  
yL the etation must bring fionae the fact to the rank and 6le 
that its future is inextri~bly bound up with the fate of . 
. . the u'ploited classes. In a more advanced period of i&- 
' . pieat revolutionary f ementation, agitation for the democtatic 
dection of alI commaaders by the p h t e a  and d m  and 
for the formation of soldiers' m d s  m y  prow very ad- 
in undefmiaing the foundations of capitalist ruk, "= atteation and the greatest care are Jwaya R- 
qaitad when agitating against, the picked t n q s  wnd by tbe 
bolugeoisie ia the class war, and q x z i d y  q a b t  ita armad 
, d*bQnda 
Wherecer the sodal composition and mmpt conduct of 
thege trwp and W s  make it psi'bfe, my fawrable i moment for agitntim should be made use of for cftating ' .  disruption. wherever it pmesse a distinct battrgooia &as &amcter, an for example, in the officers cmp, it must be a- . masked befdrc the entire population, a d  made so dwpieable and repahive; that they will be dimrupted from within by 
b h e  of their very idation. V. The Orgadsadon of PaIIdcaI 8-
51) For a Communist Party there can be no perid in 
which its party organization carmai exercise pofitid activity. 
,For the ptlrpow of utilizing every politid and d c  
.: 
I : 
. - *I 
;--I2 . 
'ma 
mu 
. i of' 
rm 
: di! 
!a 
! 
w ss tReIl aa all the cbsgw in i k c  W w q  or- 
hnd strategy and Wca must be dewlopsd. No 
&gbmwcrkthcpPrtymaybc,itcanMuthdewtake 
sge of exding poIiW m t s  or of &VC strilrts 
the entire economic system, by a radical propaganda. 
party has studied to thus make use of a ~~ 
t must mmmtrate the eeergy of all ite m e m h  
inthisGmpip. 
w, hl thc c&ections which the prty pob @u through the work of its d e i  and workers' g r q  
be used for oganidng lnass meeting3 in the cqtcrs 
wtid importam and following up a drii. Thc spealr- 
the party must do their utmost to conrina the au- 
k drat only communism a n  bring the m e  to a sue- 
' a $bd conclusion. Special ccrmmissions must prepart these . 
@hgs very thoroughly. If the party m o t  for some m- 
@ u d  m&gs of its own, suitabk comrades s h d d  ad- 
i the strikers at thc genera1 meetings organizpd by the 
b or any other sectidn of the s t m g g b g  proletariat. 
on the same question at the same place or . 
in thc movement, put thun under 
have them racogzkt &. l d t r -  
roper d u s i o n s  from the eqmiences or -%It mis- 
made, for the futurt. In amdame with tach par- 
1 I 
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ticulat hation, prslctieal dnrjanda of the m r h  
valved must be made public by maw of postcts 
bilIs, Or l d c b  d b h l t e d  amOag h -8, 
them by means of their own demands how the 
poliden are in agreement with and appficltble to the si 
Specially organized groups am. required for the propu 
tributim of p t e Y  the choke of suitable spots as 
the proper time for such pasting. The dM'bution o 
bib  should be d e d  out in and before the factories 
the h d s  where the workem concmed are wont 
atso at hpmbnt points in the town, employment 
stations; such distri'batim of leaflets should be wcom 
by attmtive discussions and slogans, readily ptrm 
the I.anks of the working masses. Detailed 1 
if pos&$le be distributed only in halI8, factories, d 
other places where proper attention to the pri 
=Y be expected. 
Such propaganda m i s t  be supported by parallel acdvi 
at all the trade union or factory meetings held during 
cudict, and at sueh meetings, whether organid by' 
wmdes  w d y  f a d  by ui, mitabIe speakers and d 
batera must & the opptuhity of convincing the 
of our point of vim. Our party m w q q a  must 
the dbpd of such a special movement the greater par 
their ~ p c e  as well as their best argumcpts. In fact, 
Gntire party organization must for the time beitig bt 
to serve the g e n d  purpose of such a movement, w 
out comrades may work with unabated m. 
32) Dmronstrations requi 
6 c i i  leadership, closely 
action, and able to d 
demowtmtion has d e d  its 
or whether, during that particular 
sification is possible by inducing an extension o 
m a t  into an d o n  of the macsy 
tim &km =a eventually p w a l  
tims in favor of peace during 
.;C 
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after the d i i r s r d  of such ddonstraths, a realIy 
fighting party must nuther deviate nor n a n d  still 
how d or illegal it may be, if the qn&m at 
and is bollnd t o , b e  of cmt 
interest for the large mass#. 
efktivewm when 
&tion is M on the large f d e s .  When ex-  
preparations by our d e i  and groups by meam of verr- 
unity of thmght and action in a pa-r situstion, t&e 
, as well as tfat detcmhtioa 
the  dun^^ Thc back- 
the demonstration must be formed by+ a welt h- 
and e x p e r i d  group of diljgmt ofwkls, ming- 
the mmrreitt of d q r t m e  from 
up to the time of dispersaI of the dmonstrati[w. 
e party workcys must be systematically diatri'bated 
e masses, for the purpose of tPaBling the oilkhle 
a d i v e c ~ t l t a c t w i t h e a c h o t h t r d ~ t h t m  
politid hEmtctimrx Srsch a 
politidly organized feadmhip of a ckuomtrsrtiom 
most e M d y  of constant renewaI and eventual 
t M e s a l r e a d y p s 8 e a a i n g M b -  
of ~ a n d a ~ e m r m b e r o f  
the masses, must exert cvtry effort to 
o v e n n # n e t h t ~ o f  the-mini- 
of ~~ 
the majority of working mmaes to tile 
Campaigns mmt be organid in t9- 
u p n  whether thc situstion fa- ~lc- 
dves at the head of the proIetarian movmaent or w 
it is a-pfgiod of tempormy s!apntio~~ 
~hemakwapof  ~he~artyisabormcof thedctami* 
f a r s  for selection of the organid methods for such aq 
tions. d 
For example, the method of pubbhmg a d e d  "Open 
LRtter" was used in order to win over to the V. K. P. D, 
a s a y o u q m a s s p a f t y , t h e d y d ~ v e s e c t i o m o f  tlac 
prolttarirrt to a grater e t  than had been pod~lle in 
certain districb, In order to unmask the treu-wous -30 
&list l h ,  the m & t  Party iitadf to tk 
other mass organktima of the pmletariat at a of 
inmasing desolation and inteaihtion of 
for the purpose of demanding from them, before the eyes 
of the proletariat, whether they, with their d q d y  pawer- 
ful organizations, were prepared to take up the 'haggle, in 
co-opedm with the Communist Party, against the obPious 
destitution of the proletariat, and for the slighteet datlands, 
even for a pitiful piece of bread. + 
Wherever the Cwnmuist Party initiatm a nimilar cam- 
paign, it must make complete o r g a n h i i d  paeparations 
for the purpose of m&hg such an action rmxho atnag 
the broad masea of the working c h ~  
All the factory groups and tmde-union offieias of the 
party must bring the demands made by the party, r e p r d -  
ing the embodiment of the most vital dumda of h prole- 
- tariat, to a discussion at their next factory and t r a d ~ h  
meetings, as well as at all public meetiag$ after having 
thoroughly prepared for such meetings. For the p u r p ~  
of taking advantage of the temper of the masses, Mets ,  
hnnrlhills and posters must be distributed everywhere and 
effectively at at places where our nuclei or groups itltead 
to make an attempt to iduence the masses to support otti 
dummh Our party press must engage in constant eld 
dahn of the problemri of the mov-t during the altk 
paiod of such a &, by mmm of short or W e d  
daily articles, tmdbg the d o u s  p h  of tht ~ucadh 
The o r p i d o n a  must 
the material for slmeh 8r- 
the editors do not let up 
struggles. They must bring the movement inta dis- 
according to the directions of the party leadership, 
various parliamentary badies by maw of dub 
These representatives. must consider tbundws 
m c ~ b a s ~ f t h e s t t u g g l i n g ~ t h e i r ~  
as the respn&i'ble . 
and pwty workers. 
the united, organbationally consolidated activitica 
must be attanpted above all to imeast 
i d u a c c  on the trade unions. 
ps in the trade unions must p r m d  to 
action agaiast the l d  trade union 
to wage an organid struggle on tbe hasis 
the struggle. If a number of lo& m- 
d o r y  d n g s  at which favorable redutiaw 
-m-  
mu& influence 
of such conccnt 
petus to the leadership of the Socialist Parties a 
unions or elsc to fully unmask it. 
uniting dl the evident economic 
from the particufar craft 
obtain the f d h h e n t  of 
united forces of all the 
who d d  oppose such a united, organized s 
then be expod  in their tnre colors, not only 
dso from a practiml organizational point of view. 
34) During acute political and economic &r 
as they do, new movements and strugglen, the 
nist Party should attwapt to gain control of the mimes. 
may be better to forego any s m c  demad~ and rathcr 
p l  directly to the members of the 
Trade Unions, pointing out how 
p1oyers in spite of the a-ta of 
to d e  a decisive struggle. The 
tidtrly the daily a 
that the Cummunj 
pending and aatual stnrggles of the &tmwd works 
their Sghing organidon is r d y  to fd r helping 
whmcws pmsible to dl the oppressed in the gEv#l 
It must be pointed out M y  that without 
t k c  is no pdwy of creating t o l d l k  living 
for the work& in spite of the efforts of tbc oM 
om to avoid and to obstruct these struggles. T ~ E  
factions within the trade unions aud industrid 
tiom must lay stress m t i d y  upon the self-&- 
d n e s s  of the Communists and d e  it dear to their 
is to unify and d t e  d the 
s, furnishing promptly such a 
engaged in the struggle, to bmadcn 
and make it widespread. It 
everpbere to point ortt 
of all the mriws 
to .foster the idea of the general d u -  
st come in at oace 
Where the . , '1 
-* 
common orgaaigation of action ean b d d e v d  
capable p r e l i i y  organization, by persi-  ah^ 
as at mass meetings of the industries cowernad. 
t h e ~ t ' b a e o m e ~ ~ a t ~ a n d , ~  
nary p p a p d a  and organization work must be started 
the election of Workera' Cmn& which may become 
sible a d  evm . 
It b here that atl; organs 
tbat only by forging their own 
working class achieve its real 
ganda not the dghtest consideration should be shown to th 
trade union bureaucracy or to the old Sacialist parties. 
35) The Communist Parties which have already 
to bring about a close union 
ptrimcw gained by d new great movements must be 
c u d  at broad conferences of the leading officials and 
trieswinbecme 
spirit. The tics of mutual codidace be- the 
offidafzl and responsibfe party workers, with the sb 
gates, are the bwt guarantee that thm will be 
the actaal strength of the 
Without the dosest ties between the Party o 
and the proletarian masses empIoyed in the 
industries, the Communist Party annot mrry our any 
d m  and redly revotutirnlary movements. The 
timely collapse of the undouMy revolutio 
Italp last year, which found its strongest exprbsion in t 
seizing of factories, was &y due to a great extent 
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m t e d  in the -d fa te  of tbe Party. Also tlae w- 
miners' strib of the ~~ year has WdOubMy 
through this la& to an -nary degree, 
VI. Un the Party Press' 
The Commdst Prtss must be developed and im- 
by the Party with indefatigable energy. 
per may be remgdd as a Communist organ If it 
submit to the directions of the w. 
rty must pay more attention to having good p- 
a having many of them. Every Comamist 
have a good, and if possible, a daily ctmtrd or- 
] A Communist newspaper must never be a C B ~  
are the~hmgeds and freqttently also the 
rs. Our paper must be idependtnt of dl 
eapiwst credit institutions, A smful &tioil 
e advertisements, which r& pssi1e the d&me 
our paper for lawful mass pad=, must never lead to 
dependent m thc large adverti-. On ttEt 
swewing &hide on dl ~~ d a l  
1creattthegreakr~forit inallaurntass 
papers must not serve fw the satisfaction of the dc- 
r sensation or as a pastime for the pbk 
must not yieId to the &ti& of the petty burg& 
w jonmalist virZaosos in the striving to lxcotm "m 
The Communist paper must in the h t  place take 
of the interests of the o p p m d  and @thg *. 
uat ?x w r  best agitator and the lpdhg propagator of tEie 
be the object of our papu to d a c f  atI the mha~'e 
from t h e d x i t p o f  t h e p a r t y d e m d t o  
s a m c w a t I r ~ e s a s a ~ & f o r t h e ~  
a d  improvmncnt d - 
methods. In this way it will be the best organizer of oar 
mlutionaty work. 
It is onty thin all embracing o m t i o n  work of the Corn- 
& papers and particularly our principal paper, with this 
definite object in view, that will be able to establish demo- 
eratic centralism and will lead to the efficient ,distribution of 
work in the c ~ u &  party, thus enabling it to perform its 
historic mission. 
39) The Communist paper must strive to become a Com- 
munist undertaking, i. e., it must be a profetarim fighting 
orgdzation, a working community of the mIutlonary 
workers, of all writers who regularly contribute to the paper, 
editors, typesetters, printers and distributers, those who d- 
led l d  material and discuss the m e  in the paper, those 
who are daily active in ropagating it, &c., etc. 
A number of practi d measures are required to turn the 
paper into a d fighting organ and a strong working com- 
munity of the communists. 
A Communist should be in closest connection with hls 
paper when he has to work and make sacrifices for it. It 
is his daily weapon which must be newly hardened and 
sharpened every day in order to be fit for use. Heavy mate- 
rial and financial sacrifices will continualfy be required for 
the &deme of the communist paper. The means for ~ t s  
ddoptnent d inner imptovment will constantly have w 
be supplied from the raaks of party members, until it win 
ham reached a position of such firm organization 
rtnd such a wide cirwfatim among a legal mass party, that I t  
will itself become a strong support of the communist move- 
mnt. 
It is not sufficient to be an active canvasser or propagator 
for the p a p ,  it is necessary to be a contributor to it as 
wen. 
Every occurrence of ang social: or economic interest hap 
pening in the workshop from an accident to  a general work- 
era meeting, from the ilI treatment of an apprentice to tbe 
finand r w r t  of the concern must k immediately reported 
to the paper. The Trade Union fraction must communimte 
all imprtant decisions and resolutions of its meetings and 
m t s ,  as well as any characteristic actions of our ene- 
mies. Pubtic fife in the street and at the meeting will often 
give. an opjmrlunity to the attentive pry member to exercise 
ita turn furnished them with the best 
with what they needed for the mo- 
~nstillusetodayhthcirworkand 
pzign. The e d b d  b r d  musf draw matmiah from all 
swures to fwd this mmpaign, which must be incorporate4 
throughout the wper both in Sumstance and ia form. 
41) The matter of canvassing subscriptions for "Out 
Newspaper" must be made into a system. The firit thing+is 
ta make use of every for stirring up the workers 
and of every dtwtion in which the political and sclcia con- 
xiousneas of the worker has been aroused by some specid 
occurrence. Thus, follotRing each big strike movement or 
l d t ,  thing which the paper openly and energeticaly de- 
fended the interests of the workers, a wnv895iag activity 
should be organized and be carried on among the pwtici- 
pants. Subscription lists and subscription orders for the pa- 
per should be distributed not only in the industries where 
communists are engaged and among the trade union fractions 
of those industries that had taken part in the strike, but 
also, whenever possible, subscription orders should be dis- 
tributed from house to  house by specid groups of w o r h  
doing propaganda for the paper. 
Likewise, following a h  election campaign that aroused 
the workers, s&d groups appointed for t h ~  purpose should 
visit the homes of the workers, an systematic prop- 
aganda for the workers' newspaper. 
At times of latent politid or =on& crises manifesting 
t h d v e a  in the rise of prices, u n ~ l o y m e n t ,  and other 
hardships affecting great n u m b  of workers, all p s i b f e  
efforts should be exerted to win over the professionally or- 
p ized  workers of the various industries and organhe them 
~nto working groups for arrying on systematic house-to- 
house propaganda for the newspapet. Experience has 
shown that the most appropriate time for cafwasshg work 
is the last week of each month. Any Id group that wwld 
allow wen one of these last weeks of the month to pass by 
without making use of it for propaganda 'work for tk 
newspaper wilI be committing a grave omission with regard 
to the spread of the Cwnmunist movement. The working 
group conducting propaganda for the newspaper mwt not 
Ieaw out any public meeting or my demotlstration w i h u l  
being there at the opening, during the intemah, a d  at the 
close with their subscription Bsts for the paper. The saaie 
duties are h p o d  upon every trade union faction at &I 
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dealings of this press. 
d indcpdent pr- must be over- . 
ve criticism, without fafling into 
away the mmbers' 
trade unions and other workers' -tima from the 
Wdemacr%tic 
VII. On the 8- of the Party OrgaRI~m 
a of Iarge industries. 
e Party. In such aaes we witnm an extensive spatem 
Party offices spriug up, but the Partp i tdf  d m  not a- 
in gginixlg foot-hold e9m in the most im- indus- 
m e s t  possible degree it is riot advisable to hve. the Party 
leadership divided into a hierarchy with a rtumkr of rungs 
subordinated to one another. The thing to be aimed at is 
that every large city forming an economic, politid or tram- 
portation center should spread out and form a net of or- 
ganizations within a wide area of the surroundings of the 
given locality and the ec~omic  pol i t id districts adjoining 
it. The Party Committa of this large center should form 1 
the head of the general body of the Party and conduct the ' 
organizational activity of the district directing its policy in { 
close connection with the membership of the I d i t y .  I 
The organizers of such a district elected by the district 
conference and confirmed by the Central Committee of the 
Party are obliged to take active part in the Party life of the 
locd organizations. The Party Committee of the district 
mast be constantly reinforced by members from among the 
Party w o r k s  of the place, so that there should be dose re- 
lationship between the Committee and the large masses of 
the district. As the organization keeps developing, efforts 
a h d d  be made to the effect that the leading Committee of 
the district should at the same time be the leading politid 
body of the place. Thus, the Patty Committee of the dist- 
triet together with the Central Committee should play the. 
part of the d leading organ in the general Party organi- 
zation. 
45) The boundary lines of a party district are not natu- 
rally limited by the area of the place. The determining f ac- 
tor shodd be that the district Committee be in a position to 
direct the activities of all the local organizations within the 
district in a uniform manner. As soon as this becomes im- 
possible the district must be divided and new party districts 
formed. 
It is also necessary in the Iarger mntriea to have certain 
intermediate organizations swving as mntcting links b e  
tween the Central Committees and the various district Cam- 
mi-, and also the various district Committees with the 
I d s .  Under certain conditions it may be advisable to give 
t 
b warw of &we i n h e d h y  organxactrons, . . aafmem@e, 
b o r g a n i e a t i o n i n a h r g e c i t y w i t h a s k o n g ~ p , a  
Peading part, but as a general rule this should be avoided 
WJ teading to decentralization. 
The larger intermediary organizations arc formed mt of 
.Bocal Party organizations: of cuuntry groups or of s t d l  
&ties and of districts of the various parts of a large city. 
r The Party as a whole is to be under the gukbcc of the 
Cammw& Internatid. The iastndons aad  ti^ 
of the Executive of the International on methods affectbg 
the affihted Parties are to be d i d y  f idy ,  either to thdt 
Central Committee of the Party or (2) through this Commit- 
* to some specid Committee or (3) to the members of the 
Party at large. 
The instructions and resolutions of the interntiad art 
W n g  upon the Party, and, naturally, ahso u p  every 
Party member. 
45) The large units of the Party orgatahtion (districts) . 
are. f wmed from the local bodies of the Party; n d y ,  
from the "Id groups" in the d h g a  and d W w t ~ ,  and 
fxom the "districts" or "quarters" of the d o u s  d o n a  
of the larger towns. 
~ I o c a l P a r t p ~ o n w h i c h h a s g r < p w n t o s u e h m  
extent that it mn no longer legally hdd propw general meet- 
ings of its memkrs, must IR Suwividwl. 
The members of the Id Party organization arc to be 
asiipned to the various working groups for the purpose of 
daily Partg aetivtiy. The larger orgddof ld i  mav 6nd it 
of m e r  value to unite tre working ffrwp into d m  
collective groups. Each c d e c t i ~ e  group should as a rule be 
constituted of members who are in constant cm&& with 
d~ other at their work-shops or in their ddy a s d a t h &  
The dutiea of the collective grmp consid in the 
of g a d  Party work t6 the whua mkbq tbE 
d p t '  of tepor~s fmm the Ieaders of st& patpa, the 
h t i m  of r d i d a t z  m e m h  in their ddsh e k  . 
47) ~ c e n t r a l ~ ~ 0 f t h c P u t p i r ~ a t a  
Congtess and is responsible before it. The Gmtd 
Cmmitke selects mt of its own midst a d e r  M y  cm- 
sisting of two s u h m i t t e e s  for @tical and o w -  
t i d  activity. Both these sub-committees are reqmsible 
. for the political and current work of the Party. These sub- 
committees or Bureaus arrange for regular joint sezrsim of 
the Central Committee of the Party where ddsions of later 
s n t  are to be passed. In order to study the general 
a d  political situation and to gain a clear idea of the state 
of afhirs in the Party it is necessary to have various Iocali- 
ties represented on the Central Committee whenever decis- 
ions are to be passed affecting the fife of the entire Party. 
For the same reason differences of opinion regardixtg tactics 
i d d  not be suppressed by the Central Committee if they 
are of a serious nature, On the contrary, these opinions 
shmId get representation upon the Central M t t e e .  But 
the S&r Bureau should be conducted along unifann lines, 
and in order to c m y  its own authority as well as upw a con- 
siderable majority of the Central Committee. 
Carried on such a basis the Central Committee of the 
Party, especially in me of legal mass partits wilt able 
in the shortest possible time to form a firm f d t i o n  for 
a discipline requiring the unconditional confidence of the 
, Party membership and at the same time manifesting the 
vdktions and deviations that make their a-ce among 
the responsible workers which are to be mxgnked and done 
away with. Such abmndities in the Party may k re 
mwed before reaching the &age where they should have to 
be brought up kfore a Party C a g m s  for deedon. 
I 48) Every lmdhg Party committee must have ita work 1 anmo~g ita members in order to achieve &ciency in the vari- 
. 
'ous b d e s  of work. This may necessitate the formation 
. - 
'of a p e d  committea as for example d t t e e s  i 
+ for progaganda, fe dt& d, f~ the trade ~ 6 0 0  earn- & for cammini&, &. Evey special cmmitbek is 
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either-to the Centraf Committee or tw the Die 
control aver the activity as well as over the composi- 
atl d t t e e s  should be in thi hands of the givm 
Committee and in tbe fast instaace ia the hand of the 
ttee. All the members at4ched to 
are directly responsible 
rty Cmmittee. It may become advisable £rap 
ns and the office of 
&a$ this does not 
The editors and 
sts must participate in the reg* Party work in 
The Central Gnunittee of &e Party, as a h  of the 
mist Inkmational. is empowered at any time to & 
complete reports from an h d s t  ,&time, 
rorgansandfrwmiadi~mm$tra Tbercp- 4 
es of the Centarl &m&#et and candm mth- 
to aU meet ip  d with 
voice. The Ceatral Committee of the ]Party 
m of politics and organization. Every &- 
every bmnch of the party, as welt as every indi- 
ember, has the right of communicating his respect- 
wishes, suggestions, remarks or c o q l d h t s  d i d y  to 
Central Committee of the Party, or of the Internazid, 
The kdmctiofls and the dadaiollhi of the I- 
for the subdinate o e -  
m h .  The -Q 
*,'- * paatfy 
Ipe 1- their fm 
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mapadUty (as for iastance, in i l t d  Parties), 
time obligdon u p  them EO smdy ttK opinion o 
members, to obtain rcgtrlar atad solid information, 
form their own decisions only after mature and th 
d d e t i o t l .  
51) The Party members are obliged to act always as 
plined membtrs of a S t a n t  organiaation in all their puWic 
actions. Shoald differ- of opinion occur aa to the proper 
52) The statutes of tbC Party rmut be drawn in a* 
a mam!er, as not to become a hhhm@, but rather a helping : 
f o m  to the leading Party organs in the mutant develop- 
ment of the general Party orgwktioa and in the continwus 
improvement of Party &Q. The dccisiws of the Com- 
munist LatmtionaI must be promptly esrricd out by the 
a f H W  Parties, even in the mse when c o n q m d q  altem- 
tiona in existing statutes and Party decisions ean be adopted 
d y  at a later date. 
made of action, this should be d c t c m b d  as far as posshk: 
by previous dkcmsion inside the Party oxpiation, and the: 
d o n  s W d  be w d m g  to the deckion thus arrived at. 
E m  if the decision of the organization or of the Party 
Committee should a p p r  faulty in the opinion of the rest 
of the members, these corn& in d their public activities 
must never lose sight of the fact, that it is the worst form 
of tmdiaciplined conduct and the g m e  military -or, to, 
hinder or to breals entirely the unity of the curnmon front. 
It is the supreme duty of evwg Party member to defend 
W. Legal and Ill@ Activity 
. 
53) The Party must be so o r g a d i d  that it shall almys 
k, in a position to adapt itacif q d y  to all thc changes 
that may occur in the d t i o x l s  of the m l g g t ~  The 
Cammrrnist Party must develop into a militant m p k a t b  
the Communist Party and abwe aU the Communist Inter- ! 
national, against dl the enemies of Communism. HE who : 
forgets and, on the contrary, p u W y  assails the Party or 
the Cwnmanist Inkmatid, is a bad Communist. 1 
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phlc of adding tl &ht in the open against wemhehhg 
rbts of the emmy, mncenhted upon a given point; bat 
the other haad, the very mmntmtion of the enemy must 
so utilized as to attack him in a spot where he l e d  
pets it. It d d  In?the greatest mistake for the Party 
p i a t i o n  t~ stake everything upon a rebellion a d  street 
hting, or only upon d t i o n  of oppression. h- 
mists must perfect their p r e l i m i  revolutionary work 
every situation on a basis of preparedness, for it is fre- 
d y  next to impossible to f m . w  the &n@tc wave 
 torm my and d m  periods; and even in eases where it 
ght be possible, this fodght  carmot, in many cases, be 
cdc use of for reoremhatiion. the &awe as a 
,a usually fail to gtasp the importance of the task before 
bm commit the m r  of deptading on a permanent 1 4  
sir for their dstwce. and of eanduaing their work ac- 
P.ditrg to the neads of the legal tasks. 
On the other hand, inegal parties often fair to maIce me 
[af all the v i I i t i t s  of legal activity t o d  the building 
&ions d c h  ignore thee vital truths run the risk of bc 
Both those tatdencia are e m m s .  Every legal com- 
mu& orgdzdon must know how to insure for itself 
M e t e  prqmdnas for sn undergmmd dstenm, and 
above alI far &tionarv outbreaks. Every iUegaI corn- 
(*, the organiter and d ttader of tbe gmt m h i r i o ~  
- 
- 
F- 
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55) Both amwg legal and undergrad Party d d a  
thertisotersdeacy fortheillegal ~~~ 
dv i tg  to wofve into the el ishment  and maintenance af 
a purely military organhiion isolated from th rest of them 
Party organization and activity. This is absofubely errw- 
ems. On the contrary, during the pre-revolutionary perid 
the formation of our d i t a n t  oqphtiona must be mainly 
accomplished through thc germeral work of the Communist ! 
Party. The entire Party must be developed into a militant ' 
&tion for. the Revolution. 
Isolated revoIutionary-military organizations, prematmdy , 
mated in the pre-revolutiwary ptriods, are apt to show 
tcndenjm towards dilution, because of the lack of direct 
and useful work. 
56) It is of course imperative for an illegal patty to pro- 
tect its munbrs and party organs fm king f m d  out by 
the authdties, and to avoid mry possibifity of fadlitatiug 
such discavcry by +tration, cafeless collecting of d r i -  
buticm and injudicious distr%ution of rewlutiouay ma- ' 
terial. For thee reasons, it m o t  use frank &tianal ., 
methods to the mme atteat as a legal party, It an, nmw- 
thelesa, through practice, q u i r e  more and more @deq 
in this umttw. '; lr" 
On the other W, a I@ mass party must be fully pre- 1 
paxed for iffegal work and pefiods of Ostraggk. It must ; 
ncptr tdax its preparations for any eventuaIitie (oiz., it , 
mrwt have mfe hiding p l a a  for dupkt t s  of members' 
film; mu& In mast mses, destroy mmspmdence, put im- 
portant dmmtnts into a f e  keeping and must a- 
qirative traiadng for its mcamgcrs, &). 
It is aftcn a s d  in &a ddes of the legal, as d as 
of the in@ parties, that the illegal oqatddon must be 
ia the natu* of a rather exdusivc, entirely miliEary instita- 
tian, occupying, within the party a position of -splendid 
isolation. This assrlmption is qdz erroneous. Th fornsa* 
tim of a i r  figWng - d m  in tht pre--my 
p e r i a d m u s t d e p t a a ~ y m t l t e ~ ~  
perty work. The entire party must be mad& into a figMing 
mganidon for ihe d u t i ~ t ~ .  
57) Therefore, our gend work mu35 be a m -  
t i o a t d i n a ~ e r w ~ d d e a r w u e , ~ h t h t h e p r e -  
d u t i o n a y  period, the fmdation ad consolidation of a 
wng e o n  eofnmmsurate with the n d s  of tbe 
rtvolution. It is of the grtatest importance that the W- 
ing body of the Communist Party should k guided in its 
entire d v i t p  by the d ~ t i a m y  mqrrirunmts, and that it 
s b d d  endeavor as far 'as possie, to gain a clear idea of 
what these am M y '  to be. This is, nahmdly, not aa q 
matter, but that shonld rPnt bc a nasoa for leaving out of . 
mt&deraticm this very important point of -t orga- 
nieational leadership. 
Even the best oFganized party w d d  be faced with very 
-t and compIi&ed tasks, if it had to undwgo great 
fuuctioaal changes in a period +of open xedutiouary up- 
, riPihg. It is quite po&%le that our politid Party will be 
called upon to mobilize in a few dsp its forces for the 
d u t i ~ ~ ~ r y  stmggle. Probably, it will have to mabil'i, 
itl addition to the party forces, their r#perves, the sympa- 
thizing e o n s ,  viz, the unmgaked mlutiounry 
masses, The forrnation of a regular red army is, a9 yet, 
otit of the qncstiw. W e  must conquer without a pmvimdy 
mganked amy--thmugb the masses under the ledemhip 
.of the Fqi this rcasoa, epen the most h d c  dort  
would not succeed should our party notc be welI prepared 
and orgaaied for such an d t J r .  
58) One' has .probably observed that the rwolutionary 
cetrttal directive Bodif35 k t ?  proved d e  to Copt with 
revolutionary situations. The pdetarjat bas generrrliy bem 
able to  &eve great revolutionary argahbon as far as 
minor tasks are concerned, but there has nearly d w q s  beea 
disorder, coafudon and chaos at i& headquart#. Some- 
time there has bcen a lack of men the mmt  elementary 
apportioning of work, The intdlipce dqwtmmt i s  oft= 
sll badly organized that it does more ham than god. There 
.i 7. , .. 
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.. I .is no reliance on postal and other owunuaications, An acerct 
A, postal and transport arrangements, stxret quarters and 
I - printing works are genedy at the mercy of I u d y  or mi- ' 
I lucky circumstances, and afford h e  opporhlnities for the 
J - "agents prw=teursY' of the enemy forces. 
- These defects mmot be remedied d e s s  the party orga- 
nizes a special branch in its administration for this particular 
* work. The military intelligence service requirw practice I 
and speda training and howledge. The same may be said 
- of thensecret service work directed against the politid palike. 
It is only through 10% practice that a satisfactory secret 
- service department can lx -ted. For dl this spadafizad 
revolutionary work, every legal communist rnm make 
-- secret preparations, no matter how small. In most cases 
such a secret apparatus may be cteated by means of per- 
- - fectly legal activity. 
For instance, it is quite possible to establish a secret ' 
and transport commutlications by a d e  system though the 
- judicially arranged distribution of Iegal leafla, and through 
cormspondetm in the Pras. 
59) The Communist Organizer must Ioak upon rpery 
member of the party and wery revolutionary worker as a 
prospective soldier in the future revolutionary army. For 
this reason he must allot him a place in the party which 
will fit him for his future role. His present activity must 
take the form of useful service, n v  for present party 
work, and not merc drilling which the practical worker of 
today rejects. O& must also not forget that this kind of 
: activity is for every Commuaist the best pepration for 
, the exigencies of the final struggle. 
I I I  
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THE OBGANIZATCON OF 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 
The Ekccutive Committee of the Communist International 
nwst be so organized that it is able to take a stand upon all 
q t a d o ~  connected witb the ackivitia of the proletariat. 
In addition to the general appeals hitherto issued by the 
hcmt ive  upon critics questions of this kind it is 
that, on internatid questions under dispute, the 
Executiva should try to find the best method of mganhing 
and standardizing the propaganda throughout the various 
wtions. The Communbt Interaational must actualfy k- 
came the ~ntemational of action, and lead the actual day- 
to-day fight of the rwolutionary proletariat of all countries. 
The following prehhary conditions are indbpmde : 
1) The Parties af6liated to the Cormwraist I n t e m t i d  
mt do thdr utmost to keep in the closest touch with the 
Zxemtive; they must not only app-o.int the best r-ta- 
tiw of their csuntry to the &&tive, but must also lreep 
the Executive constantly supplied with the be& information, 
so that the Executive will be in a position to take a stand 
on any political problem t b t  m y  arise, on the basis of real 
m t s  and exhaustive mabkls. In order that full t*ie 
may be made of such material, the Executive must organbe 
mi subdivide its special activities, An inkmatid insti- 
tute of politid economy and statistia W d  be attackd 
to the Executive for the benefit of the labor movemetlt aad 
cwnmaniam. 
2) The affiliated Pa& must Iearn to r q d  t h d v e a  
as d o n a  of ont U n i d  Inttrnstionai w. R q u h  
eRchangeofinfonnationrlaust~orebesrrangadb 
tween the parties, particularly if they happen to lx in neigh- 
boring States, for they are then equally interested in the 
@tid conflicts which arise out of the clash of the econ- 
omic interests af c a ~ ~ .  
At tke present time community of action a u  beat k 
achieved by mutual participation in important conferences, 
and by rec iprd  exchange of representatives, This ex- 
change of representatives must Be d e  an absplutely 
otdiptory condition for all the Sections that are capable of 
rendering rmbstanw services-to fhe cause. . 
3) In order to promote this welding together of all the 
N a t i d  ,Sections into a single Intermtioml. P&y the 
Executive should p u W  a newspaper in all the impomat 
languages of Wettern Europe. This paper would k. 
to direct the ever incrtasing growth of communist 'ideas; atid 
further by supplying reliable aad unif o m  information d d  
serve as a basis for active work in the various Sections. 
4) By sending plqipomiary members of the &ecuti& 
to Western Europe and America, the Executive can support 
actively, the aspirations of the proletariat of all countries- 
towarb a real International b a d  on the common daily 
struggle. These repraentatives must keep the Executive 
informed about the p d a h r  conditions under which the 
Commdst Parlies of the various capitalist and colohial 
countrk have to work, a d  they must also see to it that 
these Mes keep in the dosat possible touch with the 
W v e . ,  as well as with each other, in order to increase 
theis w g  edkieney. The Executive, as well as the 
e t e d  parties, must I~CE to it, that, by mans of busted 
prsml  messengm aad written ~ p o n d u l c e ,  CommUni- 
cation between the Eacutive of the individual Communist 
Parties is regrtIar and frequent, and is carried oat with 
gr&er safety and speed than hitherto. fn this way it 
&auld be v i e  at my time, to take a u n a n h w  artand 
upcm a.hy hpxtant palitid qudons which may aris 
5) In order to be, able to cope with this e x t d n a r i l y  
inkd&d the -the must be considerably .a@- 
sited, Those aecti~~ls to which 40 vo& had been allotted 
the Congress, as well as the Executives of the Ywmg 
mmunist International, have 2 votes each in the Exem- 
e; the d m  with 30 and 20 votes at the Congress 
ve 1 vote each. The Russian Communist Party is to have 
votes as before. The. representatives of the d n g  
~ o n s  are to have consultative votes. The Congress elects 
s President aud instructs the w t i v e  to appoint three 
tding secretaries who, if possib£e, &odd be chosen from 
&rent Partks. 
T h e  mdeg shalt be amimd in their work by mm- 
n of the Executive, divided into various S e c t i y  whose 
ty it shall be to assist in the tramadon of the current 
wk of the Executive and of the Secretariat, either through 
eir natiotd d e p h e n t s ,  or by taking upn thundvcs 
t task of reporting upon awtain definite questions. The 
mbers of the Srmafl Bureau shall be chosien by the 
d p c .  
6) The seat of the Exemtive Committee is Russia, the 
st proIelarian State. But the Executive shall try to  a- 
md its influence by organizing conferexlces wherever pos- 
rle outside of Russia, and, further, it s h d  try to bring 
out the centralization of the Xntetnatid through Its 
pnization and political leadership. 
4 
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THE MARCH ACTION AND THE =A-I 
I 
TION IN TIBIE UNITED COMMUNIST 
PAR!rY OF GEablANY 
- 
(Adoped at Ih 221st Shorc ,  J d y  9th, 1921) 
. J- The Third Congress regards with satisfaction the fact 
hat all the important resolutions, and especially the section 
I' of the resolution on tactics, dealing with the March d o n ,  : lave been unanimously adopted and that the r e p m a t a w  
of the German opposition themselves in their proposals on 
the March action have stood upon the basis of the views L ' .  adopted by the Congms. The Congress recmea this 
- fact as a guarantee that the united and harmonized work 
within the V. K. P. D. on the basis of the ~ l u ~ o n s  of 
I 
the Third Cwgress is not only desirable, but entirdy red- 
I izable. The Congress mmgnhs evwy further splitting of 
- forces within the V. K. P. D., wery separatist tend*- 
I not to say anything about a spIit-as the greatest menace for 
the entire movement. 
t The Congress expects of the Central Committee and the 
I majority of the V. K. P. D. the most tolerant treatment 
- of the leaders of the opposition, provided they dl loyaU y 
La . casq out the decisions of the Third Congress, and it abo 
m 
.- urges the Central Committee to take all neaessary m a r e s  
to assure the complete unification of the ranks of the Party. 
The G~~oogress demands of the former opposition the h e  
I diate disbanding of all factional organizations, the complete 
and absolute subordination of the parliamentary fraction to 
the Central committee; the complete subonhation of the 
press to the direction of the various party organs; the 
immediate cemtion of any dabomtion with t h w  w h ~  
bweed fmm th ma t h ~  C-at b- 
#anal (in their papers, et~.), 
The Congress calls upon the Executive ta arefully watch 
tmF further development of the German movement and in 
be of the Ieast violation of discipline to take the most 
mfic measures. 4 
W S I S  ON THE TACTICS OF THE RUS 
SUN COMMUNIST PARTY 
(Adopted at t h  f 7th Session, J d y  5th, 1921) 
1. The Interuational Situation of the Ruslrian 
Socialist Federal Soviet Republic 
The International position of the R. S. F. S. R. at the 
present time is characterized by a kind'of equilibrium which 
is, however, extremeIy unstable and is creating a peMxliar 
situation in world politics. 
The pecuIiarity c d s t s  in the following: On the one 
hand the world bourgeoisie is fuIl of hatred and animosity 
towards Soviet Russia and is ready to pounce upon her at 
any moment in order to strangle her. On the other haad, 
all the attempts at military intervention, on wh*& the bour- 
geoisie has spent hundreds of millions of francs endmi in 
failure, in spite of the fact that the Soviet power at that 
time was much weactr than it is today and the Russian 
landlord and capitalist had their armies on the territory of 
the Russian Socialist F e d d  Soviet Republic. The oppo- 
sition to the war against S d e t  Russia has become extremely 
strong in all atpitalist combits. This opposition haa sprPead 
throughout the masses of the petty bourgeois democracy of 
the capitalist countria and has bem fosteriag the d u -  
tionary movemwt of the proleiarkt. The d c t  of inter- 
ests betwetn the various imperialist countries has h o m e  
amte and is grotKing more and more acute every day. The 
revolutionary mwement among the hundreds of milIions of 
the oppressed nations of the East is grmdy gaining in inten- 
sity. As a result of all this, International imperialism has 
proved incapable of strangling Soviet Russia in spite of  
. - 
'h 
M 
force. It is therefore wmpdld to enter into cmn- 
to r& her d t k  
we have an quillirirmr, 
and unstable, nevc&e- 
o maintain its ~stencc 
of course not for a great length of tim-withh 
2. Comeladm 00 atl Intmuttional WC 
Between the Claw Furca 
With such a state of &Srs as a basis, the c o d a t i o n  on 
an international d e  between the class forces apprs as 
bourgeoisie deprived of the pos- 
open war against Swiet R d a ,  
abeyance. It is on tbe alert for 
ons wiU be such as to  permit a 
, 
The proletariat of the advanced countries has al- 
everywhere called out its vanguard, and is mading undevi- 
h 1 . y  forward to the winning over of the majority of the 
pmleiariat in every country, bmking down the idheme of 
the old trade union bureaucracy and upper stratum of the 
working dass in Ameria and Europe, demoralized, as they 
are, by imprialist privileges. 
The petty h q & s  democraq of the =pitalist oountria 
.*resented as its a d d  section by the Second and the 
Two and Half Internationals is at the pment mamat the . 
chief support of apitalism in so far as the majority or, at 
least a considerable part of the indust+ snd cotmnercial 
under its influence. The 
latter are in fear of the advent of the d u t i o n ;  they fear 
the loss of their petty bowpis  e t p  mated by 
:imperialist privileges. But the growing ecoaomic is 
titlg the conditions of the wide masses w q w b  
s together with the hleviwty of im@st wars 
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i (which is becoming more manifest every day) ia shatkhg; 
this mainstay of capitalism. , 
The working masses of colonial and semi-colonid countria 
constituting as they do a vast majority of the earth's popu- 
lation, have already, since the beginning of the twentieth 
century awakened to political life; espcially as a resdt of 
I; the revo1utiom in ~Gsia,  Turkey, ~ & i a  and Cfiina. The imperialist war of 1914-1918 and the Soviet Power in L Russia are definitely mnsforming these masses into an active - factor of plorld policy and revolutionary destruction of b imperialism, although the stubborn intellectual petty bour- t geoisie of Europe and her im,  including the leaders of the Second and Two and Half Internationals will not see this 
1 
yet. British India is at the head of these countries and the 
revolution is developing there the more rapidly in propor- 
I I tioa as the industrial and railway proletariat is becoming, 
on the one hand, of greater importance and on the other 
hand, the terror of the English is growing more brutal, 
assuming the forms of mass murder (Amritzar), public 
scourghgs, etc. 
3. Cotrelation of C h  Forces in Russia 
The internal political situation of Soviet Russia is such 
that we have here for the first time. in history ody two 
b s  existing side by oide, m d y  : the proletariat brought 
up for a number of demdes on a yoring but modern large 
machine praduction and a class of peasant small holders con- 
stituting a vast majority of the population. 
The large landowners and capitalists have not disappeared 
. .  
in Russia. They have ody been subj&ed to cbmplete ex- 
propriation. They have been completely crushed politically 
as a class and the rernnants of this class are dissolved among 
the state employees of the Soviet Power. They have pre- 
served their class organhation abroad as emigrants, number- 
ing probably from one and a half to two d o n s .  They 
have over half a hundred of daily papers of dl the b u r -  
geois and "socialist," that is to say, petty bourgeois parties, 
remnants of an army-and numerous eormdone amwg 
aternational bourgeoisie. This emigrant o q p h t i m  
ng with all its might and main for the aaniitiw 
the Soviet Power and the re-establishment of capitatism 
4. The ProIetatiat and the Pasantry in Russia 
Under the conditions of the actual intend situation in 
tfie chief duty of the moment for her proletariat, as 
ng class, is the correct definition and rdmtion of 
measurea which are necessary for assuming the feader- 
over the -try, the establishment of a d i d  union 
it over a long series of gradual stages towards the 
to a large nationalized machine productim in 
. This task is especially difficult in Russia both 
the backwardness of our country and its extreme 
ry owing to the seven yeas imperialist and c i d  wars. 
even besides this peculiaritg this task is one of the most 
cult which the mpitafist countries will have to face in 
ialist construction, with the exqt ion  pahaps of EngW 
one. Even in respect to England one should not forget 
that if the class of minor agricultural leaseholders L - w e -  
dally small in that country, the percentage of workers and 
employees living as petty bourgeois is very considwable 
owing to the practical wage slavery of mittiws of people in 
the cofanies %longing" to England. 
Therefore from the point of view of the development of 
the world proletarian revolution as a dnglt pr-s the 
meaning and task of the epoch which Russia is passing 
through anaists practically in respect to the ptty bowgmis 
masses, in testing and verifying the poliq of the proletariat 
whihc is holding the state power in its hands. 
5. Military Union Between the Roletariat and 
the Peasantry of the 8. S. F. S. R. 
The basis for regular mutual relations between the pml* 
tariat and the peasantry in Soviet Russia was crcatad 
I 
the qwh of 1917-1921 when the invasion of the apitabb 
and b d l d s  supparted bath by the eatire world bawphh 
a n d a l l t h e p a r t i ~ o f t h e p e t t y b o u ~ d u n a c m y  (the 
d d  revolutionists and the Menshda)  created, 4- 
dated, and gave a definite form to tbe military ualon b 
tween the prdetariat and the pasanhy for the defence of 
the Soviet Power. Civil war is the most mate form of 
claw struggle, and the acuter the -1e the more rapidly, 
the more palpably does practice itself a h  to sven the more 
k k w a r d  etratificatiom of the pasantry that only the dicta- 
torsbip of the proletariat ean save it; that the d d u -  
tiwrists and Mensheviks are nothing but the hirelings of the 
landlords and capitalists. 
But if the military bond htwem the proletariat and tfPe 
peasantry k e - a n d  it m i d  not but kom+thc p h y  
form of their d d  union, it awld not have held togelk 
even for sevtral weeks without a d n  economic tie bc- 
twm tbese &w. Tfit w o r h  of the state gave tire 
psmts  the land and prokction from the landlord arpIoit- 
em, the w t s  gave the workers f d  in advance up to 
the time of the reestablishment of the larger indastry and 
pmdactE0n. 
6. Tpndtim ~ Regdkr Economic hedona 
I Be- btt P r o f d a t  =and the P-trg 
The union between the w t  small-holders a d  the pro- 
letatsat may be quite regutar and solid from a Socialist poiat 
of view, only when the completely restored and 
larger industry will enable h pdetatiat to furnish to the 
pusants alt the products which are n v  to them and 
for the improvement of their farming. Owing to  the con- 
&ti- of extreme penury in the country fi . d d  not h 
achieved at once. The proportionate requisition wm the 
most adable  measure for an insuffidmtly wganized st* 
to'eaable it to stand h in the incrd'bly difficult war 
against the landlords. The bad harvest and back of fodder 
in I920 aggravated the ntin of the v t s  and made i t  
; unavoidably-rytopsssoorrt~alewon~~thefarm 
produd& 
b .  - .  
. A m h t e f e v y  onthe farm produced W f f c t f f C t a r r  
i&m~diate i m p n k e n t  in the &tiom of the w t s , .  
' wide interesting them at the same time in mIarging the a m  
of tilled Iand srnd improving their farming mettrods. 
' The levy on tbt farm produce is a ttadtion from the 
requisition of atl the surpIus products from the paasant to 
a regular sodalist exchange of c o m m d t k  between industry 
and agrwture. 
7. The SignXmm atid Caditions d the Admidm 
of C a p i ~ ~  and Conc& by Sod& Power 
The l q  on farm prodme naturally means the liberty of 
the peasmt to d k p m  of all surplz*~ *~mdnhg  to him after 
the payment of the levy. In so far as the sbEe wiU not b 
able to supply the -at with the prodacts of the S d d s t  
factory in r&& fw dl this surp1~1, in no far d a g  the 
fibertJr to M e  in this sarpfus inevitably holm the h i  
for the development of capitalism. 
Within the established hits, hoppevw, this is not danger- 
ous for Smidhm, so Iongas t h e ~ a n d t h c h g e r  
industry remain in the. hands of the pmletariat. On tbe 
con-, the ddopment of @taliam under the control 
and rquhtion of the profetarim state (in ather words, 
"state" capitalism of thia pewliar k i d )  is advantagcam 
q d  -ry in an cxtmmely ruined and badmad pmmt 
. smaIlhoIder county (natudy only to a c e d n  degret), in 
so far as it is w b l e  of immediately impmPing the state of 
peasnt agrkdtare. This refers m m  to a greatar e t  
with regard to d m .  W h t  &ding any d e  
d o n a b t i o n  tht yorkrn gmmment leasm out c& 
mines, forests, oil: fields, ctc., to foreign apitalists, in order 
to o h i n  fram thun supplenmentary impIamnts and ma- 
+&, which wo$d enable it to accelerate the m t i m  
of tbe larger industy in Switt Russia. 
Thepaymentmade to thecomd@ k t 4  fonnof 
n share in the highly valuable prod- is undoubay a 
tributepaid by the works* government to the world bour- 
geoisie. Without in any way se&q to veil this fact m 
must understand clearly that it is to our advantage to pay 
' -  this tribute in order to accelerate the restoration of aru 
larger industry and bring about an imprwmaent in the con- 
, dition of the workers and peasants. 
8. SWCGM of Our Food Policy 
The food policy of Soviet Russia in 1917-1921 was tin- 
- dwbtedly vwy crude, imperfect and gave rise to many 
abuses. Its mikt ion  engendered a series of mistab But 
. it wsrs w the whole the dY policy possible under tht given 
conditions, and it accqmplishd ib historic mission: it s a d  
the proletarian dictatorship in the ruined and badmad 
country. It is an indisptttable fact that it i m p r o d  gradu- 
ally. In the first year (October lst, 1918 to October lst, 
1919) the State aollected I10 million poods of grain, in tht 
second 220 millions, in the third over 285 millions. 
Now, since we have already gained the mwsary  p m d d  
q m h c e ,  we hope and plan to coll& 400 million poods 
(the amount of the levy is 240 million pods). It is h p 6 -  
srile for the workers' governmmt to -re a fim foothoM 
d a l l y  unless it is in pmssim of sullicient s tom of 
food products ; only in such case will it ensure the slow h t  
undeviating restwation of large ind* and crate a a d  
financial %ystem. 
9. Mattrtal Basis of S d & m  ahd the Plan f a  
the E-don of R w i a  
The only m a t e d  h i s  of S d s m  is in large machine 
industry which w d d  I d  to the reorganization of agrkl- 
ture. But one cannot be limited to this general ides. It 
must be dealt with more wmretdy. The larger industry 
to be carried on along the fin- of modern tdmique and be 
capable of reorganizing agriculture, would impiy dectrik- 
I - 
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tim of the whale country. We have Id to draw up a 
-ti& plan for mi& tl&htion of the R. S. F. S: R 
and we bye -@shed it with the aid of over 200 of the 
kt se idsb ,  &s and agridtud experts of Russia. 
This work has been completed, published ha the &ape of a 
v o l d n m s  work d approved, in general, by the Eighth 
All-Rush G n g r a s .  of S o v h  in l k e m h  1920. At 
-the ccinmtion of an All-Russia Congress of el=- 
~t~~ has been arranged whcih wil l  be held in 
August 1921, and which will esamine this work in M; 
the htter will then receive the final drmatim of the State. 
The electd6drn worh of the first Hod are caIculated 
for tm year$ and will repuire about 370 million working 
days. If in 1918 we had eight newly consthlcted electric 
powtr stations with 4,747 kw., in 1919 thia figure was in- 
mesed to 36 with 1,648 k~., in 1920 to 100 with 8,699 kw. 
Howwer humble this bqgmhg is for a va t  cwrmy, 
mertheless the start has treen made and the work is pr* 
gnwing ever better and better. After the i m p i h h t  *a, 
aftr miKons of p r i w  of war had become acquainted in 
&mnany with modern advanced khique,  after the atmu- 
ous but hard- qmience  of the three years' c i d  war, 
the Russian m t  is not what he waa in older times. With 
&monthhe stes t lrere learwarsdmore~ly  that it is 
d y  the leadership of the proletariat that will be capable of 
the mass of pwant small holders from the mge 
slavery of apitalism, and lead them to Socialism. 
10. Th Rula of "Pure D-f Md S d  rtad
Two and Half I ~ t l o m h ,  th sOd.f R#ob+ 
tbnh  and Men8heviutn w AIXa of Capdtrll#n. 
Ttte dictatorsbip of the proletariat dms not mean the 
-tion of the dass struggle, but its continuation in a 
m w f o r m a n d w i t h m # v w e a ~ *  h1wgmhthedi~- 
, kion prcvaifq as long as the defeated bourgaoisit of any onc 
o o a n t r g ~ i t s ~ m S o c i a l i s m t ~ ~ f o l d a a d ~ a  
- on intttnational d e ,  so long in tlme d i c m p  indiepen- 
sable. A dass of d peasant holders rannot but pa= 
through a series of wdations in the of W t i o n .  
The hardship of the transition period, the idhence of the 
bourgeoisie will inevitably call forth d t i o n a  in these 
masses. The prolehiat, wakened and plrtly 
owing to the destnxdon of large machine industry which 
- constitutes its backbone, is confronted with the most difficuIt 
histork & of rtandmg firm against the wadations and 
wrying the work of the liberation of labw from the yake 
of capitalism to its mccessful issue. The polltica expression 
of these v d h t i o n s  of tbe petty bourgeoisie is the policy af 
the petty bwugeoiar parties; that is to say, the &es of the 
Second and Two and a Half Internationals which in Russia 
are represented by the parties of the social revolutionists and 
Riedmists. Having at present their headquarters and 
=pen abroad, these prties are practidly m r h g  in a 
bl& with the entire bourgeois counter revolution, and are 
. - rendering it g d  service. The wise leaders of the Rusaain 
high bmrgeoisfe with Miliukov at their head, the l d e r  of 
the "Cadet" (Constitutional Democratic) party, dearly, pre- 
cisely and f r d y  apprised this role of the petty bourgeois 
c l v ;  that is the smS revolutionis& and Mensheviks. 
On the occasion of tbe Cronstadt uprising during which it 
appeared that the Menhseviks, the smial revolutionists, and 
the white guards had joined forces, Miliukov pronounced 
himself in favor of the slogan; "Soviets withat the Bol- 
sheviks." In developing this idea, he .wrote : "Make way for 
the social revolutionists and Mensheviks" ("Pravda" 192 1 
quotation from the Paris " b t  News"); because this 
policy leads to the shifting of the power from the Bolshe- 
viks, MiXukolf, l i d w  of the higher bourgeoisie, quite 
correctly estimated the experieaa of dl the revdutions, 
which have proved that the petty bourgeois is incapable of 
holding power and serves only as a cover for the dicta- 
torship of the bourgeoisie, s m s  only as a step towards the 
absolute power of the bourgeoisie. 
I. The praletarian revolution in Russia has once again con-' 
~~medtheu~~l~tofinr)-Wand184849,dtbcmd. 
,of Friedrich E ~ S ,  who wrote in his letter to &bd, W 
p m l b e r  llth, .f1884: ''b m y  :uuph4 for 
+short time,a--at t h e m  of tQe 
'revolution, in the d e  of the last anchor of saimtim of the 
,eatire bourgeddt, cmm f d d  emnomy. . . . At atly mt~, 
!both during tht d s  and tfrt dsp after it, oar only ad- 
!eaiy will be the entire d a m y  mass -pad d pue 
,dem-, and dab, I thirrfr, must mt be lmt sight of!' 
.,(Published in Russ3an in the wcamm&t Labor," No. 360, 
:June 9th, 1s1, in an &C by Cmm& Ad-, "Marx 
p n d E n g e l s o n D ~ ; i n G t r m a n , k ~ t R o r E r e a d -  
,ded "PoIitid h#q" by FrkdraI EhgdS, Bafin, 1m+ 
,No. 12 of the 'Tntemationaf U m r y  of Youth" page 19 
rletter from Engels to Bebet, dated Decunbcr 1 lth, 1884). 
TEE TAC!t!ICS OF TFIE RUSSUJ 
COMMUNIST PARTY 
(Adopted d ths Session of Jody Sth, 1921) 
The Third World Congress of the Communist 1 
tional observes with admiration the almost four years 
gle of the Russian poletariat for the aquistion and r 
nence of its poIitical power. The Congress appm 
animously of the policy of the Russian Communist 
which has fmm the very beginning conectly recognis 
threatening dangers in every situation and true to the 
mental rules of revolutionary Marxism, always fount 
aad means for mastering thm, and which now 
the provisional conclusion of the open civil war, h 
mans of its policy towards the -try, in the gu~ 
of concession and the restoration of production, coma 
all the force3 of the proletariat under the leadership 
Russian Communist Party until the West European 
tariat wilt come to the assistance of its brothers. 
While the World Congress expresses the cowictio 
it is only owing to this consecutive and dearsighted 
of the Russian Communist Party that Soviet Russia 
garded as the first and most important citadel of the 
revolution, it stigmatizes the treacherous conduct of the 
shevist Partics, which by their campaign in dl cut 
against Scwiet Russia and the policy of the Russian 
mudst Party are strengthening the struggle of a] 
raction against Russia, and endmvoring to retard the 
revolution in the whole warld. 
The World Congress calls upon the prolariat of alf 
tries to place itself unanimously on the side of the R 
workers and peasants and to realize the October rew 
throughout the whole world. 
Long live the struggle for the dictatorship of th~ 
letadat ! Long Iive the World Revolution! 
COMMUNIST INTEENATIONAL AND 
THE RED INTEENATIONAL OF 
TRADE UNIONS 
.(Stnrggle A g a h t  the Ysllcrw '&a& Union IntamadoW 
of Amstdam) 
(Adopted of fkg 24th Session, J d y  lXth, 1921) 
1. The Fallacy of "Neutrdity*' 
The bourgeoisie is holding the working class in subjecti~fl~ 
not only by means of violence but dm by the most r& 
-deception. The schml, the church, parliament, art, litcra- 
ture, the daily press-aU of them reprant powerful means 
of deceiving the working masses, and of imbuing the p m  
b r i a t  with the ideas of the bourgeoisie. 
One of the bourgeois ideas, which the ruling claws have 
m d e d  in incuIcating among the working masses, ia the 
idea of trade union neutrality, that is, the idca of the non- 
' po1i tical and n ~ n - ~ a t t ~  character of the tde-union~.. 
For the last decades of modern history, a d  e s p i d y  
' after the dose of the imperialist war, the tradeunions 
throughout Europe and in America haw become the largest 
proletarian organizations, in some countries embracing the 
' cntirc working h s .  
The mrgeoisie is fully aware that tbe near future of the 
capitalist system depends on the extent to which the t d c  
unions are going to free themse1ve.s from bou@ in&1- 
mces. ,Hence, the frantic efiorts of the hrgeoisie and 
their myrmidons, the smiddemoerats throughout the world, 
to Irecp the trade unions at any price in the thraldm of 
bourgeois d d a n o c r a t i ~  ideas, 
. . - - - . . , . , ... .- 
-=- 
advocating t h m m h .  
The doctrine of neutrality (or of the non-poli 
old pacific British trade-done, the rqmsmhtivw 
and could never b ncutraf. Not only is 
to the tradeuni0119, it -mot +t idy 
For the expIdtation of and the masky ovcr the 
the general, bat dso tb 
ers* who -bed to the 
ptim in pditid stnqglw, 
The fallacy of thc mtmlity idea trad bs#rme more 
more apparent to'the advatEcad proletariat of Europe 
America even before the imperialist war, This f d l q  
w more apparent adl the &a contrasts became more 
monists who had becn p d n g  mutali* to the 
n i d s t s  for many yam, while driving the workers 
service of the most dastardly d e r  policy, un- 
m e d  the mle of agents for ccdah pliW 
for the padm of the working class, but for 
the imperialist war these same &-tic
e-union leaden have again been trying to put on the 
trade-union neutrality, etc. Now that the a b d  
e away the workers from the path of reyolution 
path which is profitable for the bourgeoisit. - 
y the h r  party, but 
t r a d ~ d d s t  remain neu- 
of bourgeois houses is  impetative for the sdutiqn of 
the housing problem of the proletariat, whm ths pmctid 
qmiencm of life force the workers to intwc~t hud- 
in the question of the arming of the working class, when * 
&re of factories by the workers is taking place in varha 
countries, can it be asserted that in such a period the trade 
mima must not *e part in such a struggle and must d n  
neutral, which realIy means that they must Serve the bour- 
geoisie? 
With dl the d t h  of nomenclature of the p d i u  par- 
ties in Europe and America, these partits are to be divided 
into three groups with regard to their nature: 
1) Parties of the bourgeoisie; 2) Parties of the petty 
bourgeoisie (chiefly the sacial-democrats), and 3) The 
party of the proletariat. All trade unions, which pr&h 
themselves to be non-patty and declare their neutrality with 
regard to the above mentioned party groups, arc p d y  
suppting the parties of the petty-lnmqedaic and the 
bourgeoisie. 
2, Amsterdam a Bulwark ob Capidhn 
The Xnteruational Trade Union Awniation of huskdam 
qmmts  the organization in which the Seoond ~~ 
and the Second and a Half Internatid meet aach ather 
mad join hands. The whole i n t ~ ~  bawgcoiuie look 
upon this organization with assumm atmd Tlta 
prkipd  idea of the 1 n t - h  Trade Union Awdntim 
L at present the id- of the neutrality of Tradt Umins. It 
is not mere chance that this watchword i s  nsed by the b o c l ~  
geoisie and their lackeys, the social dem- as well as tfic 
Right Trade-Unionists to mite the wide muses of workera 
in Westem Europe and Am&. While tbe politid 2nd 
International that o&y took the side of tbt bourgdsie 
e x p w i d  a cmnplete Eollapsq a ce* SUCCUM may k 
aoted in r q d  to the International Txade Union 
tim of h & x d a m  that wants bo art under cover of tb 
idea of neuhality. 
Under the 0ag of wutralit?f the Amsterdam Trads Udm 
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t commkions of the bourgeoisie: the stsangling 
task waa fulfilled by 
rdam Y d m  Trade Union Assdation) ; 
of wages, the o&ed plundering of the Ger- 
eis for the sins of impddbt  Getman bwrgeobie; 
Robert Scbmidt 
for ministerial posts in the service. of b o u ~ i a  gw- 
died to them in body and soul are at the haad of 
moment the Amstdam International 
e Union Association represents fhe chief support of 
. Whoever does not fully u n d d  
necessity of the fight a p b t  the false idea of raon- 
and non-prty characte~ of the T d e  Unions m- 
t successfully against this =pitalist fortres61. In 
decide upon the most &ent fighting methods to 
against the yellow Amsterdam International, it wiU 
and definitely d n  the m u d  
between the Communist and the bade rtniotls 
3. The Commld~t Party and &e Trade Unionr 
Conrmufiiat Party is the muguard of tht p d e h h t ,  
the ways and nmna to be wed for 
f the proletariat from the q i h k t  yah  
accepted the hnmwlbt prqgram. 
mass 0rgdatiaM of the p 
- 136- 
the d m s  communists but also the d m  and 
mrd ranks of the proletariat, who throttgh 
taught by'- life's exprience are gradually 
uadembd Cornmornism. The paxt played by the 
dationsintkpdodpzedingthemqgieof 
tariat for the q u e s t  of power, and during thc 
mass of people than 
patty and the uniws mast be the same as between the 
and the periphery. Prior to the d n g  of powcr the 
proletarian trade unioxls haw to oFganiee the workers 
cipUy on an economic basis to right f 
a n  be obtained before capiidism is 
Their principal object, howmcr, must 
of the proletarian mass fight against q i t a l h  
proletarian reootutim. 
d i e  on the 
laying of a fandadon for d revolution. 
After the power has been s$urcd by the pmletarht 
union must support the 
party, which takes the 
In offiet to d m  thh end, 
with sympahthing e l m  mwt 
The tactics adopted by the Scmtd Congmsn 
d s t  I n m t i d  
p -.<.- 
m a r k d a r i t r g t h e ~ k c o f W y e a r a a d b a p e g i p e ~ g d  
d b  in Germany, EngSand, France, Italy a d  a mtmbcr of 
other countri-. The principle8 of tbe r ' t  hkr-  
dd respabig tbe participation of mnmd& in the 
t r a d e u n i o n ~ e n t m u s ~ ~ b c i n & 1 e n e d b y t h ~ -  
stance that -idtxaMe n u m h  of @ t i d y  hwxp&#red 
works,  have lately left the free d d  demoasrtic brade 
unions not e x p t i n g  to have any dim fmm 
themembmhipintbesame ( a s k s l a i d y b e e n t h c ~ i n  
Germany). It is the Cask of the Cr - 'rts to @ah 
t o t h e @ ~ , t h a t t h c y w i l l ~ ~ ~ i n B a r -  
ingtheddtradeuaioasMmmdqgner~anw,uthir 
w i n o n l y t u r n t h e p r o 1 e t a r i a t i n t o s d i ~ m o b ; ~  
must be told that it is aeccssary to d u t b k c  tQs trade 
unions, to expd the apirit of r e f d m  wiih tbe 
trachimm reformist leaden, a d  thuu canocrt tk ba& 
unions into a real support of the &ti- 
During the next e p h  the principal t d c  of dl mmtlun- 
i s t a w i U h t o c o ~ e t h e i r e n a g p d ~ a a  
priqning over to thdr side ttte mjori@ of workm in On 
laborunims. T h e y m u s t n u t b e d i s c o u r a g a d b p t b e ~  
reactionary tendency of the labor miom, btrt t a k  pDrt 
actively in the daily struggles of the rrnions and win tbem 
wer to the muse of Comnatoistrt in spite of all 
The real test of the streagth of every C m m d s t  Party 
istheactuaiaflaenceithasmthtworhsinthelabor 
unions. T h e p a r t y m t r s t l c a r n k w t o ~ t b t U d m a  
w i t h o u t a t l e m p t i a g t o k a e p t h m i n ~ a t d q s  
t h e ~ n i s t f r a c d m o f ~ ~ i s s u b j t c t b o t h ~  
t ro lOf th tpar tJr ,no t tbe l sboru~es s*I fh~  
m u d  f d m  persmere, if their u d a r o t s d d  
hMigent , t tmepar tgw3 lrarcSrapdth~ i t rod* iEe  
mlbMg*d=@bYtfPe- 
In France the k miom arc norr flllrinrr tbroolgh a 
w h b m  pwiod of fcrmentdon. The &m k 
x@hg strength after the crisis in the workers' mwcment 
and is learning to rewgniw and punish the past treadmy 
of the reformist Socialist and trade-unionists. Many of the 
pevolutionary trade-unionists of France are still un- 
ro take part in the palitid fight and are prejudid agaita 
the idea of a political proletarian party. They atill h d  to 
the idea of neatdity as expressed in the well-- Ckwtr 
d'Aonk of 1906. The point of view of this f d o n  of the 
revolutimary tradeunionists may be w e d  as a suum 
of great danger for the movement. If this fraction &odd 
gain control of the majority in the unions, it would not 
know what to do with this majority. It would be helpless 
against the agents of capitalism, the Jouhaux and & 
The rwolutionary trade-unionists of F m e  will remain 
without definite lines df *ration as long as the h- 
munist party itself lacks such lines. The Cwnmunist Party 
of France must strive to work in friendly cooperation with 
the k.st dements of revdubry  trade-unionism. It is, 
howewr, essential that the party s h l d  rely solely upon 
its own elements. Sections should be formed wherever three 
Cdmmuaists are to be found. The party must at once under- 
take a campaign against neutdity. I t  must point out in a 
friendly but decided manner the defects in the psition of 
revolutionary trade-unionism. This is the only p d i  m y  
to revolutionize the track union movement in France and 
to establish doae cooperation between the party and t h  
tde-uniw m-t. 
In M y  the s i w m  51 very p d a r .  The majority of 
the tradeunion members are rtmrlutionay, h t  the kad#.- 
ship of the Confederation del Lavoro is in the hands of m 
formists and centrists whose sppathies art with Am- 
dam. % first task of the ftatian ~~ lsiU be to 
organize a persistent ddy -It in every rectiool in th 
kade unions; endeavor to systematicany a d  pati* atpow 
the treachery and ideciaion of &a I d e m  and to wrest the 
tradeunions from their controL In regard to tbe d- 
tionary trade-uaiw of Italy, the Itrliall- 
inta fl have to adopt the s a m ~  measma aa the 
r ia France 
I In Spain we have a strong revolutionary l d e - u u h  
mwement, which stiU bcks a clearly &ed final 
and a ywsg and relatively weak Commu&t Party. h 
view of the existing conditions, the party must do 
6 b l t  to secure a firm foothold in the T d e  U n b ~  It 
must support the uniotus in word and deed, aad  a 
clarifying influence on the wbole t~&+Mion momw& It 
must likewise establish £ r k d y  dathia with the uahm 
a d  make every &Fort to o&e the whole m k  in 
cornman. 
hnpwtant developments are taking place in the Sritirh 
trslde-union movement which i~ rapidly bewming marc a d  
more revolutionary. The mass movemat is  growing, and 
the id- of the old trade-union leaders is on the wp# 
The Party must do its utmost to Wbljsh itself W y  in bhe 
great Trade Uniow (miners, es.), Every tnemk of the 
Party must work act ive  in rswae trade-dm, sPd mast 
endavm to make ~~ poplar through active and 
persev&ngwwlr. Everp&ortmustbtmadeto@inbP 
closer contact with the -. 
The same pr-s is taldng place in Amaiea, at- at 
a dower rate. Communists muat on no hvt &E 
ranks of the reaetiona'y Federation of L h r .  Qn the 
trary, tbey Spould get into the old trade uninnll in ord# be 
Tevolutidzc them. Co-operation with the best a d o m  of 
the I. W. W. is imperative; this does not, however, prccldc 
an edacatid mpaign against the p r e j h  of the 
I. w. W. 
In Japan a great trade-union mwement has @dly cornc 
into M q ,  bat it lacks an enlightened bdmship. Tk b 
mnistic demena of Jspan must support this movcmeot a d  
use every effort to direct it hito Marxian cham& 
I n G c c h o - S h a k i a , a u r p a r t y h M ~ t k m r j ~  
o f * ~ ~ b r r t t R e t m & & ~ ~ ~ o .  
grmt m&mh still, in the hands of the saeiaf patriots and 
amtrim and, b thedora dividd by smtidtics. Thb is 
emI to tkese caditiam, aad to get control of the--# 
wbm, For this purpse the creation of d e i  and of a; 
united Gmmuaiat it Meunion &tion to in-b 
chdu dl donalities- is absolutely indispensable. The ntmctst1 
e&rta4n#lst. bt applied in the direction of uniting the viarim I 
divided. national -. - .  
L 1n.AuMk a& Belgium the d patrim have with great [ d n g  s u d e d  in m g  d of the m u d o n $  
mmeamb The  union motffment is the chief field for! 
Wc8. 
- I In Nomay tha paw which has the nlajorie of worktrsl 
W n d  iQ must become morc in&PenPial over the tdc-ud0n3 
llmmnam F- ~ n ~ t b e p y ~ t r o t ~ t ~ m a e a d n i ( h r ~ f o r m -  
ismd but also whh patty bourgeois tendendm in the Sodalist; 
m a l t .  .m 
bb mh to the &sans of the "Leave the Trade-Udm" 
m w m m a t r  
,would, into, h d s  of t, d-patr iota.  a 
atkmpts to expel Gmmurdsts from the dm m ' k  met 
by constant and merge& &stance if we are to win over 
I . -  r r  C - #I -  
I, one hand, and the Red L a k n d o d  of T d c  U n h ~ ,  un
the other. 
The task of the h i s t  Interns- ?s not d y  to 
direct the politid m & I e  of the prole(arht In tbe - 
sense of the 4, but to guide its entire atruggk for k- 
tion, whatever form it m y  acquire. The Communiet I*- 
national must be not only the a r i t b d d  tstnl df the c&ml 
brganhtions of the -st h d e a  sf didiemtt umn- 
tries. The ~~ I n k r d d d  fnust dnda t t  hnd 
cmrdinate the m k  thioaghmt claw m k  of Ql prole 
tarian organizations, fhE purely pditkd a g d d o m ,  bad* 
unions, the S d e t  md &rat . &. 
Quite unlike the Yellow Intermtigoal, tht Red Intern- 
tional of Trade Unions will in no wise adopt the poiat of 
view of non-pattrim or neutrality. Any &tion which 
.would wish to remain neutral with rtgard to the Smd, 
the "Two and a Half ," and the Third X n t d d ,  would 
u&voidably h o m e  a pawn in the hands of the bourgeoisie. 
The program of action of the lntwnational Goad of the 
Red Trade Unions which the, G "e Lntaaathl win 
' jay &fore the First Congrew o i  Red Tradc Unions, af8 be 
defended in reality by the -tdst Partics almc a d  
by the Communist Intwmtimal. On these g r a d 8  a l e  
if we are to succeed in amying aat the new d m a r y  
tasks of the trade unions, the red trade d o n s  win: have to 
work hand in hand and in ctoh# umtwt with the Gommomist 
Pa*, and the Red Internatid of T d e  Udm d b e  
to brim taeh step of its work in agrmmnt with tk wmk 
of the Cammunist Internatid. 
The prejudices of ntutrality, of "indepndamP of nnn- 
narty and nm-politid tactics, with which W n  rev&- 
tiwry syadidsta of France, Spain, Italy d otbw corm- 
ttits 'art infeetad, we bbjecljveiy d i n g  mwe dtan a tribate' 
'paid to w s  idcas. The Red Trade Unda eaanat em- 
quer the Yttlopr A m t d m  I n t m d d  awl -
capitdim &adt mpdbtiag the kmg&ds W of Mc- 
pmdtncc and w u t d t y  wct for all. P m  the of 
view of aoonomizing and concentrating blows, the formation 
of a single united proletarian International would udta in 
ib ranks palitid parties and all other forms of labr wga- 
nizatik. The future will undoubtedly bdottg to this typt 
of orgmktion. H m e r ,  in the present tramitid period, 
given the actual variety of trade unicma in the dig- 
eountties, it is urnvoidably necessary to cfeate an Interm- 
tional Assmiation of Red Trade Wniona, which will an tht 
whole stand for the platfwm of the Canmu& Trim- 
t i d ,  but which wilI admit members much wort freely than 
1s done by the Communist Tntmutional. 
The Third Congress of the Comtnuaist Internatid 
promises its support to the Red IntemationaI of Trade 
Unions, which is to be organid on these l h s .  To bring 
about a doser union between the Communist Intermi- 
and the Red IntermGod of Trade Unions, the Third Con- 
gress of the Communist International proposes that it 
should be repmented by three members on the Executive 
of the Red I n k m a t i d  of Trade Uniw and vice versa. 
The progtam of d o n  which in the opinion of the Com- 
munist Intematiotaal should be accepted by the -bent 
World ~~ of Rcd Trade Unions, mns appmhatdy 
a3 foflowa: 
The Program of Action 
I) The acute cconoolic crisis spreading dl over the w d d ,  
the Wrophical  fa1 of whoIesafe prices, the o v q d u c -  
tion of goads combined with an actual lack 01 sale, the mili- 
tant @icy of the bourgeoisie towards the working class, the 
tenacious tendency ' t m r d s  the reduction of wages and the 
throwing of the workers far backwards; the gr- txas- 
peratid of the masses on one side and the impotence of 
the uld trade unions and their methods on the other,-impcwe 
new problrms on the revdutiwary class trade uniona all 
over the world. New methda of economic stnsg~le are 
required. GUed fartli by the decomposjitioa of eapitalfsm, 
a new ag@ssivc economic policy of the Trade Unione is 
~ i n c R d e r t O p a r r p t h e ~ ~ f ~ t a l , a n d  
~ t b e d d * t i ~ n g o v a t o t h e ~ ~  
2) The I d a  of the Wcs of the trade rrtriotls is the 
d i m  action of dut imary  mases and their wganhtiom 
again& eapitalism. The gains of the workera are in propor- 
tion to the degree of direct action and i e w l l u t i ~  activity 
of the masses. Under "direct dmr'  we mean aU f- 
of direct pressure of €he workers u p  the employers and 
the state: boyoott, strike, street dunw1sttatfoas, &mre of 
the factories, armed uprisings and other revdutionary ac- 
tivity, which tend to unite tht working class in the 6ght for 
Socialism. The aim of the ~ U ~ ~ D L U L ~  trade unions by 
therefort, to turn direct action into a wapon of edudon  
and khting ability of the woFkiag masswi for the socia1 rev- 
olution and institution of the dictxtorship of the proletariat. 
3) The last year of the struggle has shown with p r t h -  
tar vividness the h p t e n c e  of ~trictly trade union q a n b -  
tions. The fact of thk w o r k  in one comern Monging 
to several unions produce a weakening effect on the stmgglt. 
It is necessary-nd this should k the starting point of a 
tenacious stmggIe--to pass from a stridy trade utrioa, ta 
an organization of tmde unions on the struggle of produc- 
tion. "One union for one enterprise"--this is the militriat 
motto in thc organization stmxture, The fusion of related 
unions into one union should b~ effected in a rtvolutiomsy 
way putting this question directly before the members of the 
unions in the factories and concerns and further, before 
district and regioaat cmfmnas, as well as before the na- 
tional congresses. 
4) Each factory and each mill shwld htcame a citadel of 
the revolution. Old fonns of communication between rank 
and filc mmbem of the union and the' uaiw i tdf  such as 
money coflectors, representatives, proxies and others should 
be substituted by the formation of factory committees. The 
factory cumnittee must k elected by the w o r h  tagaged 
in the given eaterprist, indepndently of the potitid ererd 
they profess. The prbblctns impsed u p  the supporters of 
---- - . .. .. m -  
finwed'-oird of Trade U h  ii to dl the 
~ o f s g i * m c c m c # n h m t ? k e l e u i m o f ~ r e p r s -  
smtative organ. The athupt to elect the fadmy d t -  
aside the broad m - p a t y  rank an8 file h, a M d  be 
sevqdy c d u m a d .  This m d d  be anly a nacletis and not 
a factory c a m h e .  The -tiomtry wh & d d  in- 
h c e a n d e c t ~ t h e ~ l n a e t i n g s a s d a s u p o n  
CmtmiwecsofaFtionolndtheirrankandHememh. 
5 )  The first to be put before the workers and 
the factory commltke is the mai- of tbt w d m  d b  
chi@ on amount of umnplqment, at the ~IUISC of the 
enterprise. It &add not be p r n k i  tbat rrrorfars s M d  
bethmwnout Intothtstmetswihttheenterprisebdngin 
t h e I ~ c m d ~ i t .  T t a t u m ~ ~ b e ~ t o  
p y f t l E l w a g c e t o t h t ~ d ~ t g t h C &  
~ i n l k m k p r h , a p h r i n i n g t o t f s e l a t b e t u t t h e  
same d m  tbat the p d k  d -0gment 4s not,to be 
sahrea d b i n  the e t d i d  regfme, and thst the ady way 
the p r o l e  
6 )  T4 closing down of mtcrprises a d  artailing of the 
workers'hrsareattheprcsentt imc~mostdfidtnt  
-pan for the damsing. of thc induatriaI * b l i h t s  of 
und@e dements with the help of wbich tht hrgcoide ia 
compl?ing the workers to accept the reduction of wagq 
ine~easiag of the working day and the dddm of d e c t k  
bargaining. The Imk-out is taking more and m& d e t e l y  
a form of d h t  d o n  on the p r t  of the enployas. For 
this p t r r p e  spbeisi d n g  mmnkiona should be ih- 
dMad with w r d  to ftrffilfing o h m  eoatrolfi raw ma- 
tdals, in d e r  to d f y  the qnantittea of am&& raw 
mattrial nee~ssary for pduetim, as well a money 'temmm 
mfbebanks, S p e d a I l y e l e E t e a ~ ~ m ~  
-gate in a most eartfrd nikfiner the h a n d  mda- 
tim dstlng bePIlmn the gfvm e n w e  and'other comma 
-M- 
aina the practical: W of aboIisbg c o m m d d  
dtcidd be hpwwd upon the wwkers for tfits p u w  
ofthemp~f s t ~ ~ f b t ~  . 
concerns far the purpad~e of reduction of wags and 
of life, s h d d  be the taking hdd of the 
of the factorim and d l s  and pro#sd with p d l d t i o n  by 
4Wn'- despite the owners. 
Owiag to the lack of go& it is highly imprtant to Can- 
time production, and the worktPs should thedore - 
& premeditated dosing dmm of factmica and mills, In 
konnectim wbh loeat. conditions and the wnbidm of p h  
$on, the political situation, the tension of the d a l  ntruggk, 
&e seii;ure of the enterprises m y  rrnd BW bc fottowda 
by other mmna of pressure t p n  capital. On t d a g  hdd 
of the m c e m  the management of the ssme should %c 
Anaa to factories and worhbops d t t e e s  and a 
btativc of the union spcdatly qdonted for thd pnp6at. 
8) Tbe economic stngg1.e should follow the tlaatto of an 
hcrease in wages and of the impmamenhi of the him con- 
ditions to a much higher degree as m m p d  with the p m  
war period. The attempts to bring back the workers to tht 
pre-war c~nditions of labor mtrt  meet with the most ns+ 
1- revoIutimmy reaismcc. The exhaustion OF the work- 
h g  class as a ccmscqumm of the war must h c o m p m a t d  - 
by an i n c m  in -ges.and ttlt imprwemmt of the kbw 
conditions. The ref- of mpiusts to fodgm a c p d -  
tion s h d d  by no means be takcn irrto considemtioa. The 
redutianary trade unions a* b u d  to a p p m h  the gum 
ttrn of wages and labor conditions not from the point of 
~ i e w  of tbt coropetition IEwEen m&ms m~tdista of 
d ~ t  nations, but solely from that of the 
and tbe defense of the 1 iving labor f om. 
9. In the csst of stoch tmdencicn of radudag *rakss 
~ u p b p a r p i t a l h o f a n ~ c ~ i n t t . a e r v m t r y ,  
the task of the mdatiomy M e  d w s  M d  d a f  in 
t h d r e n d e a ~ t o p t e v e n t t h e ~ m i n ~ b ~ t l r r n i n  
'mb e m t e  eoneerp, iu order 6at tobt ddmtQd k par& 
I.....- .- 
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Tkm~cngagadinthctnterpaisesofpuMc 
strouldkdfawniaatonee,inordtrttmt theatmggk 
the onslaughts of wid s W d  toqch the vwg ncm 
thceconmk-aart 
All ways of resistance, f 
&up to thcgmed strike em 
talhdusbksonanationaIde, 
advisable but strictly mmmmy. 
10) The trade unions must consider it their p 
task to p r c p ~  and organize inkmationat action i 
eeparatc industry. The btmupticm in transport w 
mining on an htefnat id  s d e  is a mighty weapon i 
struggle against the reactionary a-ts of the world 
geoih 
The trade unions must attentively Btudy th 
events d ovm the world, c h c d g  the most 
moment for their m c  action, n 
instant that intwnatid d o n  is 
revolutionay c h 4  e o n d m  
international scale, having nothing in oommon with the 
tow Amsterdam I n t e m t i d .  
11) The belief in the absolute value of d a t i v e  
ments propgated by the opportuniaittl of all m t r i  
be met with a resolute a d  kem resistance from th 
of tbt ~ u t i w a r y  trade u n i i  ~~t. The 
ti* agreement is nothing more than an armistice. The 
er 81- violates these collective *ompacts when th 
est qpmhtaity presents itself for doing so. The 
ful attitnde towad coIlective agreements Wstif~e onl 
'the borrqgeoii cmceptions .are deeply rootad in the 
of tbe leaders of the working class. The revolut 
trade unions, without rejecting as a nrfe the coUectivc 
ments, must realize its relative value and clearly defi 
methods to abolish these agreements when it proves to 
prolitablt. to the working b. 
12) The struggle of the labor organizations against 
mvidld ond ddpe m m ,  while Wf b 
srtiotlal milocat d t i m s ,  rPhwtd ~ i c a U t h c l g # t &  
e m m a q u i r e d d t u b g t h c p v i a w p e r i o d s o f t k ~ f e  
for the liberati= of the mw class. 
Thetfore, wery large striae &odd not only pe well p 
p % d  but simal-sly with tht twamttion, of it, t,there 
m m t b e ~ s p a d a l d & a & m & s f o r t h c ~ t  
against d m g  and for c o u n t e m  the - 
mentonthepertof d l k h d s o f w h i t e g u a r d ~ ~ o n ~ ,  
uwmmged by the bwxgeoisit and the gammmmat, Tbe 
Faad& in Italy, k Techid  Aid in -y, the dtrif 
white guard organimtim cotlddsting of ex- aad 
m-wmnkiamd affieers in Frame and in E h g W  
'b oqpnbti~[ls pursue ttst aim of d h g d d n g  b d  
f e  d1 the actions of the workers with tbc p q o m  
m t d y t o ~ t h e s ~ b y ~ b , b u t t o d e s t r q m r -  
h # . i a l l y t h c i r ~ ~ ~ i a n d l r i U t h c l d ~ o X t h c ~  
8#r~emtnt. The &tion of specirj &k d t h  and 
gpaeial selfdefense cfetachments is a @ d o n  of life and 
&atb to the workers under simifar eollditima 
13) Thmc militant wganizrrtms & d d  not d y  sfmggle 
against the attacks of the unptopera and the sb ikdwd-  
lug -dm, but tafrc tbe iaitidv~ by dqpb all 
frd* 4, products t w p d  to their - rapdw fac- 
p i t a  and dl other enterprim, arrd the of the.- 
~ w m k e m b g h t t o p I a y a ~ ~ n # l t p a r t k  
sttji arscs. The task of shopping the mnspmim of 
fdgtrt which has fallen on thcir ShotiIdera m be m&cd 
'by the tlnanimous sum of aU the wo&w of the 
1 d i W .  
141 All the d c  stnqgh of the era* cfaar 
d d d  - aff#md the slogan of tht Farty-W~' 
d avtr pddmY-whkl¶ cow aught to be r e a d  
m s u a a s ~ e w i t b u t ~ t i n g f o r t h c ~ ~  
d t h t ~ t t o p r c v w t ~ i a i W b u o f t h e ~  
f t i i s ~ t o e a r r p m a d e w ~ q p h % ~ j l  
I 
I i. 
Pttempts of tlte d n g  classes and r t h r d s b  ta 
B h  Entcmdaq Iabr affiliatiotlg and ' ' c a m h i  
c m d t c a  O n l y w h m ~ o l i s ~ - ~ b g & e  
mrkm dmmd~~hi wifl the resuftdl bt dehitive. Tfre m w  
iutionay t d e  dolls wlght to 6gBt tesohrtefy that 
and graft with w&ich the leadwa of the 
old t d c  d o n s ,  aided by the ruling cham, are 
All the fak of t k  gentlemen ahit  the v b l e  d a b -  
tion of the idustry Is done with the & aim to divert the 
atbmdm of the mrkhg elasdl fm T e Y d u ~ r y  & 
and the d r c v o ~ .  
15) Tn order to divert the workers from thdr dired 
pmMan aad ifistit in them petty bourgeois aspiratim, they 
advance *the id- of wwkers p d c i p t i n g  in the pmb, 
d c h  ~CBPU the retam to the mkws of an Insfgniktd 
part of the w d t h  mated by them, end d& is d h d  mr- 
phis trakrt. This dogan, only r n d  for the d m m d h t b  
of'&mirks, ahdd  be met by sewreand rIgamus d t k  
dm: Wot partidpath in pmh, bnt the entire d h b  
tioa of 5213 capitalist fit,'' shwld be the slogan of the iwo. 
ludonarg tmi- 
.16). For tbe purpse of &@qg or braaking the fight- 
ing powm ' ~ f  the workhg elass, the bourgeois haw. * 
sorted, under the pretense of protecting vitsr industria. to 
temparary rnilihrhtiotl of indiddual ~~ Eaterpsi- 
or entin? bramha of industry. For the mtud'ble parposs 
of p m d q  wnmnic disturbances, .they inEroduad c& 
pn1aorp arbhtion and exdmnge of apmmb for the far- 
%cr prokcdon' of +tatism. Also In the InteresCs of atpit 
talism, the burden of war expeadhms has bear pfaoed en-. 
t i d y  on thc shoulders of workers by the introduction 66 
the w s u w m  of fmm thdr wag#, wldcb 
tarns the cmpfw into a taxdector. &$st t?tce.de 
maamtrw c a l d i t c d  to m d p  &a inmhtl of thi 
h%t'cb'tbe  Mtkcst &ht must k waged by the trade 
adam. 
.17) Wide a q h g  on the s-lt far the 
of Iabor'eoadWans, the eievatlon nf the Mng s t d d  dt 
the mses and theestablishment of workers cantrd, it i s  
>always necessary to remember that it is imps ihk  to sdve 
all these problems within the b i t s  of the  pital list fwma of 
~ ~ t .  Therefore the revoldunary trade unions 
weaching coneessiaas from the nrlrng classa 
forcing them to legdate a laws, should always 
dearly exphn to the workers that d y  the overthrm of the 
,bourgeoisie and the e&&Mmat of the dk#o&ip of the 
proletariat can solve that impwtaat que6ltion. Therefa, 
every local uprising, every W strike, and every srmall con- 
~ ~ d b e . g u i d e d b y t h e a b o w ~ p r i n d p h  The 
revdutiollary trade uniwrs ought to malte these w m  gien- 
d , e l ~ t h e ~ e s s o f  t h e w o r b t o t h ~  
p r e l d w  of the inevitability of the &aI revotOti00 and 
the dictatorship of tbe prabrkt .  
18) E v e r y e c o n o m i c ~ f e i s d s o s p d i t i d , i e , a  
~ d a s s & u g g k  NomatterhowgrsataworIdsg 
dass d o n  a given -try nvay contain, mach a 
m only acquire a real dutionary hmckr ,  and d 
in the g r w t  benefit to the entire working cIass, d y  when 
,the revolutionary trade unions act in perfect unitJr and main- 
tain the clo6est co-ordinatian with the Gldnnld - of 
that country. The Wry and practice of fostmiq a spIit 
of the workers in the cks struggle into itadep-t 
.parts is extremely detrimental tu the present d u t i o n q  
'period. This struggle reqdires the greatest mawstration of 
forces, a concentration eharslcterized by ttpt greatest ex-- 
sion of ,evolutionary e r g y  of th - cfass, i. a, of dl 
the Cwnmanists and revolutionary e h m t s .  Dual 
by the Communist P a r t y o a t h e o a e M d t b e - r e d  rev+ 
Iutioaary trade unions on the other hand are d d  itl ad- 
vance to failure and -. Unity of and or- 
g m i c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o f t h e C o m m u n i ; P t P a r t g ~ t h t h c ~  
unions are therefore preliminary conditions to in t i l t  
strugde against apitdism, 
THESIS ON THE WORK OF COMMUNISTS 
IN TEE COIOPERATIVE SOCIETIES 
1) In the period a£ a proletarian revolution two prob- 
kms arise for the proletarian c*operativm+(a) to aid the 
working masses in the stntggles for the conquest of Wti- 
d power, (b) where such power has already been Seieed, to 
assist them in the work of socialist recoastructiw. 
2) The old -operatives pursued the path of Refom- 
ism and avoided the revolutionary struggle. 
Tbis cmmmers' co-operative embDdied in itself thc id= of 
a dow growth into "Socialism," without the aid of the dic- 
tatonhip of the proletariat. 
It preached the political neutrality of the wopmatiqe, in 
reality concealing under this watchword the subjection of  ti^ 
-operatives to the political aims of the imperialistic bar- 
gmkie. 
Its internationalism was limited to words. In d t y  it 
transforms the inkn@ond solidarity of the workers jato a- 
colabwatiw of the working h with the burge&ie of itri 
own country. 
With such a @icy the revolution is not f h e d  
impeded by the co-oprativw. Instead of of acctleratia~,. 
thcg WW the revolutionary d e v e l o p m ~  
3) Tbc various forms of cwpmtivcs W O t  q* 
s~rpt the proletarjan movement, for the consuny$ w- 
ativm are the most adaptable. But among t h e  tbae m 
m m q  -ti=$ which msiat of h q e &  &nu&. 
Such -ti= will never place t k n h  on tht sidr 
of the proletariat in the d u t b m y  m l e .  Ody tbc 
rorkers' m-opratives in town and country ape apable of 
oing this. 
4) The tasks of the Communists in the cc.upcrative 
lovment are as f dm: 
1) To propagate Communist ideas, 
2 )  To transform the cwopemtive mwcmcnt into an 
instrument of the r w o l u t i q  class struggle, w i t k t  
detaching the Id smieties from the national orgdnina- 
tion as a whole. 
It is the duty of Communists to form group within ihe 
bqxmtivcs w h  aim shwld be to organize a Central 
L U ~ U  of the Communist Co-operati= in every country- 
The groups, as well as the C e a d  Bzveatl, must remain 
I cmstant touch wifh the h d s t  Party and with M a  
iptsmtatives on the w t i v e  Canmimes. Tk Cen- 
d Bureau must work a t  the M c s  for the Comntunists in 
se Coqmatiw Mwement, setting forth the k t  methods 
> l a d  and organize the mwemtnt. 
5) m he p r d d  probhs which confront the mdu- 
onarym-qxdvesof the Westataaygivenmomeatwifl 
etame clearer in the process of struggle, but even at the 
resent time it is possible to mark out some of them. 
a) Agitation and p q q p d a  of Communist W by 
rintedwordandbymuuth, Asmgglefortheemolthdpa- 
m of the w r a t i v e s  from the ldership aad the fn- 
of the bwrrgeois WmpMmiset. 
$1 The alliance of the G-opmtives witb tht &mmu- 
ist parties and thc Red Trade Ittdustd Uniorrs. Tbc di- 
@ and indirect -on of the C w m  in tbt 
&tid etruggle; In dmamtdom and politid 
f the proI&t* 
The rendering of m s k d  nu@ to tse Cornmu& Fkrty 
nditspres61 ,s lmdsimf lata id~osbikms,~ed1c#t~-  
e& *. 
e) struggle against the imp&Wc poficy of the 
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vention of the h n t e  in the a h k s  of Soviet K b  
other Soviet caotatries. 
d) ' J b  creation not d y  of ideal and 
d o n a ,  but a h  of business connections with wor 
cwpratives of dittereat mmkk. 
+ e )  - 'l'he struggle for the 'speedust establishat of 
m d  treaties and cmmnercid relations with Soviet 
sia and other Smiet Repubh. 
f )  The mast active intercbqe of ammditk wi 
thae r e p d i u  
g )  The use of the. natural wealth of the Soviet 
t r k  by ob- concessions for the b o p e d v e s .  
6 The functions oi the tbopaatlves wdl d y  f 
dwelop atter the triumph of the proletarm rwolutmn. 
the of 5oviet Russia malces it possible to 
out wstain chaxacteristk fatures now. 
a) 'l'h Conamen' Co-operatives must talre h d  of 
affairs conmctd with the drstribution of food and 
according to the plans given by the proletarian 
mea This wil l  lead the co-opmatives towards-an unprece- 
dented 
b) The G-operative must beaome an organization w 
conraects the small m m e d  industry of the peasaats 
hmikdtrrmen, with the central e c o n d  orgarrs of 
Proletarian Government. By mwm of Cwperativcs, tha 
latter will direct the work of ttae d mttered i n d d  
an a paed  p h  The Consumers' bopmarives will im 
the organ which collecta foodstuffs and raw m$eds fmm 
the smatl producers, for theif tmmdssion to me@ers of 
co-operative ~ a n d t o t h e g w ~ t .  
c) In additim to this, industrial -vts can bring 
the d producers t o g e h  into -on workhop& 
which wji l  d o w  the appht in  of I13achine work and s c b  
t i f i c a n d t ~ d p r w s s e s o f l a b o r .  ThkwdlgiwrmaH 
indrrs t rya techn ica lbasbwhichwi l l re t lder~ tbe~  
tion of r midid industry,. making for the d e t m c b  of 
t t a e ~ ~ ~ o f t h p t t t y a r t i s ~ a a n d t b s d c -  
vetopment of a collective paychdogy. . 
' 7) 'Taking into consideration the important parts which 
the revolutionary coqmatks will play during the epoch of 
a prolemian revolution, the Third Gommdst Ittternational 
advises the parties, groups and &ti- to carry on 
energetic prop@ for the idea of Gmmunist Cooptra- 
tives and the formation of Communist group inside the so- 
cieties, in order to ~ f o t m  the Cwpmtive movement and 
bring it into union with the revoldonary trade unim. 
n e  Congres insbwta thc Executive hnmittee of the 
Communist Inknational to o q p n k  a ~~ Depart- 
m ~ w h o s e d f f t y i t ~ b t t o p r o m ~ e t b e ~ h e r e e n u -  
mcrabed; this, depwbnent SM dl me&ags, conferems 
and congmsa on an international scale for the d i d o n  
..of these . - Co-opadve . - aims. --- 
THE THlRD CONGRESS OF !FHE C O W -  
NIST LNTERNATXONAL AND THE WORK 
OF m E  CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT 
(Adopted at the 2 2 4  Session, Jdy loth, 1921) , 
. The Third Congress of the International instructs the 
Executive Committee to farm a Co-operative m a t ;  
to convene inter~tional Co-operative conferences, a d  orga- 
nize councils and congresses as the need arises, for the pur- 
. pose of realizing on an international d e  the tasks.& forth 
- I ' in  the Theses. 
The department will also regard as its dutia: (a) The 
strengthening of the activities of Agricultural and Industrial 
Workers Co-operatives, by the communalieation of small, 
semi-prnletarian indnstries and imprwernent of their work- 
ing conditions. (11) To lead the struggle to place the entire 
national distribution of food-stuffs and products of industry 
in the hands of the Co-operatives. (c) Propaganda for the 
principles and methods of revolutionary Co--tion, to 
. gain the aid of the proIetarian co-operatives for the m a t e d  
support of the struggling workers. Id) To support the 
establishment of international trade and finandal relations 
among the various C v r a t i v e s ,  and to o r p k  thdr 
joint prcduction. 
TEENS ON METHODS OF WORK AMONG 
THE WOIIIEN OF THE COMMU- 
NIST PARTY I. (Adopt J at the 20rh Session, Jdy &th, 1921) 
1. The Third Congrts9 of the -tern in conjunction 
with the Second International Wornens' Congress cwfirms 
the deckion of the First and Second Cangresses on the 
nsctaPity for i h n g  the work of all the Communist 
Parties of the East and West among proletarian women. 
The masses of women workers must be edmtcd in the spirit 
of Communhn and so drawn into the struggle for Soviet 
Power and into the coastmction of the Soviet Labor Repub- 
lic. In dl countries the working classes, and conseguently 
the wanen workers, are faced with the problem of the 
dictatodip of the proletariat. 
The caP;talist economic system has got into a blind d e y ,  
for there is no room for the further dwdopmeut of indus- 
trial forccs within that systun. The g e n d  impoverish- 
- I I
ment of tht workers, the i m p o t e  of the bourgeoisit to 
mi*t p d d o n ,  the development of @tiye enter- 
p r i e  tbe h y  in the pduction systun,  unemployment, 
the B u c t d o u  of prices but of keeping with wages,--all; 
this 1- inevitably to tk deepeniag of thc &as stmggle 
in all countria This struggle ia to decidc who shall eon- 
I 
4 
duct, administer, and wgaaize production, and upon what 
systun that s h d d  bt donq-whethcr it s h d d  be ia thc 
hands of a diqut of h r g d s  e o i k r s ,  and be carried 
on upon the pri+fl% of *&dim oad pfimte property, 
I 
I - 
or in the hands of the producing dam d cPrried on upon 
a Cr 'tboeia 
The newly rising cbs, the clam of prducera, must in 
with the laws of c w d c  productim,take the I 
appmms into its own k d a ,  d Bet up taerr w 1 
forma of public economy. Oaty in a way wiil a be 
possible to create the necessary i m e s  for the dcvdqenat 
of the economic f o m  to the maximum and for the d 
of the anarchy of caP;Ealist praductim. 
So long as the power of govermnent is ip tht ha& of 
the bourgeois chss, the proletariat has no power to otganirc 
pductioa No reforms, no measure, k e d  out by the 
d u n d o  or sdalistic gowmments of the bourgeois cam- 
tries, are able to save the situation. They annot sllcviatt 
the unbearable suEerings of the working women and work- 
ing men, suEahgs which are due to the dismpnktion of 
thc @talist system of production, and which arc going to 
last as loog as the power is in the hands of the k$eo i s i e .  
Onlg by seizing the power of government win the prole 
tarkt k able to take hold of the means of production, and 
thus secure the possibitity of directing the e& M o p  
meat in the interests of the toilers. 
In order to haaten the hour of the dbeisive wdct  bE- 
tween the proletariat and the degener8t;ng bourgaois d, 
the waking class must adhere to the firm a d  &tafing 
tactics outlined by the Third International. The most fun- 
h e n i d  and immediate goal dekmining the methads of 
work and tht fine of struggIe for the proIetariat of both 
sacs muat be the dictatodip of labor. 
As tht struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat is 
the vitrtl quwtion kfore the prolhriat of dl the aphW 
countries, and the msttuctiw of Cwmnudm is th im- 
portant task of those c w n t k  where the d b b r s b i p  is 
d d y  in the handa of the w o r k s ,  the Tfrird of 
the Communist International t n a h b i ~ ~ ~  that the cmpwt 
of power by'the proletariat, as well as the achiavemwt pf 
~ n i m i n ~ c o u a t r i e ~ ~ w h ~ t k ~ ~ h ~  
-1 ba#P ovedmwq caa be mmad only W M l  tbe 
&w prtiupation of the wide massea of the prddmian 
and gemi&e&rian w a a .  
O a t f w o t I a M b a n d t h e C o ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ a t -  
of to the f ~ t  that withmrt the m p p t  of 
R 
f ' . t k F m  1. - ~ C s i n a r i ~ ~ a n i I ~  
kdhq to &c libemtion and enfrancbisumat of tba w q n ,  
' t b  t d c  is @ d l y  impdble  of " 
2. The intasat- of the working h?*Y at 
I 
present mQpmnt, hpatively danands the raxaitiqg of 
women into tfit organized ranks of the proletah& @thg 
for Communism. 
The d c  ruin ~oughout the world is ba#rming 
more mte and more unbsarable to the entire city sad cmm- ' 
try poor, Before the working daas of the hqt&qi- 
dist countries the qnwtion of the social 1 ~ 0 1 u b  risw 
mom and more k l y ,  and before tbe working dam of 
Soviet Russia the question of ~~ fh p d k  
economy of the land on a new eommtrnist h i s ,  
more end more vital. Both these will bt tlswt e d y  
rdizad, the mote active and the more d m  and willing 
the partidpation of the women. 
3. Wherever the question of the conquest of power 
arises, the Cmmunist  Parties must consider the g m t  
danger to the revolution repnstntcd by the inert, mb 
formed masses of women w o r k s ,  houscwivcs, emplopcw, 
peaant wmnm, not liberated from the id- of the 
bocrrgcois church and bourgeois s u ~ ~  a d  wt cm- 
n c c t d i n s o m t w a y o r a t h t r w i t ~ t h t ~ t ~ d a g m o v +  
ment of -nism. Unltsa tht massea of tffomm of thc 
East and West are drawn inta this mwtmtat, they inwit- 
ably become the stronghold of the bourgeoisie and the abject 
of counter-revoIutions~ry propaganda. The @uwe of 
the m1ution in Hungary, where the ignorance of the nmm- 
es of .women played such a pitiful part, should m, in this 
cast, as a warning for the proletariat of all Mhcr mmhk 
entering upon the road of d a l  rev~lutioa. 
On tht'otber hand, the experience of th~ Soviet Rq&k 
&owed in practice how important the partiuption mf the 
womtn workers and peasants has k e n  in the civil war in 
9 
the def- of the Republic, as well as m all &tk 
of the Soviet cmwtmm 'on. Facrs have proven the impwt- 
- 
ih&*of'the pait nhieb themme. norkad p.lrm 
have already played in the Soviet R q a E  in the ogrnltk 
tion of defence, sbmgthtaing the rau; the stm& qdmi 
deertion, and against all a w t s  of -m-dution, dm- 
tage, etc. The experience of the W o r h  Republic mtrnt 
sene as a Iesson to all other countries. 
Hence, the direct fask of the Communist Mes : to a p r d  
the influence of the Communist Pa* to the widest 
of the women population of their countries; orga&ng o 
special party M y  and applying spadal mcthads; appsaiing 
to the women outside of it, to free them f m  the i n f l m  
of the bourgeoisie and thc compromising parties, and edu- 
cating them to be rca1 fighters for ~wrrmunim,'and hm 
fore for the complete enfranchisunat of the women. 
4. Putting before the Communist Partits of the East d 
West the direct task of extending the activity of thc E W y  
among the women proletariat the Third Congress of tbe 
Comintern declares also to the women of the entire world, 
that their emancipation from age-long slavery armd iatqtuttitp 
depend upon the vietory of communim. 
What Communism offers to the women, the bugca8s 
women's movement wifl never &md her. So Iong M tb 
power of capitalism and private p r o m  continut to dst, 
the emancipation of woman from a a b ~ ~  to her Ims- 
band annot proceed fur& than her right to dispoait of ha 
property and earnings, as she sees fit, and dso to decidt osl 
equal terms with her husband, the destiny of thdr & i l k  
The most definite aim of the feminists--to grant the robe 
to the women-nder the regime of h q p i s  prlim- 
ism, does not solve the question of the actual qdbtim of 
women, especially of those of the dispossmd c k w .  Thir 
has been clearly demonstrated by the qmience  of the wmk- 
ing women in those eapitatist countries w h  the boltg.eot& 
has formally recegnized tk quality of the sema. The 
right to vote doe8 not remove the prime =use of w m m ' s  
enslavement in the family and in smicty. Tbc mbhtiofl 
of the church marriage by civil d a g e  dots not in the 
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feast alleviate the-sitnation. The dependence of tbc pr& 
t a r i a n w m m u p n t h e e a p i ~ a n d u p o n h e r ~ m  
the mainstay of the family remains just the mne. 
The absence of dcquate taws to safcgnard mothtrhood d 
infa- and the lack of p m p r  education ruder en- 
t idy  impmi'ble the c q d h t i o n  of woman's positim in 
matiimmial *tiom. As a mstter of fact, nadring that 
Ix done under the cstpitabt order will furnish the keg; 
to tfte dution of the problem of the relationship of the 
m. 
only u m k  Communism. not merely tbc famPl hut thc i 
actual q d h t i o n  of women wil l  be acbhed. Then w m m  - 
will be the rightful owntr, on a 'par with all the m m h  of 
the working class, of the mcaas of production and d M k -  
tion. She will parkidpate in the of in(-3 
and she will a m m e  an c q d  rqmuibility for the d- 
being of d e t y .  
In other words, only by overthrowing the system of ex- 
ploitation of a m  by man, and by supplanting the =?itaist 
mode of production by the Communist &tion of 
industry will the full emancipation of woman k achieved. 
Only Communism affords the conditions which are m- 
sary in order that the natural functions of wananc~other- 
hood-sbodd not eome into c&t with her sodat *- 
I tions and hinder her c rdve  work for the benefit of d e t y .  
On the contrary, Cmmrntnism will facilitate the moat har- 
monious and diPtt.8ikd development of a healthy and treau- 
tiful pusomlity tbat is indissolubly b o d  together with the 
whole life and activities of eatire sodetp. m. 
&odd be the aim of all women who arc fighting for corn 
pietc d p a t i o n  and real freedom. 
But, is also the final aim of tht prd 
GmquentIy, the struggle of the working waum 
aim must bc h a d  on in the interesb of bobh, 
united leaderahip and mtro1, as "om and i n d i v i ~ i  
the entire worId movement of the revolutionary prol 
5. The Third CMlgreas of the Comintwa d r m s  
L 
w c ~ t i o a o f * b m y ~ i & , t h a t t h e r t  
is no " s @ k  woman qudm'' a d  no "qdk -'I 
mwemcnt,'' ad, that sort of nlliaarr of atorkiag 
~ w i t h b w t r g e o i s f t m i o i a m * a s d a s a n y S u p p o r t b p  
the women mlms of the -s tnctics of tZlt d- 
ampmmhm and m a r t s  to the und6-g of 
the fmces af the prolctarkt, delaying t k eby  tfae trirrmph 
of the d a l  revolution and the a d d  of Commuaiam, a d  
' thus ahto &g the great hoar of women's ultimate 
Ilktion. 
~ w i l l b e a c h i e v e d n 0 t b y " u n i t e d  &orbof atI 
w m a  of differmt claws,'' but by the united stniggle of 
all the qloitad. 
Tn their own ink- the massea of pdebrian w m a  
houW the mohtionary lacti= of the Commudw 
F k t y  and tala a moat active and direct part in all msss- 
actiomandallformsofcivilwarmaaationaland~ 
n o t i d  seopt. 
6. Wmma1'a struggle against her doable e o n  (@- 
tatism snd her home a d  family dmmienec), at its bight  
stqc of dcdopment a$mmcB an mtmmthd c h a w ,  
aacntlling id@d with the ntqglc of thc pdchrbt of 
h t h  under the mrrnwt of the Third futernadcmal for 
the ~~p of the Prolctdst a d  the Soviet Sptun. 
7. m e  warning the *omat w d m s  qpht entering 
into ang form of altiana and umperatim with the k- 
. p i s  feminists, t& Third Congrtss of the cwtlintern, at the 
aamttimt,@ntsout totheworldngwomcncaf allcountrim 
that to clknh any M o m  of the p&Wty for the p 
lm'an womep to sum the Saoond Internatid or any 
of the opporhmnistidy i d n d  ctcmenta adking  to it 
without c%Using serials d m q c  to the cauw of wOrnents 
d p t i o n - - w i l l  p m  infinitely dettimental for the lib- 
erating stnggle of the proletariat. The women mst am- 
stan* ranember that mmm's pram* slavery lml 
grown at of th'boargcois order. Io order to pat an ad 
r 
- .  
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t o ~ ' e ~ i t L ~ t 0 ~ t e t i l c n C w  
~~ bf bDeaCty. 
A q ~ ~ a o t i r i e ~ a n d t h e S e c o n d - P r r s d -  
*-half fnt&n&oW~ l bpe r s  tb.social towlntfw, ddaying 
t b e ~ t o f t b e d w d h .  T h t m o r e ~ t r k l y d t l a -  
- f h e - m d t a r n a m y  from the 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ , t i a e m o r e  
~ ~ b t 8 e ~ b f i Z s e ~ R e v o h l t i o a .  I t i s  
ttleddaty0fd.t-r * t a ~ t h o s c  
* ~ f m m t k ~ ~ o f t h e C o m i n t e r a  
d t i o ~ t h E i r ~ f f t r m & ~ o f  thtComin- 
m* ~ ~ o f l g h t b o ~ * t h i a t t h e s # l o n d  
I a t c r n a t i a r r s l ~ ~ ~ n m e r ~ t o ~ t c  
a n y w g a n , w W t W r ~ B e b ~ ~ ~ ~ a n h s t r t i g -  
gle far the met d p h t t o n  of womsn. The orga- 
~ m o f a n x ~ ~ o f ~ ~ t l l ~ ~ )  
d a t t d ~ ~ S a # n s d f ~ t i d b y t t r t i n i t i r t n e o f  
the men wwbm them*. rn warnen saaim who 
aeea tea twbsd*cs tomkrmongrmman~~errep  
~ t m r a d e b s i v e v o t c i n t h e ~ f ~ o n a t .  
At its fm C h g m s ,  in 1919, the Thid Intm&onal 
d e i i n e d ~ d t u d c ~ ~ t b c w t p p o r t o f  -
in the mq@ far the b t m s h i p .  on On itathe, the 
G t s t ~ f m I E e b f ~ ~ W m ~ m  
1m d an fa- for lrork mmg 
w l b m m w a s ~ w i t h a p a r m ~ t l e a t ~ t i o m b  
the EmeutiPe Conmdt#t of thc - It ia ttre dtttg 
o f a l l ~ i r o m a n ~ t o b r r c a k ~ t i o n -  
aUytRTtbtkMd-a-Half  
andmpprt~hrtd€ytkravaf t l t ioarrgtac tbof the  
chlhtm. 
8. Thc snpprt of the by tk wamm w d m  
6fallaau#tiomshbuM,firstofd,cxpmaMf intbcir 
~ t o & i t t t o t h t ~ o f t h e ~ p a i t g  
of thdt m. In t lma muhim and p a r k  
w b m  tEe strug@ bttwt!m the M and Third 1- 
n O t r d  has W y& came to a -,.it ia the &q of tbt 
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wanen workera to support, by all means, the Partp d 
~ t h a t s t a n d f w t h t C b m i n t c m d m r x y o n a  
less warfare against dl e t i n g  and avowedly 
view. The - 
-1 
dements, irrcapdw of any authoritim holding a - 
'ous women who are dving for- 
cmndpation should not remain in any parti- which hsw 
not joined the Gdntern. Those who are oppoaad to W,$ 
Third International are the enemies of the emandpation of 
WOmen 
The place of consciws working women in -ern and 
Western countries is under the fiag of the Cornmu& 
International and in the ranks of the Communist Farties of 
their awn ountries. AU wavering on the pait of the work- i 
ing women and the fear to sever connection with the parties 
of compromise, and the hitherto acknowledged authorities' 
h v e  a pernicious inflyence on the satisfactory progress of 
the great proletarian struggle which is aarsurning the turn 
of an open and relentless civil war on a World scale 
Methdr and Form of Work Among Women 
Owing to all the above mentioned reasons, the Third Con- I 
gress of the Cornintern holds that the work m a g  the pro- 
letarian women should be mrried on by the Communist 
Parties of all countries, on the fdfowing h i s :  
I. Women m u s t  be enlisted as full-fledged members of . 
the Party, on the basis of equality and independence, in dl 
milibnt class organimtions, trade unions, moperativeq fac- 
tory committees, etc. 
2. To recognize the importance of recruiting women into . 
dl branches of the active stmggle of the proletariat (Mud- , 
ing military service for the defence of the proletariat) and 
into the construction of new forms of society and the orga- 
nization of industry and life on a communist basis. 
3. To recognize the functions of motherhood as a d d  
function, pramotiag and supporting appropriate mcaaum to 
aid and prottxt women as the bearer of the human race. I 
Being earnestly opposed to the -rate organizatim of 
m e n  into all sorts of parti-, unions, or any other special 
wamw's &ti'ons, the Third CQngPess, n d ,  
Wievea that in view'of : a) the prtsmt dtim of sub- 
jection p m d h g  not d y  in the bwtgaoiwapitalist coun- 
trice, but alm in cwda under the Soviet system, under- 
pin& transition from m p h l h  to &unism; b) the 
great inertnesdl a d  politid ignorance of the masses of 
women, due to fact that they have.- for pmtmiea 
b a r d  from social life and to age-long &very in the f amil J ,  
and, c) the spedal functions imposed upon wcimen by na- 
U d b i r t h ,  aad the peculiarities attached to this, dting 
for the protection of her and h d t b  in the interns 
of the entire community, the Third Congress therefore con- 
siders it necessaq to find s- rnethds of work among 
the m e n  of the Communist Patties and establishes a stand- 
ard of special apparatus within the Communist Partie for 
the d k t i o n  of this work. The apparatus for this work 
among the women in the Party should be the sections or 
r m i t t c e s  for work among w a r n ,  organized by aU party 
rrwnmittccs cornmeacing with the Executive Commitke aad 
ending with the city districts or village party committees. 
This ddsion 2 obliitory for aU parties attached tb the . 
~~. 
The Third C o n g r c ~  points out that, anwng the tasks set 
kfore the Communist Parties carried out through the sec- 
tions are: 1) to educate the wide masses of women in the 
spirit of Communism, drawing them into the ranks of the 
Party; 2) to fight against the prejudices of malt pdktar- 
hns towards the m e n ,  strengthening in the working naen 
.and women the cdousmss  of mutual interests of the p m  
letarians of both a s ;  3) to increase tht will-power of the 
women by drawing them into an kinds and forms of political 
struggle, to awakem their activity and participation in ihe 
1 stnrggle against capitalist expIoitation in the bourgcob coun- 
Ilries, by mass dummtratioas against the high cost of living, 
Jagainst the housing condikions, unemploymmt and in other 
boMonary farms of the cfass. war ; the -tion of 
k;the women workers in the construction of the Commurrist 
I 
tbe mts, p r o t d q  the physid and moral st 
lPboriag llumanitjf. 
The entire work of the d o n s  or commitkcs should 
d on under the direct coatrot atmd -Mi 
Party Cammitke. A member of the I d  Party 
tee shbutd be at the head of such d o n  
Commuaists s W d  be members of t h e  cornmi 
kgitrms wherever it is p i b l e .  
AII m a r -  and problems of the Committea or 
of work .among the wwnen must not b haded 
i n d q d d y ,  but in the Swict Republics though 
men,  bth in cantries which still arry on tb 
for the w e r t b  of the apitatist yoke, as rnlf 
Soviet &r Repubfics.. 
It is the task of the Sections of the Soviet Labor Repub- 
lics to ed- the masm of working women in a spirit of 
caqmunism, by atttacting them to the Communist Party; to 
ins& and W o p  activity and df-rtliance, by draying 
tburr into the work of cmshudve Caa 4 briag- 
ing. them up as staunch defenders of the Communist IW- 
=ti&. 
It is .the task of the Sections to attract the women to every 
foqn ~f Wet &-, including qutstioas of de- 
fq as 4 as all the. many economic plans of the Re- 
*. 
In.* Soviet Republics the Sections ahotjd see tbat all 
the rqyhtioas of the 8th Congress of Sovia q p i i u g  
the a-ow of working and pqant women to the wli 
of building up and organizing public p d u d o r q  aa well as 
their. participation in the work of all those organs which di- 
rect, m, control and organize production &auld be a r -  
ried WL The Sections should participate thmugh their r e p  
rcsmtatives and through the pat.ty OTgiUw ill the elabora- 
tion of new laws and.exercise an infiuwce on the duatiOn 
of d 2 w  require much f tcdm in the htqat of, the.. en- 
fnwhkmmt of m e s .  The Sections shauld tde the 
g r a m  interest a d  h. most initiative in the dwdq- 
merit of those laws which deal with the protection of th 
l a b  of wwaen and children. 
&.is tht duty of the Sections ta attiact t4e psi-  
~ ~ b p r b p r d 1 8 8 r k i n & d ~ t ~ t o a u l ~  
campsrignsof ~ , a z i a l ~ t u d l e e t o i t t h a t w o r k i n g a p d  
poasaot mea we d d .  as members of Saviets : a d  
~ f # G m m i w e R .  . . 
~ i # r ~ b n s r h o a l d ~ i t t h & ~ t a a # b t 1 6  
pa@dc in maldtrg a'succcas of politid anddecor 
a o m i r ~ c a r r i e d o n b y t h e h ~ .  
It is tht task of the Sections to assist tht growth of 
skilled m e n  labor by means of pmfess id  edwtim, as 
WCU as to facilitate the admission of the working and pas- 
ant women to the correspdhg educational -ts. 
TIM Sections should .facilitate the efttrance of w d h g  
women into the Commisaim for the Protection of Xlabw in 
variotw  en^^ and A d d  dm d e r a t e  the acdvitp 
of the'&y (hmnittew for the Protection of M o t h  
dal&?. 
TheSeetim shouldn?akcittheirMess t o d s t t b t .  
d d ~ t  of all aodal ins t i t ah*  attch as cimumd kit- 
dma, lamdri* rqdhg  shop, ~ t u ~  of & &- 
c a t i o n , c o m m u n a l ~ , e t c * , w h i c h , ~ s s t b e p d o , t 4  
Wtiw of life upon a new Communist m p l ~  am- 
atethcmti=~hiChw~m~~-auringtlPet-i- 
tim period; asskt their rapid enfranchisement and kans- 
form the slave of the f d y  and the hame into a fr# 
a * i n ~ g r e a t ~ r e n s i ~ a f ~ # e a m o f  
ncw fatms of life. 
Through the organizers working among m m a  elected by 
the Comapist fraction of vade unions, the Sections should 
adst m the -tion of the women workera, rnanbers of 
the f d e  unions, ia the spirit of Communism. 
The Sections should id afk the due attendance of the 
working woanen at d! general ffactory dclcgatm cmfcnn#a 
The SBet i~ f ls  should arry out a ay-tic dkibutiobl 
of sllldliary workers, for dl the M e t ,  economic aad tr;ldc 
union 4 
The Sections must first of all take deep and firm toot 
among the proletarian women, wqp-mmtfs, and -. 
-* --, w=t 
w m l u i '  
Tobaildupafirmdonb&wccnthePartyarsd.tht 
~ I b f ~ ~ e , r o d ~ ~ f ~ i n l h t m c r o p s r ' ~ ~  
~ l o a n b e n o i ~ c t y , . n d a b o , ~ d e v e l o p t h c m a ( h o d d  
d s e ~ t i a n d t k ~ ~ d l l ~ f ~ h h t h e s p b i t d C a m m a -  
aim, by t d n g  a t t f 4 9 i t y  and parkidpation in p r a d d  
tRDfk, the Woma's Sections are to m * z e  delegate nuat- 
inga of wmm wdcm. 
The delegate mectitlga are the bst m- to &I-tt the 
women workem and v t s ,  and to spread the in- 
0ame a m m g a t t h e ~ r d m m e s  of w m t n  workers & 
m=b 
These ddqpha meetiags are formed from factory and 
d m p t e p m & a t i v c s o f a c ~ r c g i a n , ~ o r v o b o e t .  In 
Soviet Russia, the women delegaw are drawn inta att kirads 
of politid and economic c8mpigm. They are sent into dif- 
ferent camnittees ie'indrtsky, are iadtcd to cmtd Sodat 
Mtutions, and and for r q g u h  work in the Soviet lh 
-tr, in the @ty of clerks, for M monthr ( h w  
04 1921). 
Tba wwnm dckptes shwfd bt dectod at pried me&- 
i q a  of tht shop mrh,  of the h a u d w  and a @ ~ ,  
W t o a c e r b h m t e o f  reprerentaticmhedbytht 
m. TIx Women's Sections are obligad to amy on 
propaganda and apitatim among the ddcgsttes, for which 
p q w c  specid sree+hga of warnen deleg-am ap to be ar- 
casFgadnotImsthmhvkeurnonth. Thcdclqatcsarem 
quested to make qn&s of their d v i t i t s  either in t& shops 
w ~ t b t y w k , o r a t ~ ~ i n t t t e e i t g d i s -  
tricta Tbedelqites M d  be elected for aperid of three- 
Sthoth. 
Arwtherfmnofagkibnatl~ongthewomenistheorganI- 
~atim of large n o n e  c m f ~ s  of women workers 
aad ,piants. Rqmmtativts to cmferencwr ate to bc 
dded at m d q a  held for m e n  wor-t their place 
o f w o r k , a n d f m p + n t ~ t h c ~ .  
~ t s , ~ & w o r k ~ ~ i r c h s u g e d t o d ~  
mfaacca, ar wen as to & thdr ffark* 
I a o r d c r W ' ~ t h e h t ~ 0 f d l e ~ ~ ~ t t t m  
' ~ ~ l m e k t t r e d ~ p r b s d p t i a o i n t i r s ~  
mth 4 p m .  The Mans 
cussions for the wosnen workers at the shp and for 
housewives at the city club. Tfiy e x w w  contmI 
t h e d e k p k s m e e t i n g s a n d m r y o n h a a t o ~  
tion. 
TotrainactivetRorkws~tbewamen,aadto 
their understanding of catnmdsm, the party must 
he with the help of the S 
among the women, at 
* &, 
enworkers 
cost of living, the acute housing, 
throughout the world, are the prolague to tbe 
world amid ~ ~ t i o a ,  
The womm's coammittecs must put f d  the most hw 
musr sat to it that the wmna m- mt aa, 
e q t l a l & r s o f & a ~ , ~ u p b q s ~ d w m i f t  
tant workers &tiom, * are th w, 
against all inj& or inmtJ! of tbe wmm 
b u t d s O t h a f t l k e t R X r r n W ~ b F a P o P r s O t Q ~ r a  
qmdde witbas in the Party, Uni9m or Coograsatve as 
an-Bpuaf ~ w i t h t b c ~  
the =*. w t s t i w b  pporrptinO - of
t r p o m e q , a a d ~ @ h a e n ~ ~ t b e s & i e t s p s -  
Ma 
T h e ~ ~ ~ a b w a i d * ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 3 1 ~ k e m , b m -  
~ o p a s a n d p e a m n t ~ . ~ t a k ~ m m t ~ ~ p a r t i a  
the eIections of molut@mry, apt3 p@d m 
v i a  of wmhsdcptlties, obt&hg mpmmhtion in them; 
1 --the poditid &ty of the h u m i v e s ,  aad m- 
, ing cm a p- of the W idea mong the peasaat 
*rror~~ar. The .spebal eoneerm of% the Compitteea must be the 
! ~Umofthepairrip*ofcqanlpayforequalwork.  it 
f t h c t a s k a f t h e ~ t t e t t o ~ a a m p a i g n , h w b g  
men and women workers into it, for free, universal -&- 
t h ,  aiding the ppomen to bswme highly q d S e d  m tkir 
d 
T h e c m n m i ~ ~ d s e c b i t ~ t m e n r  rts 
iake part in the legisIative, mudd# and athcr legislative or- 
' 
-ti, h fact, wheffver womm have & right to vote. 
WhiIe participating in the Iqdative, mundpal and other 
organbations of boaqeok Stabs, Gomoruniat W ~ U I  sfiould 
&cty adbere to the M a  of the party, not concerning 
h u s d v t a  so much with the rdzatim of rtforms within 
.* da;: -.of thhrgeoisworEd &, as mkhg adqanw 
dmery Iiw @m and demand of tb working wmmq 
a u i 7 w a t c h d  by which to I d  the w m m  into the active rhss struggle for these demaads, througfi the d i c b t d i p  of gle p d e t d t .  ; r h e ~ , o r - . s n u t a p h i n t l * w w  ~ y d , - . o f ~ ~ o f ~ ~ h o s * -  k b o d b r i r r g i n g u p a p d ~ o f * ~ ~ . * *  - - m th..-wk*.p~ 
Wimpm~croentof  t h d t i w r  ofthwmkhgdlOS, 
w w ~ - b p h P a r t y .  
T h a ~ t h a m w t a i d i n r c m t i t i a g t h s ~ b ~ t b e  
-at Pa* ftom the Trade Unions, for which ptir- 
pwrc the Commoanist fraction of the Trade U b  sppoints 
an* for w o r k w t h e w m e n ,  under thedhctim 
of thepartyandthelocalbrancb. Thetrtiremrkoftb 
~tkemustbe~edmwithoncpqmeiuoieff:dw 
~~t of tbe r c v o h l t i ~  d v i Q  of the mu#l rad 
the hartening of the d rey&th. 
h ~ y ~ C o P d * ~ t b ~ )  
In c o p l j d  with the tbs W-6 
W m r h o u f d d o ~ p o r a i b l e t o * k i d t W  
~ ~ ~ c a , t h e ~ t i o a o f ~ ~ ~ ,  
~ t q u P l i t g b o t b o f r i g h t % a r t d ~ o f m r a ~ m ~ t &  
Partier, U n b a  and o t k  a@dmm of tk 
clou. a 
T h e S c e t i a n s o r ~ ~ s h o u I d c ~ f i p o n , i n ~ ~  
tian with the Party, a stmggIe mjudh, 
utsbm and habits which d d a h  an oppresskc botd slpon 
t h e w m w n ; b ~ t h i s , i t h a l s o ~ t o ~ o a  
propaganda among men, 
The Gmmrmist Party, tagher with the S d a m  or b 
m i s s i o n s , ~ a r y o u t t h a p ~ p l e o f t b e b p o s i i t p o f  
~ w c l m e n i n ~ o f  a d ~ t i o t l 0 f  ~ f l r m i i p t e h r ~  
andgencra td l i f t .  
T h e S ~ ~ s h w l d l o o k f w 8 ~ ~ m t b c i r ~ f i t r r o f  
all, among the large c b w  of - tRbo am CXpMOsd bp * 
c a p w m  in the capmi@ of workmi in borne inrtn.trirw ' 
( K o u s t a r ) , a s ~ e m o n r i # , c 5 t t m d * ~  
t iona ,anddat in thegencrs j ,~ shmento f -  
workshops rrad ham (K-) -; &in lpplhr 
~ y t o % n ~ p e o p 1 ~ l w E n g * ~ b o r d e n o f  
I S o P i e t R u a d a ; t h e W ~ l ~ l ' ~ d i i b o o r d r t h D t h r g m d  
~ O f l r t l ~ e ~ 1 ~ h ~ t 6 p D * d  
Comttli#ees .or S ~ O P I B  shotlld, b f  OH, assist in the' .opep. 
ing of d d a  for --up and children, mch dimha .Ira 
' to be ammdde to the women. In b o m g d s  Ecluatriu the 
&dd'~anp on er direct agitation to 
the b f l u ~ l ~ t  of he Imqmis d m d s .  
W h e r e v e r ~ ~ e , * S e c t i o n s  or cmdt#a &odd 
m y t h e a g i t a t h i n t o t h e ~ o f t h c w o m e o a n d a ~  
the field wofk of the .- for of qkdaa. 
T h e y ~ a l s o m g a a i r s d ~ f o r ~ ~ n , d o i q g  
e v e r u t h i n g . t o a t f m c t t o t h l c s c d u ~ t h e m a t ~ ~ ~ ~  
tial of thewamea. ~ c l u b s - a l m d d  -eulta&. 
and cdwatiwal centers and model htitutio~, ilusbsw 
Whtoanbc achitvedbyxmmu.forthcir -04 
tbwgh such meana of sdf@vitp, as the q p k t i o t l  of 
&# klndergmcnsi ddi for adults and so fotth. - 
S p c d r J d u b s e b o u a d b e o r g a n i e e d f o r n ~ ~ .  
In S o v i e t ~ t h e S e e t i o n s ,  W W i t h t h a p l t 5 ,  
shotdd sssist in the trsnsformation of the cxiat iq p r ~ q i -  
taW forrrm of production and b~~nwnica i to 
f ~ r m  of -. T h q  W d  be #Y 
, in amanncr to convince hwofkingwlomedYhat the for- ,< 
mcr htmelife atad homc-produttion a d  @&d 
them, while commanal Mmr wil l  emmdptc  t h .  
~ h h ~ r d t o t h e ~ a ~ p a c a r o f b ~ u t n b o l i v e n i t b i o ~ ~ .  
bordtra of Soviet R& the Sections &odd take m dqt 
SOT& legidation s W d  equalize men and women, and that 
the imm bf the women should be properly #. For 
t h i s p u p o b # , t h e ~ ~ s h w l d a s s i s t i n a ~ w o m ~ n  
to tht p0s;tiyltl of judges, aad a MI of pjclrics in ha- ' 
t i d  oflaw. ...a 
T h a a ~ ~  ahdd also'gjlt.tBe ~l+mmtl O.-ia-.r ; , 
' S * w a * - & & * - * " ' k  
b e ~ i 8 b Q w ~ a W l ~ ~ ~  W '  , 
doastbn'admsW. It&dMtthe.tmkof 
. . 
! 
to expose the powerl~wss' of thc Mdm feminists in theb 
&tion of the quation of the enfranchisement of women.:' 
FOP whtenhg pqme in all the Swiet cw& of the. 
* *  East, tke intelligent feminine forces shoutd be utilized, as, H 
for inntame, women a h m  and sympathizers, avoiding all1 
t d m ~  a d  vulgar trertmtnt of m1igbm f a i h  and national .. 
t d i t i o n s ,  The Sections or Coltlmittaes working -..& the 
w h e n  of the &st should dcfiWy fight etast natianal- 
iam a d  the hdd of d g h  on dw women's minds. 
All-of tbe ~~ of rh workers sboufd, ia the East 
a d m i n h  Wmh be builtnotuponthebmis of & f e d  
iq aiatacat, but upon the unity of the Interns- 
tiQaal prohatiat of h h  sexes striving for the same dau 
8inw 
N . d :  The work among the' Eastern women being 
of great hptam, a d  at ttkt m e  time repre- a 
ncw p d h  for the Communist Parti-, the Conftrarm 
d&aas It w r y  to add to thofie thests special instruc- 
tioss on the M s  of communkt propaganda mmng the. 
wwtsa of tfat Eastern mnttiea, appropriate to twr 1-1 
. . 
-= ma A$itrdar, 1YI- 
In .order to . f a r  tk j ~ M p l q  task of the Sectha, d d  
i q ~ ~  with,tka -:ad& of the large maam of the 
p d W ,  &:in d m  to & o m  thja body of iigbGrs, it 
is tlqt all Ccmmdst Parties of the We& and of 
the, &tt &add, d e e  that the principle of work among 
womm is "agitation a d  propqprmda by deed." 
Agi- by deed, first of d, dgnifie~ an ability to amuse 
a of-' inthewd&gwomen,  to&^ 
thadi~?~d,bybytthnn tothpmc- 
d of e o n ~ h U & ~ ,  t0 tteach h1.b p- eX- 
p w i m  dm* every cmqmk ofi dle mmuaist Paity, hat 
& P v B i c h ~ i s . ~ , a g a w  tbe ~~ trpI&- 
t i ~ i s o l l e i n m 3 ~ t o n a r d t h ~ t o f t h e ~ -  
tieaobimmm Thelwbd* tbe c~mtnwat Party 
fm d am- wmmn Ieald use, an- b 
- - . . .  
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a p m s d k t h e f ~ I I ~ w c i r d u :  *Tmex@mccandac- 
t i o n , t o a k a o w a e 4 g e o f t h t i d a s o f ~ a d a f i t s  
t h e o d d  W.'' 
- f n b t d e r t & & t t k ~ ~ d d r t p i w c a t ~ n o t o f  
vwbelprop@khaWe,blltabof d v i Q , i t  is nec#&ry 
thattkeysharjdrl#orkh~t&wifhthtCommunistF~- 
ti- of th vMiarte a & q A s e s  aad wbrbbpa, for which 
p u p o a t h e ~ ~ q p l y a n ~  for'thewmk 
among the woabctr of the q x c t i v e  enterprise or work- 
*. 
ThcSect ions~dcaneintoca~tactwitht tSet trpde  
unioas tbrwgh thdr -tives or o r p x k e r s  who are 
agphtcd for tbat purpcwe by tbe trade rtaion fraction, and 
* s h o u l d v o a  w a r k u d r  th direction of Ssetians. 
P q q d a ,  by M, of Cammdst ideas in Soviet Rus- 
sia,si@eathatdthtwomenwotkcfs,paasantr~onacn, 
hkmim and u+oyecs in all s p h m  of Soviet fife, from 
the army aa8 militia down to every e n f d a e d  O b t  : 
(W) s h d d  be drawn into the work on the orgmh- 
tion of C m m m d  H d p e p i n g  of estsMisMng the neces- 
say mudm of jr~~titutio~ls tor Public Eduatim, inshtim 
f o r k  Protection of Mot-, a d  so forth. A s@al 
la& ia to draw the hbor women into the bd+ tbat casrtror 
paoduction,* 
Acdvc by deeds, in the capitalist countries, 
m e a n s f i m t o f a l l t b e ~ o f d t e w ~ w o r k w s t o  
~ p a f t i n ~ s , ~ t i ~ f l d ~ o t k f w m s o € t h e  
& strqgk, fortifying and enlightening the rcvdation- 
ary will d r o n s l e i o u s ~ ;  the rscruiting of w m q  worlara 
to an aorta of Party d v i w ,  theit utilidcw for p w p m ~  
of work, -y in &patch st-, the orgadmi- 
dan of prty " ~ p W  or Usundap" at which afl t~omtn 
~~ of camtntnism, tbe wives of labor and p f m -  
~ m e n , i n t k i s ~ y I ~ ~ m t o b e w # f u t b o d l e P c l r t J r .  The 
gtrid* of prapagaada by ads am3 deeds is d6o aided by 
d d n g  tbe w a n e m  into dl pdihl,  d c  or aiudad 
~ , f f r o m t i m e t a ~ ~ m k d o n b y t t P e C o m m u n i s t  
Priiti# 
W h i l o o r g a o i z i n g t h c f ~ f ~ h t h e F k t y ~ t h e  . 
Ssctiorur mu& h t  of alt, leave deep a d  h rmta atnong 
. the wmmn tkorkers* developing pr- d+i@ also 
a e a o a g ~ ~ ~ p I q e e s a n d p e a s a n t m m a .  
In otdtr to  carrg out the work of pqagamh by word of 
mouth, to a plan, the Sdona must amage.meet- 
' hga in the factories and workshop, also open meetings for 
womp worlrers and employee -ding to profession or 
l o c a t i o n , a s d a s g e n d p u b l i c ~ s o f ~ ~  
They must see to it that canmatrs and o q p k m  arc 
el& by the Commanist group# of the trade unians, eo- 
opwativt and indutrid d s  in atpitalist ntrrtcs, and that 
trromen members are elected in all the 0-, 0otltroI- 
.ling and admhkmtiive bodies of the Soviet Wtuti~1~. Tn
.g, word dw lrrbor women must be elected to all organizatians, 
which in apitalist cmtrics must be used to mdutimize 
the exploited aud oppressed masses, d assist thun in their 
skuggle for the &&torship of the proletariat; a d  b So- 
vifl ccmntrIes to such organizations as serve to defend and 
- d e  C-. 
- The Sections must delegate e x p e r i d  womw Cornmu- 
. &a r ~ s  w o r k s  or emplqcen to emrprises where gmt 
n m n h  of wmen are rmployed. Thesc comrades 'must 
aetdt down in large Proletarian districts knd cent&, &I prac- 
ticed with wccasa in Soviet Russia. In the same m y  B the 
working women's opnht ions  of the Conmnurist Yarty in 
Soviet Russia organize meetings and conferences of dele- 
gates npt belongkg to any -, the Communist wdmeu's 
nnnmittte in the capitalist muntries mshcwwne lPblic 
- 4 f i a e t i q y  of women workcrs, female a m p l o p s  of e v q  Gad. 
p s m t  wemen and h o u s m h ,  ta diseasa d o u s  questions 
. 
d. n e d s  of the day, and el& committees to s+wc -as 
m m t i n g  links k t m e n  their -vt mnstitu&eS, and 
thc communist wmen's organieationrc and to atbind to the 
qudms raised. 'They should also s& qwhra represat- , 
ing their views 'to gatherings of opposing o 
Fublic propaganda by mesns of meetings, etc, must 
plemented by constant and q u h r  home propaganda. 
Each communist woman engaged in tbia work st~oulh 
have moit thaD ten women visit at thcir homes, on wbqm 
. mght to call mguhriy at least once a week, and also 
every m i o n  of importance to the Communist Party, o- 
Proletarian masses. 
In d m  to promote agitation, organization and &I=- 
tion among the masses by written word, the women's See- 
tion of the Communist Parties are charged to work forethe 
estab1ishrrPent : 1 ) . of a central wornen's c o m ~ n i s t  jour- 
d in every country, 2) to secure tbe appearance of wmn- 
en's department in the Communist press, as also the printing 
of artides in the politid and industrial papers, They must 
provide editors for such publications, and find adequate as- 
, sistam for them in the mks of professional and militant 
womeu. The Sdons must publish and distribute simnple, 
shdating and adequate literature.in pamphlets and led- 
They must strivc to make the best possible use of their nmn- 
km. 
Women Cmmunists should be sent to attend courses in 
Party schools in order to intensify their das ~onscims- 
aess and to prepare them for work among the masses of 
womm. S p e d  courses, lectures and discussions for women 
can be organized only in case of spda l  conditions and ur- , 
gent necessity. 
In order to enham the spirit of comradeship among male: ' 
and femalt workers it is desirable not to organize kcpate 
courses of 9chools, but to establish, in the gmeral Party 
&Is, sections for wurses for work among women. . l%e 
W o n s  txercist a right to elect a d n  number of thcir 
women members for attendance at the general Party 
cam-. 
Cmsmd011 of the Sections or Committees of warIt See- 
tiow among the wwnea must be o r g a n i d  by & h f l y  
I 
* 
'- I 
..m- a i ,  - a 
M -, Dhtriet &e&h and the Cmtraf: b- 
~comtllitt#ofdltPirty.  
l k h  party decides fw itself the w i m b  of menhers in 
these Sections or Catd tbaes .  The mmbw of mmnbm of 
the Worn, wfro are paid by the Paity, is also fixed by i a41 
partJr according to the ~ ' b i w e s .  
The director or chaimn of the I d  hmitttm or Ssc- 
tiuns m t  be a m e d m  of $me i d  'Partg Ctnmnittee. 
Where this is not the msq tht Director of the Section ia 
~t at dl at lngs  of the Party Cambtce with the right 
of d&hc vote on 8n questions of the trpomen's Commit- 
tea and with a consultatkc vote on all other q u d c m s .  
Bcsidts the duties of the district Won or Cownittee 
above mentioned, the fonowiqg tanks are also part of Their 
~ : t O ~ n d m s b e t w c e n t h c ~ o n s o f m c  
districts; to mobilize the dlikient party workem fot work 
tivity of the district Sections w W t t e m ;  to facilitate 
~theexchngeof ~ t t r i a l ~ t h e 1 a e a l ' ~ ;  tosap 
ply the district with literatare ; distdmtc agitators amang the 
districts; to mcblke the efficient prty workem for work 
amoag wanen; to Can district eoafemwa of the w m a  
Communists, fqwesahtive~ of branches, with a m h -  
tion of one or two from each Bianch, at lead twice a year; 
to dl nangarty mf- of wclmen-workers, pmnt  
women and h d v e s  of a p d d a r  dish$. The mem- 
k s  of the Sdm or the Committee arc apprcmd by tbe 
provincial C o t m n i e  or the county h i t t e e  on recam- 
mendation by the Director of the Section. The director as 
t h e ~ e r r n c m b e r s o f t h e ~ ~ i ~ a n d p r O V i a e e  
&mmitka, are elected at the conferenas of the c0utltytp 
Members of the dkt& or hal Worn or W t t c e  
are elected at a general dty, county or d m  coaftnnee, or 
a r e a p p o i n t e d b y t h e ~ v c W o n h ~ ~  
the Farty Committee. If the diwtm of the Seetion is nirt a 
m r m k o f r h e d i s L r I c t P a r t y h d t t e e , l a e h a s t b ~ ~  
t o f e p m w a t d m e & g a o f t h e p a ~ ~ d t h a  
I 
sultsltive vote on d other queationui. 
Besides slt the fundom, alme m c n b d ,  which are 
duties of the distrid W o r n ,  the CentraI section must 
fiJI the folloiRing a d d i t i d  functions: Instruct the !%c 
tions and tbeir workers; invdgate the work of the Sec 
tim; take c h g ~ ,  in c W m  with the respective organs of 
the party, of thc transfer of workers from one Seetion to 
another; &sene the conditions and development of wo& 
considering the changes in the legal or economic situation of 
the women, through its qmenhtives or appointees; 
cipte in Special Committees, solving the questions o 
tering the conditions of existence of tk w d m g  class, 
tedion of Iabor, protection of Childhood, etc. ; publish a 
traI "page" and edit peridid j d s  for wanen; 
conferenca of the represkntatives of all the district Sactions 
not less t h  once a year; organize agitatid mmrsiaua of 
i n s t ~ o r s  on work among the W(MItn of tht cou*; tab 
charge of the remitlng of m e n  and of the prtidpdm 
of all Sedons in all sorts of poIitld armd d c  m
paigm and danonsbgtions of the Pam; m d  delegates h 
the I n t e r n a W  S&at of Women Commd&; hk 
b r g e  of the a d  Intemtioasl Worncaws day. 
If the Director of the woaen's Section of the Eked* 
Cottrmittee of the Party is not a member of the E x d v c  
Committee, he has the right to be present at dl the meeting9 
of the Ekecutive W t t t e  with a decisi- vote on all qne+ 
tions concerning the Sections, and with a c~lsultatiw, wte 
on all: others. The director of the Section or the c l d m  
of the Committee is appointed by the Centraf Executive ar 
is el& at the g e h d  Party Cmgress. The d&mw and 
mIut im of dl Sections or committea arc subject to 
h a l  sawtion of the @ye Party Committee. 
Work on 'an f nternadanal B#i8 
the Cmnintum, and dm* the. women of d cambb 
and nations into the rwolutiotsary w e  for the S d e t  
system d the dictatorship of the working claw, on a world 
basis, is the tasIr of the Wwnen'a Scacbriat of the C& 
tan. 
-. 
INTE&NA~(IONAL UNION AMONG WOM; : 
' EN COMMUNJSTS AND THE INTER , 
NATIONAL SECRETARIAT OF 
WOMEN COMMUNISTS 
(Adoped at the Sessr'm ~f July I lth, 1921) 
The Secwd Internatid conference of women c o r n -  
n h  d s  upon the Communist Parties of all Western and 
E a s h  countries to select international correspondents, 
through their respective Women's Committees, in accordance 
with the regulattiws laid d a m  by the Third Internatirmal. 
Eacb of these correspoadents is pie*, in accordance 
with the regulations we refer to, to maintain co-t rela- 
tions with the Intimational women correspondents of other 
countries, as well as with the international Secretariat of 
Cwmnunist Women in Moscow, as the administrative or- 
gan of the Executive Committee of the Third International. 
The various Communist Parties are bound to supply t!;eii 
respdve correspondents with the technicd means required 
to enable them to keep up relations among themselves and 
with M a o w .  Once in every six months the international . 
women correspondents gather for consultation and exchange - ' 
of views with the representative of the Irrternatinaal Worn- -, I'  
I 
eds  Secmriat, while the latter is also empowered to d l  
I tnocrgency meetings at any time. 
L In eonjunction with the Executive Committee and in close 
I touch with the international correspondents of various mun- -I I / tries, the internatid Women's Secretariat at M o m  is to  fl 
fulfil the duties imposed u p  it by the regulations. In par- - - 
tidar it must f- by word and deed the development of 
the communist wanen's mwement in those countries w b  
it is still toa weak. I t  must further the ccmrmrudst women's 
movement in all the Westem and &stem giving 
it unified direCtiof18 for activity and combat; it must hugu- 
rate national and m W d  d m  of women, & the 
g u b  and v i p m u s  srtppwC of thc cmmwdats, and dm 
initiate n a t i d  and international rnmtmm, tedhg to 
wid& ;lad intensify the chsa struggle of the pwfetarist 
through the impetus lent it by the wamea. In wdtr to E+ 
tablish c k  regular c o ~ o n $  with the commuaist 
' wwraen's movement of dl -tries, the Intendad WmG 
a ' s  Secretariat of Mosmw attaches to itself an a d k y  
e r i a t  orgun for work in Wedern Euxope. This latter 
o q p b t i o n  is to do preliminary wwk for the W m ' s  1 -  
m t i d  Secretariat'adisfo be+an&m&c, 
n ~ a l e g i ~ v e o r g a n , b o u n d  i n h d t y b p t h e d c d s i o n a  
and directioas of the genetal: mr&ariat ia Moamw atmd of 
the Executive Gmmbe of the Third I n t ~ d .  
The ~ e s t e k  European Auxiliary organhition is b have 
at least one permaneat repwmtativc on the Gtnrai Ssm- 
tarid. 1x1 so far M the composition and the scope of ac- 
tipity of the general swretariat ie already Grcd by &e mgda- 
dorss, the Executive Camnittee of the Third Intmdmd, 
in conjunction with the ~ntemtional'~omm's Secretariat, 
M s e  decide8 upon t& const&, ccnnpdtiw and sc- 
tzvity of tha auxiliarg orgaaimtion. 
A c m T m  AMONG WOMEN 
(Adopted a# tkc Sgsdm of J w w  13th 1921) 
Tk Second latematiad Women's Conference at M w c m  
declares: The b y  of capitalist industry and of the civil ' 
o h  resting on it, makes it ever more and more imFtti\e, , - n 
and h p e s  it as a life's nec&ty and duty, for the pta- 
k&at to q on the revolutionary struggle for the con- . 
qu& of powq and the establishment of its dictator- , I 
ship, which can d y  be &eyed if the wide rmsscl of the , 
the pr-t to maintain tbe power against national and, 
i n W d  minter-rwolution, and to s b r t  the upbuild- 
idg of the d p e a i n g  communist &r, d e s s  the wide i- 
masses of the working women are imbued with the dear - 
a d  unshkea &don that t k ~  w ~ ~ k  of defence a d  re- * 
cuastruction is also their work. 
a Second International Cwference of Chnm~~nist . 
Wwaea in Moscow therefore d s  upon the C m ~ ~ n i s t  ,
Mes of dl coutltries, in accordance with the l~tinciples . 
and dub of t ? ~  Third Intertlatid to e.uett them- & -  
s e k a  in tlx most mergetic manner, and see to it that - 
the wi& of the worlciag women be mUid around, .' 
; tht bannar of Commutliam and be a r d  for the revolu- , ' 
dst M ahd to take psrt in the x w o l u t i ~  stntggIe 
I 
I 
I 
_ .? 
I- - - 
the capabilities of the mmm of wcmm be made b a c o n -  
sciaus, f&ed and am&. In order tbat this aim be 
achieved, aU the CummCanrmunist Patties &ted to the Third 
International axe pledged to institute women's c d t h m  
in all their q a n k t i ~  and ~ t u t i o p s  from the smallest 
1, 
I: 
. to the largest, under the directions of one of the members ' 
of the Party, whose task it should be to carry on agitation 
and cdumtion work among the masea of working wmen. 
They ahodd also aree to it that the waking wanen have their 
m - b t i v e ~  h of tht w. These W d 8  
" Camnittees rrre not ta form isolated melei within thc Cum- 
munist Party, but s W d  swvt as admhktrati~e organs , 
thereof for certain defmite tasks. These are to mobiliac 
ond agitate the manses of worldng woma for the 3rugglc 
for the conquest of politid powtr and 'for Communist a- 
W o n .  T h y  are therefore to work at all tima in dm 
q p k  ewtact with thc Party as r whole, but they must 
pwrecss the p e c : ~  elasticity and freedom to wurk out 
such methods and form of work which they regard srs prop- 
er for the successful on of activity, in accdame 
with the peaki ty  of women's nature, and the ptcatiar 
position which wo~llefl still in the sociaI s d c  and 
in the family, The thmes worlrtd out by the Confcreme 
is a guide for the activity of the Wmm Ommittecs. The 
Wmen's Departments of the Communist W e s  must al- ! I 
ways beu in mind the double task impod upon  then^; to 
instil dear underskuxi@ and determined d - p o w e r  
the ever widw cidw of women 3or the class struggle, 
against exploiting =pitdim and for Communism ; and see- 
d y ,  to transfer them into intdigwt sdf-&fiw Mp- 
tnr in communist constnrctiv~ work, after the proieCariaa 
I revolution has ,achieved its success. Out of the rmh bf the : 
a&ncdwomenmassestheCamm&Particsofafl~ li 
trica must form a central army d trained h e r  which 
ahould be able to take the Iced, Tha wmnm'e orgaaiea- .' L 
timeof thecolmnrtnist Partimmttstbear inmEtldtlastith 
v 
- 1u - 
not only the writtea and spoken words that m wrvc m 
mdmls which mmt bt applied, but abo the of 
o r k n i r e d ~ w m i n ~ t h e s & Z Y Z  
sf s t r u g g I e a n 8 o f ~ m r i e d a n b p d 2 e C o m m u -  
gist hr@*- ahto tk @# *path of the wofkhg 
w ~ i n a l l t h e ~ d ~ t s o f t h c r t v o l u ~ p x o -  
~ s U d l ~ s t r i l a e $ g r m e f t l I t p r i ~ i n g s , s t r c e t d n n ~ -  
bmal3darmed-. 
I 
T 5  COMM7JNBT INTERNATIONAL AND 1 
THE YOUNG COMMUNIST lU0-NT 
(Adopted d tks 24th Session, Idy 24th, 1921) 
- 
1. The Young S&t Movement arose as a come- 
quence of the acute api- exploitation of the young 
workers, as a reaction against the am& of the hrgeois 
militarb to poison the minds of the young workers with 4 
the baurgeuh mtional iddogy, and as a rw@t against 
the Qeglect of the economic, politid and demands 
of the young workers by the S&-Dunocratic &es and . 
trsde unions in the majoriq of countries. 
The -tion of Ywrng Socialist &tions in most 
d e s  took place without the assistance of the S&- 
Dunmatic Party and Trade Unions, continually increas- 
ing in their opportunism and reformism, and iu sane mun- . 
trh, the Young Socialist o ~ o m  were formed even 
directly against the wiU of these orgmktiot~s. The Re- 
fonnist SU-Demmratic Paw and trade unions see in the 
reydutionary Young S d i s t  organizations a d o u s  men- 
ace to their o p p o d s t  policy. By bureaucratic measures 
and the discouraging of all independence, they attempt to . 
retard the Young Socialist Mommat, to after its character, 
and i m p  their policy upon it. I 
2. The imperialist war arad the attitude of the Sadal- , Democratic parties in the a~ajority of countries towarda it, 
necessarily led to the rontdictiom between the Social- 
Democratic partie9 and interntionat revolutionary Yotlng 
mi abi a consequence of mobilization and military service, 
i Socialist orgmbtions koming more acute, and to apm 
-1 d c t s .  During the war the condition of the young work- a 
the i n m d  exploitation in the war industries, and milf- 
rn 
, . 
- i@- 
. . 
-*-hme-iut&aMy- ~br- 
tipa-of 'JFarqgz- tlptisnatiarrlad-iflcpri~ * 
q l i t d f m t h c . ~ ~ p & # ~ . ~ ,  -? 
their own. pl&&: 6 (the Intern&@. Y m  W- -' 
ist w- in W in 1915, jma W16), 
, I t i  & - m @ e ~  the war, t h m * . ~ ~  - 
*th%~were --bg. k W.d tk twalutkmp 
g m l p & d * & ~ a a d . b b e c a p l e b ; r P $ . . >  
h g p a i n O g i s ~ ~ J f ~  Xnht&Inrurnr...tbY- 
zradertoak t3m f d - d . a . & .  
. .. 
a r y ~ 1 e , s ' r a d ~ ~ i n d e p e n d e n t ~  . - 
3, -With ti& e;stablisbent of the I. - ' , -  . 
t i d , a a d h ~ & ~ & h ~ ~ :  
the mkd =-Mo=v , Yatmg: S a s s t  
e w e o r m j o p i t i ~ t l d & e i r p e c u l i a r ~ , i k Y Y d i p q g  
workers arc more sumptible to Cornmutist id- .- in 
the s-e, display a gr+r rev4lutiowy qtbtiasm . 
t h a a ~ a d u l ~ ~ r s ; b u t ~ r o l e o f  va~quardinkf6rm 
of iadepdeot poIiticai d w  and p E t i d  M p  haa 
br#e *:o% by he Goqnmunist w. The* 5 
of'& YounglCommunist -tiom ag politidly ia&, ' 
padent ad. leading oqpnktiong, must lead to the + j 
t e u c c b f t w o ~ ~ a n n a r a i s t P a d k , w h k h w i f l b e  
disthguishcddybytheageaofWr-mutbm. 
4. The fundam of the Youngag CotmDerniat 
~ r r t t f i e ~ t t i m e ~ i n q @ h g ~ t f i e ~  of' 
w o r k  and drawing t h  into tbt w' 
*front. ~ ~ h a s ' ~ ~ t 8 c P ~ ~  
& @ t ~ o n f i d ~ r e m a i a ~ ~ ~ p a e p ~ -  , 'j 
-. h a m e k l  'oPidmbg hW 1' 
+ @ ' B # B ~ I ~  w r w  0 - 
mddkiimdmhm 1 " *oBr.-.O:f 
. .  
- 
. , 
Tbw d r - ' *cdmabimtheYmnghamu-  
l r b t p r o f f m e n t i s t t n p e t i r r e ~ i n d ~ t j a m r y  
atragg.ge$~ybOlmdlRiththefCPEhiMofBBa&m 
Afiutberhprlantia&of t h e Y ~ ~ ~ o r -  
. . 
~ i o t b % h d h t e f u t n r e i s t h c h r d h g u p o f  the 
C e n ~ a d ~ - h & m t k i d e d o g y a m o n g t h e y a m g  
w m b q  and the d of the la#tr fmm the Mnum 
; r a d ~ o f t h e S o d a l - D e m o c r a t n .  Atbsametimt 
the yousg - 1 m c l s t d o ~ i n  
tk of tbe nrsrss mwuneut, to rejuwuak the 
~ b p g i w h g t r p i t r d s e r m e m b e f t t o t k ~  
nbt Ipprtior. 
~ ~ ~ b c t w t e n t h e Y o r t n g ~ -  
nirt- . . .  ~ & y w q g c c t l t r i s t a n d ~ - d e m o -  
; e r o t i c ~ ~ h i n t h c i r ~ p a t i c m i n a l l ~  
pmbkms;hthewmk srnd #mrtnoctioo of rmmam;r, 
psrtitr, a d  in ths active participmtim in -anary 
- 
5, The tJatione between the Yoang CormDtlnist arg9ni- 
c s t ~ a n d ~ C r m m & P a r t y a t t f u n d a m e n E a l l y ~ ~ 1 : -  
e n t t O ~ 0 f t h e m o l u ~ Y o l t q g S o e i a l i r t ~ -  
tiaas and d# S d d - m t k  Pard- Jn the. 
stn& for thl: &tion of prodctarfan d u t i o n ,  it is 
nncessarytohrrvethegreatcstpossicrmityltaethe$mQg- 
at centdhtion. The political leadtrship  ti^ 
c a a o r J y b e d n c t s d b y t h t ~ I m t e m a t i o n a l , a a d  
n s t i ~ b y t h e ~ ~ ~  medutyof 
t h c Y o u n g ~ m i s t ~ i s t o ~ t t o t h i s p  
liticat fsaaffship (pmkafimt, t da  and politid dhc- 
h), lrtad bo join h g u e d  d u t i q  front. In view 
of tbe daga of d u -  devtlqmcnt of t& 
~ ~ i n v a t i m s ~ i t i s ~ t k t  
, t b s ~ o f t M , ~ i n ~ d ~ b e d e t s r -  
d d b p t k ~ ~ o f t h t ~ ~ t l n -  
-8nd-tbeYarsg-fotwoatioasl,'ine 
m * t h e m , - - d t f # c m e  T h t a  
I J l r # ~ e t : ~ Y # l l y ~ ~ w h m l & r  
-tMf*m~banisof'tbe*-. 
tion,- ~ the ,Cmmnu& Party4 the bearer and dte I& d+ 
t h c p r ~ ~ w i l l b e t h a t o f  imndibEipljPPr- 
T&.Yw-C;mnnunlnt ' ~ t i w s w i ~ t h e i r a w n o r -  
d One of the immediate and most importatlt ash Of 
Young oqpht ions  is to mah a clw s w q  d- - 
the && ofthe ideolw of pofiticd l d a d i p  kft 
frolii the Hod of absolute autonomy. The Young Cam- 
& press; and the &tim as a whde, mwt be em- 
ployed for the purpose of instilling into the & of the 
Y a u t i g ~ ~ t h c d m m e s s o f ~ ~ d  
mpmi& member& of a Cmmmiat Partg. 
The Young a u a i s t  o r g a n h h  must dcvote the 
greatest &Me attention, time and effort to this at thc 
p a i 0 d w l z e n i t i ; s ~ t o w i n o m r I a r g e ~ o f t h e  
ymq workers for the mass nmement. 
' 
7. The close politicat -tim of the Youqg 
nist o r p i d o n s  wiih the Cammttnist Patty lmat be a- 
,* 
~ i n c l o s e ~ t i o n d  bea s *the two or- 
gmhtiona I t  ia d to have p i i t  mutual - 
suwcm of the OqpiWiom at the 
diskict and W orgahtim, down to the lewd unit , . 
of thc p a p a  in the f m o r b ,  in the T d e  , 
- 18$ - 
aad activity of the young 
haad wil l  be able to id- the Party. 
8: T h t e r e l n ~ b t t s P e e n t k C o m m u n i s t I ~ i i u d  
and t b C w s t  partits sti l l  more c l d y  dekmuim the 
~ b e t w a n t h e Y ~ C a m m u & .  
the Communist In temhd .  TIM f u d o n s  of tbe Yamg 
Communia Iatcrnational cond5ts of the c&&&ed l*r- 
ship of the Ywrng Gommunist M o m m a t  to support a d  
ad- the various leagues by moral aad & mo~na, 
to cmtt  Young Cammuaist ofpiaim dme. the9t, do 
not &, and to d u c t  pmpgan& for tbE Y m  Corn- 
~ i s t + f t l ~ .  Tk Young CmtlgDnist InkmiM 
is a d m  of the G m n d  Intmmtiod, snd -MI&, 
submits to the decisions of the G m g r w a  of the - 
nist I~~~ a d  the Executive Within 
tk4Iiirnits it condlicts its work and ads as the agent of tbe 
palitid toill of the Communist International in all i ta ac- 
tions. By mmns of a strong mutual dJq@m.aad c b e  
lasting co4pmtion, the permaneat cwntrol of th CotHmu- . 
nist IntemtioMf and tfte fruitful labor of the Ymmg C<rm- 
d t  Imtendond in all sphem of activity (1-p 
A .  
agitation, o strcugtking add m p p h g  tbr 
C d s t  =AS) will be gummkd. 
TO GERMAN PROLETARIAT! DEC- 
CURATION OF SYMPATaY WITH 
MAX HOELZ 
(Adopted at tk 4th Session, Juss 25th, 1921) 
Ttae German bourgeoisie has addad to the 2,000 p r s  
sentmca of imprisonment and disciplinary detention, im- 
posed by it on our cornrada in connection with the March 
uprising, the sentence to incaxemtion for life on 
MAX HOEtZ. 
The Communist Internatid is opposed to individual acts 
of terrorim and sabotage unless they serve the interests of 
the chss war. It is also opposed to guerilla warfare con- 
ducted by independent bands without any guidance from the 
organized proletariat, But the Communist X n t t m t i d  re- 
gards Max Hoelz as a bold rebel against capitalist d e t y ,  
hose d i p l i n e  is the discipline of the detention house and 
whose ordet is being imp& by brutt force. His actions 
wtre not qedicnt,  for the white ttrror can k broken only 
by a mass rising of the workers, which is the only m p o n  
for the achievement of the triumph of the proletariat. But 
+ teeognize that he has ken  actuated by his Iwe for the 
proletariat and his Kate for the bwtgeaisie. 
k f m  the Congress sends fntemal greetings to Max 
Ha&; raeammends him to the protection of tht Gtrrnan 
PdctaAti a d  expresses the hope that he w3l fight for the 
W p b t i o t l  of the German workers in the ranks of tbe 
Gmnafi Commarrist Party. 
A CALL TO NEW WORK AND NEW STRUG- 
GLES ADDRESSED TO THE PROLE-. 
TARIAT OF ALL COUNTRIES BY 
+ THE EXECUTMZ CQMMXT- 
TEE OF THE C O m m  
INTERNATIONAL 
(Adopted a€ the Session of the Execwtive 
on the 17th of Idy, 1921) 
To the Proletariat of all Countries 
The third Congress of the Communist Internatid is 
over. The great review of forces of the Communist prole- 
tariat of all countries is ended. It has shown that during 
the past year, in a number of countries in which CommAsm 
has just begun to appear it has grown into a great power 
capable of moving the masses and of threatening mpitalii. 
The Communist International which at its first Constituent 
Congress represented besides Russia only small grape of 
comrades, and which at its Secend Congress sought for 
means of creating mass parties, has now at its dispasal not 
cnly in Russia, but also in Germany, Poland, Czecho-Sla- 
vakia, Italy, France, Norway, Jugo-Slavia and Bulgaria, 
parties around whose banner great masses are rallying. Thc 
Third Congress is now addressing a call to the communists 
of all countries to follbw this path further and to do dl they 
can, in order to unite ever greater millions and millions of 
workers in the ranks of the Communist International. The 
power of capitalism can be broken down only when the idea 
of Communism d H  be embodied in the tremendous imgetus 
o f ~ g a * ~ c r n w j o P i t p o f t b e ~ I s d b f ~  
mass tbe fighbtnO pH&dm$rw k.rr 
iron Sodidari~. ''To &a -I' b ths && d- 
~ b y t b e ~ ~ t o a b s ~ o t  
dcmmtricL 
~ ~ ~ ~ t o u a , ~ ~ o c t r p u t i i r ,  
b e e a a a c w o r ~ d a t ~ m l ~ p r a v i a g m r ~ d ~  
more palpably that the d y  way of prolongiog i& own life 
i s b y r u i n i n g t & e w h o l t w o r l d a n d ~ ~ e p # m o r e ~  
~ * p o v t r t y a r s d ~ v e m e n t o f t h t ~  v h d  
the w d d  economic &sea, which arc driving d b m  of 
workers into the streetsI the ay of the s o d  d d  
0tmkcysof ~~ta l imupMduce~l"ismv hahedip, 
~ d ~ a s t a J l o f ~ b o u r g e o i s ~ w h i c l j i t a s t d t 6 s d -  
dfcss to the workers for years and pears 'plorkl wmkt" 
The cry for work is k o m h g  tk war cry of tbt tRorldng 
d a a s , a t l d i t r p i l l b e ~ e d ~ o n t h e m i n s o f ~ ~  
when the prolefarkt Wl itself be in -on of the - 
of production which it has created. The +taliat worId is 
on the of new wrs. The -Japan- the w- 
lish-French, tht Frmeh-C;erman, the PoIish-Gcrmaa Eooapli- 
dons ,  h complidons in the Neat and Fm U, arc all 
d r i v i n g E u r o p c t o i n e r e a s e ~ .  Thtyarearocrniag 
the b r i i e  queJtion: "Must Europe again tread the path 
ofamwwddwar?" Itisnotthemurderofmillionathat 
the capitalists are f d n g .  Ahdy since the w, t h y  bw 
c d y  aondcmned dIions of people to dctrth thm@ m- 
tion by tbdr polid- as w d  as by thdr blojrade of Rw& 
Whattheyarcaftaidof isthatamcwworwil!finanydrioc 
t b e ~ i n t o t h t u m y o f t b e ~ d u t i m , t h r t f d  
In - n t h c r u s l l u ~ n g o f t h e d d p m l ~  They- 
' ~ t h e r d o r e a a & g d i d b e f o t e t h e w a r t o b ~ a b o t t t s  
~ o f t b s ~ b y d i ~ t i e j r y c g l ~ .  But&* ' 
- I., -of t b c b i o . i n o l l e ~ e l p . i ( a i l h . m  W 
b ~ i n o n o t  -Enlc 
- 
;I*-;. 
I 
~ ~ ~ o n d ¶ e h ~ w o f ~ V a l ~ o f  
bd% &me d m  are iaevitaMy c r d n g  a b a a  front 
e Japaa. 
The F-English qpmd&nt didivers Germany to I 
F-, and Turkey to Eagland. Not peace, lmt a growing I 
unrest, a growing enslavement of the q u c r e d  naticm by 
the aphlism *of'& vitturim cmtrim; tfds is tht d t  
of tbie d a r n s  of world capitalism to bring order into the 
e'uer- world&. The capitalist press is now talk- 
iqg of aa era of world pros+@ and d m  - the Ger- 
iy!a batrrgtoirrit k t 5  submitted to the d i m h i p  of the 
A l I k a d ,  in order to save its power, has d d i d  up the 
p p k  to the hycnas.of the Paris and London Stock 
Fxchmp. Iktt, at the m e  time, this same press is full f 
of &c of the economic crisis in Gwmany, the 
m b d  of taxes which in autumn will pour d m  l-3 hail 
u p p p l ~  m doomtd to ammployment, thus mi* the 
p& of every m d  of food, of every scrap of clothing. 
The Cobomunist Intenmiid, which is basing its poliq on 
a dm, ohmation of t h ~  world situabo&-for the 
p d e k k t  a n  only gain complete victory if it dearly stes 
and uad* the batt1&d&ays to tfie pdetmht of 
d h m :  Capitalismaptonowh proved Mf im 
eepabie of ensming to the world the d q p e  of d m  which 
&sted before the last a. It can only brhg a prdoaga- 
tion of o m  w t f f w r ' ~ ,  a prd-on of its own death pr+ 
CUB. The wwid d u t i m  is mrcbing cm apce. The 
fmdationa of capitalism art shaking The 
d call tht &c world eoagress of the Commuaist Inter- 
gathad is sending to  the proletarians' of all is: 
F ~ t o m e t n e w ~ ~ e s !  A ~ ~ ~ f o r  
~ E W  sktlgglcs, Stmighten out the gmcrd batdtfmnt of 
dre pdetariat ! 
The world hrgeoisie is i q b l a  of ensuring work and 
bkd,  housing and clothing to the workers ; but it is show- 
iag its gnat capacity for o q p h g  the mr ag&q the 
world proletariat. S& the merit of its first great etk 
.'I 
- - 1 9 3 -  . 
. , .  . . .  I. ~ r a s ~ t ~ . ~ i t ~ - c i t a f + p r p f t l a ~  , .  
~ h w n e f r p m t h e w a r , ~ i t h a s ~ t a ~ r h e  
the workers htb-the. htorias again and to overthrow tbir 
f i r s t a t t ~ a t ~ t ~ i t h w ~ e d , i n q i t e o f & e  
' dar, in pmlalgihg th agmhmt witb the S ~ C M  ~emc-  
cxitW a d  T d g  Union betmyem of the proletariat to keep 
hi dPbrkeg divide& spai@iag the latter, it has h e n  d'ititlg 
- 
all'jts ehrts-to oqankbq  a white guard @mt the prok- 
' hrht and to ~ & d n g  thewmkers. The world bwlrgc0;Sie 
4s >the +teeth. It is ready, not onty to repbe dl L I; 
-fl ~ * k t h e p r n l * r i a t ~ f a m o f u m r , ~ t i t ~ o n r  . 
-9 to p d e ,  when necmary, premature uprisings of 
th prof-t which ia only yet preparing for the struggle 
. 1 in order, to defeat 'lt Wore the g m e d  umaaquwe front 
I ' A ham: assembled. The C d s t  Xnmxm.tid must 
f i  set itbs own strategy. against L t d  strategy of ihc world 
-. lxnr@&e. The Communist Inkmat id has only one 
infallible weapon Wnst ,@el msh-boxes of world capitalism,, 
wbkh sets armed brigands @e organized pmhriat, 
&y, the profetarim -: %. axu'ted compact f mat of 
the profetarht. ,.. 
The Gunning and the power of the bourgeoisie must @v@ 
way before the mrwh of tbe d k  mnks of the millions of 
proletarbs ; tfr the rdroads, which ar ry  the white guards 
af the bourgeoisie against the proletariat will comc to a 
stmht i i l .  T h e r e w i n b e @ c a m o n g ~ d o n ~ o f t h e  
white guards. The pdetariat will seize their arms in order 
to tura against other white guard f~rm~tions. If we 
s u w d  in lead'= the united proletariat into the struggle, 
apitdism aad tb world bourgeoisie will be deprived of the 
I- most impDrtant guamtee for victory, i-e., the f&h in vic- 1: tory which has been reHored to them only t h e  the 
tm&ey of SDcial DgmacraGy and the -splitting ttp of the 
t w&hg ~SXS. Only by tRianing the hearts of tEw maj*- ity gf the w~trkhg can the vkbv  bq - 
% T ~ W O ~ ~ C - ~ ~ I * -  
m t i . d - w  to the ~ommurtistfies of all d s  
a d  to the Communists within the tradeunions to use thdr 
whde strength and all their e%orts in odir to free the 
widest possible masses of workers from the influence of the 
Social Democratic parties and the treacherous trade-union 
bureaucracy. This is only possible if the Communists of an 
countrie's prove themselves, in these trying times, when 
e v u y  day brings uew privations for workers, the champions 
of the workers in all their every-day needs, by leading them 
in the struggle for more bread and for the l e d %  of the 
burdens which capitalism is imposing on them in ever-in- 
m h g  measure. It is essential to h o w  the working 
nlasses, that it is the Communists alone, who are fighting 
for the betterment of their conditions, and that the Social 
Demotmts and the d o n a r y  mde-union bureaucrats. 
rather than Iight, wouId see the proIehriat perish before 
their eyes. We cannot beat the betmyers of the proletariat 
a d  the agents of the bourgeoisie by themetid discussions 
on dernoeracy and dichtorsbip, but d y  by supporting the 
workers in their struggles for bread, for wages, for houses 
and all the necessaries of life. The most important M e -  
Field on which we must meet them and conquer them is the 
field of the TradtAJnion mavement, the struggle mnst 
the Yeflow Amsterdam Trade Uniw latematid, the 
struggle for the Red Trade Union Inwnational. It is a 
struggle over the question of capturing the enemy forts 
within our own m p ,  and a struggle for the formation of 
a battle front before which world mpitalism must give my. 
Steer clear of centrist tendencies and develop the fighting 
spirit. It is only through the struggle for the o r b  ry needs 
and interests of the workers that= a n  build up a united 
front of $he proletariat against the bourgeoisie, and put an. 
end to the splitting up of the proletariat, which ia the basis 
for the cmtinued existence of the bourgeoisie. But this 
proletarian front can d y  grow strong and eager for battle 
if it is kept together and led by strong and united Commun- 
ist Parties with an iroq discipline. Therefore the Third 
Wmld Congress of the Communist International joins tr 
u -.: * 
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its call: "Tb the masses! k i l d  up a united p r o l e  
front' " by tbe further call to the Communists of dl cwn- 
tries : 'Xeep your ranks c l a r  of elements capable of vitiating 
the fqghting morale and the fighting discipline of the shwk 
troops of the wrld proletariat-the Communist Parties," 
The Communist Tntermtional Congress confirms the exput- 
sion of the Italian Socialist Party until the latter swers all, 
conuectioa with the reformists and expels them fmm its 
ranks. By this k i d o n  the Congress expresses its belief 
that the Comunist International cannot harbor in its ranks 
reformists (whose object is not the proletarian revoIution, 
but reconciliation with the bourgeois and the htters' reform), 
if it is to lead millions of workers into the rev~futionary 
struggIe. Armies which tolerate leaders who contemplate 
recon&ti~  with the enemy are always sold and betrayed 
to their enemy by qese very leaders. 
The Communist Tntematiotral has dso recognized thc 
fact, that t k e  are stilf remnants of reformist tendencies in 
various parties although the latter had excluded the reform- 
ists from t11eir ranks, and that these parties, while not 
working for the reconciliation with the enemy, are neverthe 
less not sufficiently energetic in their propaganda agait~st 
eapitalism, and for the revolutionizing of the masses. Par- 
ties, which in their daily work fail to b e  the inviration 
of the masses, which are not capable of cantiautusly in- 
creasing and strengthening the will to fight of the proletariat, 
by their own energy and impetuosity, such parties are 
bound to miss good opportunities for struggle, and to ahm 
spontanmus outbursts of the proletariat to remain without 
results, as the case in the oeeupation of the factories by 
the Italian workers, and during the December strib in 
Czecho-SImdria. The Communist Parties must develop the 
khting spirit within their ranks. They must get nab ta 
kcom the bed S M  of the revolutionary movement, 
whkh h e d e  to-make &,best use of cur forces, Tht 
Third1 
kart and their b h .  And to be the ~ r d  mwm-to 1 
m c h  at the head of the masses as their bravest, most con- 
scious and most circumspect section. It is &Iy by forming* 
such a vanguard, that the Communist Partie win be able, 
not d y  to build up a united proletarian from, but also to 
lead the proletariat to final victory. 
Pit the strategy of the prokhriat against the stratw of 
i 
-pitdim. Prepare your battles. 
The en+ is strong h u s e  for cwturies be has had the 
power in his hands; this @ fostered in him the conscious- 
n q s  of power and the desire to keep it. The enemy is strong 
b u s e  he has beep learning for ceutdea how to splitI sub- 
due and keep 40l~m the proletarian masses. The enemy is 
experienced ia the conduct, of civil. war, and theref dre the 
Third Congress of the Communist: International calls upoa 
the CMnmunist Parties of dI countries not to lave out of 
consideration the danger arising from the perfect strategy 
of the nrliag and possessing class,' as against the faulty, 
newly deyeloping strategy of the proletariat, which is 
struggling for power. The March events in Gemany have 
shown the g m t  danger, that the front ranks of the working 
c l ~ s ,  the Communist vanguard of the proletariat, may be 
f o r d  by klie &my into the fight, hiore the gathering of . 
the great m a d  of + e + p ~ o l ~ n s  ha  taken place. The 
Communist Intemiatihl has welcomed the dY ass i she  
. gim by hundreds of thousands of prorkers throughout 
Germany to the menaced w a r k e ~  of Middle Germany. In 
this spirit of blidarity, in the rising of the p r o l e t a h  of 
the' entire couritry, and even of the entire worId to defend 
a menaced portion of the prolepriat, the Communist Inter- 
national *&s tlie road to victoq. It ha9 wehomed the fact 
that the United Communist Party of Germany placed itself 
at the head of the working masses that hastened to the de- 
fence of their menaced brothers. But at the same time, the 
Communist International deems it its duty to declare f d y  
and distinctly to the workers of a11 countries: When the 
vanguard is unable to evade the open 4ht,  when such fights 
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canna forte &he + i l k f h  of the entire working dass, the 
vanguard myit not let it+f be drawn into decisive fights 
atow and iecllated, 'that when f om& into isolated fight, the 
vrulglraFd of the. army must emde th? armed 
clash with teae emmy, because the source of the victory of 
the p r d e b d  over the anned white-guards consists in its 
* reIiatloeuponthemas~. 
If it does not march as an overwhelming mass, the van- 
guard must not expose itself to the armed euerny as an un- 
armed minority. And the March events have taught yet 
m q k  lesson, to which the Communist International draws 
the atteption ~f the workers of all countries. The broad 
masses of the workers must be prepared by constant, daily, 
ever-increisipg and extending revolutionary agitation for 
the coming struggle which shall be entererd upon, under the 
. watchwords that have become familiar and understandable 
to the widest proletaxian masses. The strategy of the 
enemy must be met by wise and deliberate s t r a w  on .the 
part of the proletariat. The militant will of the front ranks 
does not suffice, nor do their valor and determination. The 
fight must be so prepred, so org;lniz&, that it shall bring 
dong the widest masses into the struggle, which s h d  rac- 
ognize it as the 5ght for their #vital interests: The struggle 
mrtst mobilize the masses. The more advanced the pasition 
of world-mpitdism w%l be, the more it will attempt to pre- 
vent the future victory of the Comnlunist Internatid by 
deshying its front ranks isolated from the great mass. This 
plan, this danger, must be met by an all-pervading, all- 
amusing mass agitation of the Communist Parties, by vigor- 
ous organizational activity which assures its influence upon 
the wide masses. and enables roo1 judgment of the battle 
situations, by deliberate tactics of evading the fight against 
superior forces of the enemy and by taking the offensive in 
a sibtion where the enemy is divided and the masses united. 
Tb Tfiird World Congress of the Communist Idem+ 
WmI .- that onty through txperimee in f19hting 
d l l l t b s ~ d L s r f ~ ~ ~ ~ t P . T t i u t h n t d  .:I -. bh 
J- . i / a 
Take care of militant discipline! 
The working class aad the Communist Parties of dl 
countries p-re themselves not for a perid of quiet agita- 
' don 'and organization, but for prolonged struggle which 
capital will now force upon the proletariat, in order to beat 
1' .  it into submitting to all the burdens of capitalist policy. In 
. this fight the Communist Parties must develop the highest 
I 
militaut dikpfine. Its Party leaders must cooly and deli& 
erately consider all the I e s m  of thc fight, th; must pru- k-' dently review the battlefield, uniting enthusiasm with the 
IC greatest deliberation. They must forge their militant plans 
. and their tactical course in the spir i t  of colIective thinking 
of the entire Party, giving due consideration to all criticism - - 
I - by comrades of the Party. But all the Party orgarbtiom 
must unhesitatingly carry out the course adopted by the 
I Party. Every word and every step of every Partv o m -  
nization m u s t  be subordinated to this w e .  The Parlia- 
meatary factions, the press of the Party, the Party organiza- 
tions must! unwaveringly obey the order given by the Party 
leadership. 
The world review of the Communist front ranks has 
ended. It has shown Crrmm~~nism to have become a world 
power. It has shawn that the Communist International has 
to create and to form evenmgr&er armies of the proletariat. 
It has announced our determioation to carry these fights to 
victory. It has shown to the world's proletariat how to 
prepare and how to achieve this victory. It is now for the 
Communist Parties of all countries to make t& decisions of 
the Congress, derived f m  the experienta of the world's 
proIetariat, the cormon knowedge of the Communists of 
all countries, in order that every Communist working mala 
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